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Despite Loss Of Population In County,
1980 Barometer Projects $8.2 Million Climb
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NEW HAZEL CLUB - Lions Disk Governor C. C. Lowry (right) presented
the official chute: to the Hazel Lions Club and its president, Bracie Knight,
in charter night ceremonies Monday at Calloway County High School.

<Dr. C. C. Lowry, Governor of Lions
District 43-K, presented the charter to
the Hazel Lions Club in organization
ceremonies at Calloway County High
School Monday.evening.
Accepting the charter from Lions
International was Bracie L. Knight
president of the Hazel Club which
organized with 32 charter members. A
special candle light induction ceremony
was conducted by Past Dist. Gov. Joe
Pat James of Murray. George Lilly,
president of the Mw-ray Lions which
sponsored the new civic club, was
toastmaster for the occasion.
Charter members of the Hazel Club
are Joe B. Adams, William Adams,
Larry Clvisnan, William P. Dailey,
Sr., Dewey Ealey, James Dale Erwin,
Kenny Gallimore, Herman Guthrie,

Billy H. Hudson and George M. James.
Calvin Key, Bracie Knight, David
Knight, Bobby Latimer, Michael
Lovins, William Mason, Hoyt McClure,
Gene Miller, James H. Miller, Johnny
Miller and John Morgan.
James M. Myatt, Max Parks, Randall B. Patterson, William Pratt, David
Provine, Jack Roach, Charles T.
Scruggs, Joe D. Thompson, C. B.
Wilson, Larry Wilson and Hal Winchester.
The Hazel Lions Club meets second
and fourth Monday nights each month.
Monies and gifts -totalling approximately $1,000 were presented to
the club from Lions in District 43-K, the
Puryear Lions Club and the Dees Bank
of Hazel.

It took the correct solution at a 10point bonus question to enable a team
from Murray Middle School to edge
their crosstown competitors from
Calloway County Middle School ZSO to
220 Saturday for the championiddp of
the fourth annual Junior High School
Math Bowl at Murray State University.
Taught by Mrs-Jane Blankenship.
the winners had defeated Hickman
County -Surrior ffigh--irr the openinground and had reached the finals by
drawing a bye in the semi-finals
bracket.
Making up the Murray Middle School
team were: Bekah Brock, Gina Brown,
Steve Beyer, Ricky Roberts, Charles
Cella and Kalani Kirk Hausman.
Bekah Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Brock, 1518 Oxford Drive;
Gina, the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Elwood Brown, Route 7 Murray; Steve,
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer,
Route 2, Murray; Ricky, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rogers, Route 8,
Murray; Charles, the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Cella, 1706 Plainview;

and Kalani, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
Ralph Hausman, 1613 Farmer.
Making up the Calloway County
team, which defeated Reidland and
North Marshall to reach the finals and
coached by Bill Miller, were:
Mikal Grimes,son of Dr. and Mrs. J.
M. Grimes; 1615 Martin Chapel Road;
-Tommy Der,son of Mr.and Mrs. D.
Orr, Route 7; Denny Jones, Jr., son of
Dennis and Tkin-nre-Jon,-TELIV"r7
Tony Melton, son of Dwane and Anna
Melton, Fox Meadows; and Evy
Jarrett, daughter of Odell and Gladys
Jarrett, Route 5.
The North Marshall team reached the
second round by defeating the Lowes
team in the first round.
The North Marshall team, coached
by Wanda Stephens, included: Marc
Hartline, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Warren, Route 6, Benton; Sue Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith,
Route 1, Calvert City; Billy Miller, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R. Miller, Route
3, Calvert City; Bruce Riley,son Of Mr.

Retail sales for 1980 in 441loway
from $10,827,000 in 1979 to an estimated
County are projected to clintb--by som, $8,967,000 in 1980 - is due to the higher
$8.2 million to a total of $184,2W000, in
prices charged for food forced by inflaspite of an estimated loss of poiktdation
non and to the loss of population,
from 1979 to 1960 of approximately 2.27 • Johnson said.
percent.
Sales in other classifications show
Those estimates are contained in the
gains from 1979 to 1980 ranging from
annual Business Barometer published
1463,000 in drug stores to $5,689,000 by
by the Murray-Calloway County
retail auto dealers. Total sales for auto
Chamber of Commerce. The barometer
dealers this year are projecteg to reach
was released today.
$48,803,000 while drug stored are exThe loss in population — dropping
pected to sell $6,292,000 worth of goods.
from 32,557 to an estimated 31,816
Food store sales are anticipated to incounty-wide and from 17,186 to 16,617-in
crease $5,233,000, from $32,617,000 to
Murray — was attributed partly to a
137.850,000; apparel stores are prodecline in resident enrollment at Murjected up to $12,232,000 from $11 million
ray State University by chamber exin 1979; gasoline sales are expected to
ecutive vice president James Johnson,
rise almost $1.5 million, from
who annually compiles the barometer.
$10,706,000 in 1979 to $12,202,000 in 1980;
Johnson said another factor in the
furniture stores are expected to gain
downward shift of population figures is
over $1 million in sales, from $8,917,000
that "high interest rates are discouraglast year to $10,008,000 in 1980; and
ing retirees" from buying property arid
lumber and hardware dealers are exmoving into the local area, "or any
pected to increase sales over $2 million,
other area,for that matter."
from $14,072,000 to $16,185,000.
Total individual income for county
This year's barometer shows a fall
residents is projected by the study to in1979 enrollment at Murray State of 7,841
crease more than $21 million to
and a spring 1980 enrollment of 7,270.
$183,542,000 while individual income for
This compares with a fall 1978 MSU
residents of Murray.is estimated to go
enrollment of 8,158.
up to $95,466,000, an increase of more
Figures from university officials,
than $15 million over 1979.
however, paint a slightly better picture
Income per household in Murray,
of MSU enrollment.
estimated at $17,449for 1980, has almost
MSU president Dr. Constantine
caught up with the Kentucky average
Deno) Curris said this morning that
incottreetwi
eKold'of• $11-,1196:-=If
'filta1ftgerosr4ortlid-1979-falionro1iment
come per household for all of Calloway
were 7,901 students ( +60 over the
County is projected to average $16,153.
barometer figures) and spring of 1980
Local financial institutions i 1979
enrollment as of today is 7,312(+42).
gained over $19 million over 1978*ith a
Curris said there would be a slight uptotal of $226,837,302 listedas assit for _ _ward change in the spring semester
the year.
enr-Olinient -figure between now and
A breakdown of retail sales into nine
mid-March, when final figures are
categories by type of product reflects
tabulated. He said the primary reason
increases in all but two of the
for the difference in the figures is the
categories, general merchandise and
number of part-time,' off-campus
eat and drink outlets.
students who enroll in classes between
Johnson attributed the drariV- • the start of the semester and that time.
general merchandise figures from $13.9
Johnson mentioned several
million in 1979 to $11.7 million in • 1980
highlights of the statistical data for the
partially to a reclassification of local
community <jncluded in the survey,
business firms. A portion of the sales
which is being mailed to chamber
that were counted as general merchanmembers today. Among those
dise in ,1979 will be counted in other
highlights are:
categories in 1980, Johnson said.
Building permits, which have been
The decrease in eat and drink sales -dropping since 1976, showed a slight

gain from 1979 to 1980 from 75 to 79.
.—Electric power consumption locally was down some 10 million kilowatthours, about equal to the figure requested by TVA in a conservation
drive.
More babies 683i were born in
Calloway County in 1979 than any' year
since 1960, when the chamber began
keeping records.
An increase in railroad usage was
up dramatically in 1979 in both
shipments received
mer-

chandise shippedout of Murray.
Fish and wildlife receipts showed
the largest gain since 1974, from
$75,307.75 in 1978 to $89,699 in 1979. The,
increase was attributed tea 13 percent
gain in tourist traffic during 1979.
Johnson said that total vehicle
registrations in the county, annually included in the barometer, were not
available this year because the change
in restistration orocedure from annuai•

AWARD WINIRERS.- Those iectivint awards in the Calloway County
Conservation District Essay Contest were (from left, top photo) Renee
Taylor, first place at Calloway County Middle School; Meleah Pashcall,
Calloway County High School, first place in the county; and Joanna
Fleming, Calloway High, second in the county. Winners in the poster contest were(bottom photo)rleanee Darnell,Southwest Elementary,second in
county; Laura Alton, East Calloway, first in county; Heather Doyle, first at
Murray Middle; and Kimberly Goetz, first at North Calloway. Awards were
presented Monday night during the conservation district dinner at Seven
Seas.(See related photos on page 12.)
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and Mrs. Galon L Riley, Route 6,
Jennifer Bugg, daughter of Mr. and
.Benton; Scott Waldrop, son of Victor
Mrs. Fred Bugg, Route 3, Clinton.
and Pam Waldrop, Calvert City; and
Coached by Mrs. Pearl J. Wood, the
Kendall Holt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carol
Reidland team was made up of:
L. Holt, Route 6, Bentog, Ky.
Clarinda Brindley, daughter of Mr. and
Coached by Sandra Hargrove, the
Mrs. Don Brindley, 513 Oaks Road,
Lowes team was made up of; Terry
Paducah; Brian Russell, son of Curtin
Bradley, son of Bobby and Charlotte
and Marguerite Russell, 2125
Bradley, Bpute 2 Mayfield; Jennifer
BFanterithlp - Drive, Paducah', -Scott
Byasse, daughter of Jack and Betty
ayaasar-Rade4r-Gunningliantrt-fiebelbell, Route 9, Paducah; Jonna
Burgess, daughter of Mrs. Carol
McElrath, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Burgess,Route 1, ickory; Trine Wright,
Jon T. McElrath, 122 Highland Circle,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny A.
Paducah; Cindy Brittain, daughter of
Wright, Route 1, Hickory; and Gina
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Brittain, 220
Tucker, grand-daughter of Mr. and
Carson Way, Paducah; and Joel
Mrs. James Tucker, Route 2, Boaz.
The Hickman County team was
Quimby, son of Mrs. Lucy Quimby, 160
coached by Ruth Ann Henson and inBabeland Drive, Paducah.
cluded: Kathy Kelly, daughter of Mr.
By winning, the Murray Middle
and Mrs. Darrell Kelly, Route 2,
School team now advances to the state
Clinton; Kevin Simmons, son of Mr.
championship tournament,to be held in
and Mrs. John B. Simmons, Route 2,
Lexington April 4 and 5.
Fancy Farm; Gaylon Reynolds, son of
The event, won last year by the
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Reynolds, Route 1,
Reidland team, is sponsored jointly by
Clinton; Ruth Bugg, daughter of Mrs.
the university and the Kentucky
Helen Bugg, 415 W. Clay, Clinton; and
Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

--Murray - antt---Catiovrar
students receiving awards in the
Calloway County Conservation District
Essay and Poster Contests were
honored at a dinner Monday night.
Other honor awards also were
presented during the festivities, held at
Seven Seas.
•
Meleah Paschall, a student at
Calloway County High, took top honors
in the county essay contest. Joanna
Fleming, also a student at Calloway
High, placed second in the county competition. Renee Taylor, who attends
Calloway Middle, placed first in her
school's essay contest.
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MATH BOWL CHAMPIONS - This team of Murrax .Middle School
matheThatkians took first place Saturday in the 4th annual Regional junior
High School Math Bowl competition at Murray State University, nosing out
Calloway County Middle School by 10 points, 230 to 220. Shown, seated
from left: Kalani Hausman, Mrs. jane Blankenship and Myra Farley,
teachers, and Rebekah Brock. Standing, from the left: Ricky Rogers, Steve
Beyer, Gina Brown and Charles Cella.

MATH BOWL RUNNERSUP - This Calloway County Aii3dle School team
finished second in the 4th annual Junior High School Math 119W1 Saturday at
Murray State University, losing to the Murray Middle School team in the
finals. Shown,seated from the left, are: Ivy Jarrett, teacher Bill miller, Mikal
Grimes and Denny Jones. Standing, from the left, are: Tony Melton and
Tommy On.

Partly cloudy and very cold
tonight with lows in the low 20s.
Wednesday partly cloudy and * "
Little warmer, highs in the low
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
Lake Barkley

354.13
353.55

---Louro-Alian,,Zast-Calloway Fiaree
tary, won the county poster competition. Jeanee Darnell, Southwest
Calloway, placed second. Other school
winners included Heather Doyle, Murray Middle,and Kimberly Goetz, North
Calloway.
The contests; sponsored by the- conservation district, the Courier-Journal
and the Louisville Times; were under
the theme "Our Land, Why Conserve
It?" All first-place district winners are
eligible for state awards.
The purpose of the district is to focus
attention on land, water and related
resource problems, to develop programs to solve the problems and coordinate help from all public and private
sources that can contribute towards accomplishing goals of the district.
James Stabler and Roy Kirk were
presented "Master Conservation"
awards. The award pays tribute to landowners who are concerned about the
quality of environment and practiced
the value of the earth knowing if it is not

Murray Middle Band
To Present First
Concert Tonight
The Murray Middle School band will
present its first concert of-the year at 7
tonight in the School gym.
Featured on the program Swill be the
sixth grade band under the direction of
Richard McLendon, the seventh-grade
band under the direction of James
Light, and the eighth grade band under
the direction of James Wright.
Everyone is invited to the free concert.
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Happenings In Community

Hormones after surgery
Lawrence t Larno,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
I am
38 years of age and had a hys.terectomy in the early part of
the year for fibroids These
were causing Inc complications and miscarriages The
doctor took out my uterus but
he left any ovaries He says I
don't need to take any medicines now unless I become
sick. So I have not been on any
medicines at all. Should I be
taking some hormones? I have
read or heard about persons
taking such medicines after
this operation. Will I go
through the menopause and
what effect will the loss of my
uterus have on my system'
My doctor told me none and
that I will feel like a new
woman.
DEAR READER • -- Most
women do not have a hysterectomy until they are
around the age of the menopause or after the menopause
is over. In such cases frequently both the ovaries and
the uterus are taken out. In
younger women, such as in
your case. if the ovaries are
perfectly' normal, the doctor
may elect to leave them in
and allow them to continue to
function. If their blood supply
is normal, they'll function the
same as before your operation.
That means you'll have a
regular monthly cycle as far
as the production of female
hormones is concerned. You
won't menstruate because you
no longer have a uterus.
Under those circumstaaces,
you wouldn't need to take any
hormone
replacement
because your ovaries are still
forming your normal amount
of hormones.
am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-12,
Menopause. to give you more
information on the menopause
symptoms since you've asked
for them. But I believe that as
• --te0g
place and functioning normally, you need not worry about
that for a few more years.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it: Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper. P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
Once you reach the age for
you to have the menopause,
you will have the same symptoms that other women have.

Some women apparently have
none or so few that it is of little consequence to them Others seem to have a great deal
of difficulty Specifically, you
might have hot flashes and
sweating and other evidence
of decreased estrogen production. If that should occur, your
doctor can tell by an examination if you're low on
hormones. If he thinks they're
indicated, he can provide
them for you at that time.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Does
pushing yourself to walk farther and work harder, when
you know you're pushing yourself, help your heart and
muscles" Does it help condition your body to get stronger^

Tuesday, Feb.211
Tau -Phi Lambda Sorority
Unit 827 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the home of
Marilyn Herndon at 7 p.m.
with Cynthia Hart as hostess.

DEAR READER -- If you
survive it, it might, but it's a
very poor way to train your
Murray TOPS (take off
body. The emphasis is always
on training - not straining pounds sensibly) Club will
You can train your heart by meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
exercising it at submaximal Center.
levels as with a gentle jog or
if your health will permit it
Faculty clarinet recital by
and you like to do so, engaging Don Story will be at 8:15 p.m.
in various forms of athletics
such as a good tennis match in the Farrell Recital . Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
orswimming;
Most of the health problems Murray State University. This
that people get into with is free and open to the public.
exercise are associated with
overdoing it. Exerting at peak
Mary Lee Hu, metalsznith
levels or straining can be
East Lansing State
from
harmful to individuals who
have underlying, and many „University, Michigan, will
-40re a slide presentation at
times'- unrecognized,
problems.
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

•
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Of Chapter M PEO Meeting,

League of Women Voters
general meeting will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray City
Hall Council Room with the
guest speaker to be District
Judge Sid Easley who will
discuss "Juvenile Justice As He
Sees It In Calloway County."
The public is invited.

Tuesday,Feb.16
%Vednesday,Feb.27
Bible Journaling Group of
Calloway County CitizenFirst Christian Church will meet ship for Issues and Concerns
at the home of Mrs. Marge' Leaders Training meeting will
Hays, Souttwide Manor, Apt. K- be held at 10 alit at the Coun6,at 7 p.m
ty Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street,
Murray.
Board meeting of the Christian Women's Fellowship al the
Free income tax preparaFirsi Christian Churdi will be
tion and assistance will be proheld at 7:30 p.m. at the church
vided to the elderly, lower inlibrary. „
come persons, and students of
the community in Rooms 205
Recreational Show. will conand 228, Stewart Stadium,
tinue from 9am.to 9 pm.at the
Murray State University,
Weir Kentucky Livestock and
from 1:30to4:30p.m.
Exposition Center. This is open,
to the public.
Thursday,Feb.28
Legion of Mary will Meet at
Film,-Death By Someone's
Choice," will be shown at 7 10:30 a.m.in the rectory of the
p.m. at the Mason Hall Nurs- St. Leo's Catholic Church.
ing Building Auditorium, MurLadies Night for the Knights
ray State University.
of Columbus will be at 6:30
Wednesday,Feb.27
p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Youth of Sinking Spring Catholic Church.
Baptist Church will meet at 7
p.m. at Pagliai's for the book
Zeta Department of Murray
study. They will meet at the Woman's Club will not meet
church and go by van to this month.

Thursday, Feb.ZS
Thursday, Feb.26
Last film in a series will be
Wranglers RAN; Club is
shown at 7 p.m. at the Mason scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Hall Nursing building the Calloway County Court
Auditorium, Murray State House.
University. The film is entitled "Truth and History."
Disabled
American
A new support group to deal Veterans and Auxiliary are
with S. I. D's, sudden infant scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
death syndrome, will meet at the Legion Hall, South Sixth
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway and Maple Streets.
County Health Center, North
Mothers Day Out will be
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray. For information call held at 9 a.m. at the First Baptist Church.
753-3381 or 753-3345. •

4

man,
of
Madisonville,
presented the Program on this
project and read a letter from
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Senior bassoon recital by Jane
one of the present recipients of
Harold, Paducah, will be at 7 have activities from 10 a.m. to
a grant, a woman from
p.m. at the Farrell Recital Hall, 2 p.m. at the Hazel CommuniAustralia who is to receive her
Fine Arts Center, Murray State ty Center with lunch served at
Ph.D. from the University of
11:45 a.m.
Suburban Homemakers University.
Kentucky in psychological
will meet at the home of
Club
counselling.
Dr. Joan L Maupin will preEllis Center will be open
p.m.
A guest was Mrs. John W. Sue Dunn at 7
sent the Consumer Education from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acTwomey of Chapter E, Conlesson at 10 am. at the Douglas tivities by the Murray Senior
necticut, who has recently
Center. Lunch will be served at Citizens with lunch served at
moved to the Aurora area.
12 noon.
noon.
Members present other than
those previously mentioned
Recreational Show will conMeals for the Nutrition Proincluded the Misses Susan
tinue at the West Kentucky gram for the Elderly will be
Ramp, Ann Herron and Joan
Livestock and Exposition Center served at 12 noon at the
Maupin and Mesdames A.H.
The Murray-Calloway from 9 asn. to 9 prn. This is free Douglas Center.
Joe Tom Erwin, local
Titsworth, John C. QuerCounty Shrine Club held its and bpen to the public.'
natural", wahe speaker for
termous, John E. O'Brien,
monthly social meeting on
Recreational Show is
the Februarntieeting of the
Hugh L. Oakley, Henry
Saturday, Feb. 16, at Hazel Senior Citizens will scheduled from 9 a.m. to 9
Garden Department of the
McKenzie, William S. Major,
Murray Woman's Club held at
Alexander's Restaurant in the meet at 10 a.m. at the Hazel p.m. at the West Kentucky
Community Center with lunch at Livestock and Exposition
Alfred Lindsey, Lsrrie N.
Holiday Inn.
the club house.
Clark,
'Maurice
P.
The buffet style meal was 11:45 a.m., birthday party for all Center.
Mr. Erwin showed a film,
Christopher, and Lewis
"What Goat Is A Warbler?",
served to the approximately those having February birBossing.
•
14 Shriners and their wives thdays, and craft club at I
'
:depicts the - intimate
Golden Age Club will meet
The next meeting will be
and guests. Mrs. Henry wfth Hazel Wainscett to give
family* life of the endangred
r
United
First
the
at
noon
12
at
Monday evening, March 3, in
McKenzie returned thanks. lesson on Cobwebb Dusters.
golden-cheeked warbler. The
Methodist Church.
the home of Mrs. LaFollette,
Those attending were
film
has been named
Film, "The Basis for
with Mrs. Bossing assisting.
Nobles and Mesdame,S Allen Human
Dr. Odin W. Anderson, "Conservation Film of the
Dignity," will be.
Jones, Leroy Angier, Charles shown at 7
Year'.! by the North American
p.m. at the Mason - Chicago; M., will lecture at
Hinman, Bobbie Fike, Freed Hall Nursing
Wildlife and Natural
Building 7:30 p.m. in the Special
Cotham, Don Robinson, Auditorium,
Resources
Conference.
Mruray State Education Building, Murray
James C. Williams, Jack University.
PARIS PATIENT
This wildlife film depicts the
State University. His topic will
Recently dismissed from
Norwine, E. B. Stacy, Cliff
nesting habits, enemies and
be "Help for the Vulnerable
the Henry County General
Finney, Jack Thompson,
relationship with the environWeekly luncheon of United Elderly." This is free and
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,itIohn
Wilson Hewstone and Morris Campus Ministry will be at 12:30 open to the public.
ment of the warbler; and emP. Bucy of Puryear,Tenn.
Bilbrey, Norman Klapp, Mrs. p.m. in the Counseling and
phasizes the value of each livHenry McKenzie and Mrs. Testing Conference Room, OrdNorth Fork NewsSenior Clarinet Recital by" ing thing in the maintanence
Lora Arnold. Mrs. Norman way Hall, Murray State Univer- • Neil Casey,
Paducah, will be of the balanced cycle of
Klapp was absent from the sity.
nature.
at 8:15 p,m. at the Farrell
meeting because of illness.
Mary Wells gave the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
A number of Shriners were
Joint fellowship supper of Center, Murray State Univer- thought for the day, and Millie
Graves, department chairunable to attend the meeting the Bethel and Brooks Chapel sity. This is
free and open to
man,presided.
because of other com- United Methodist Churches
the public.
mitments and because several will be held at Brooks Chapel
The group planned the anBy Mrs.R. D. Key
nual card party for March 26
and Mrs. Warren Sykes of County General Hospital, are spending the winter in at 6:30 p.m. wwith revival serSenior Viola Recital by
Feb.11, 1980
with a salad-dessert luncheon
Puryear, Tenn. Rev. Sykes Paris, Tenn. She was Florida.
vice at 7:30 p.m
Karen Barnett is scheduled at
had the closing prayer.
transferred back to Shady
7 p.m. at the Farrell Recital to be served at 12 noon at the
club house follows& by card
Mrs. Joan Pulse visited
Lawn Nursing Home on TuesHall, Fine Arts Center, MurR.
Mrs.
D.
Monday
Key
afterday.
Mrs.. Dianna Bickford and
ray State Univerity. This is playing until about p.m. The
public is invited with tickets at
Donald Malray visited Mr.
children, Tracia, Wendee, noon.
freeand open to the Public.
IRA 6- CORN, JR
$3.50
each to be purchased
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Glynn
Orr
and
Mrs. Ludie Malray on
kki and Richard, of
First production of -The from any department
'Chi go, M., Mrs. Dixie Butts have been ill the past few days Saturday.
member. Door and table
The Rev, and Mrs. Terry
and op, Barry Joe, North with colds.
Glass Menagerie" will be
-Charity is infinitely diviNORTH
2-26-A
prizes will be awarded.
Clerris Wilson and Sills visited Mr. and Mrs.
presented
Carolina, and Mr. and Mrs.
Murray
State
by
sible. He who has a little can
bers volunteered to
Douglas Vandyke on
•9 7
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Randy Säotherman and daughter, Lavettia, visited
always give a little " -deLs
Mrs.
et at the March 29th
Ovie
Wilson
and
Mrs.
R.
•
9
5
3
Thursday.
children, Jeuiifer, Jessica
with
tickets
$3
each.
at
Peter McArthur.
•K QJ 94
general Woman's club
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
and Mindy, Mray, visited D. Key on Friday.
•9 75
Mrs.
Paschall
Lottie
adwas
Orr and sons, Ricitie and
Kiwanis Club will meet at meeting, the MurrayMr. and Mrs. Bob Pulse of
Calloway County Fair Queen
Last November the
the Sirloin Stockade at6 p.m.
Puryear, Tenn., recently; and mitted to the Henry County Bryan, were supper guests of
WEST
EAST
Contest, and to provide a lunAmerican Contract Bridge 4
10 5 3
attended the installation of the General Hospital, Paris, the Glynn Orr family in
•K J 8
League held its first "Super- Ws 7
cheon for the Executive Board
Order_ _of
_ the Eastern Star Tenn., on Friday. She has Puryear, Tenn., Thursday
WAKJ
star__
Charily
of the Kentucky Federated
"
-evening. --Chapter at Cottage Grove,
Thirty six bridge celebrities •A J 103
-Gardèñ't1uat th ApiiT29th
•K Q M4
visited Mr.
Well it looksais if winter has
wei• Saturday--evaning- - - Morris Jenkins
-vo1unteeredancrlVfrilYoui
ras
—ViliakVeU
g- otten }iere after spiiig
Their mother,Joan Pulse, was
and were seated in such a
41 A Q 6 4 2
ton at Barkley Lodge from
in January. Looks like we are
installed as worthy matron. Saturday.
V Q 10 6 4 2
way that they would never
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donnie
in for a winter like February
The community is invited to April 29 to May 1.
Also attending were Mr. and
•A
play with or against one
Doris Cella reported that
attends
Hawaiian party at the
•
6
Mrs. Ray Smith and the Rev. Paschall and children visited 1951, but on April 2, 1951, it
2
another.
white
marigold and red salvia
Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall on snowed so hard all day accorCalloway
County Public
Only the remaining conVulnerable- None Dealer. Library
seeds have been ordered.
Saturday.
ding to the notation made in
on
Wednesday,
Feb.
testants had the opportunity East. The bidding
Members will assist in getting A
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall my diary. R. D. went to Paris,
27, at 7:30 p.m.
to play with each celebrity.
7:05,9:20 '
these
started or spring
and Mr.and Mrs. Bennett For- Tenn., for what they called
Primarily for participants
The event was deemed a East South West North
transplanting
in the Murraytune visited Mr. and Mrs. "Mule Day," but had to cancel
in
Murray
the
UniverState
huge success and the overall I NT
2 IP
All pass
Douglas Vandyke on Sunday.
it out until April 9 due to the
sity Alumni Association Calloway County Park flower
winner was George Retek of
Opening lead Ace of clubs
Howard Morris visited Mrs. weather.
Baseball Team tour to Hawaii, bed.
Montreal, a new member of
The group was reminded to
Jessie Paschall Sunday mornthe ACBL I3oard of Direcbut open to all, will be a
Mrs. Gerniel Cary and Mrs.
fully. cashed the spade ace showing of slides and corn- save cancelled stamps. The
ing, and Mrs. Cooper Jones Dorothy Harrelson were dintors.
visited with her in the after- ner guests of Mrs. Gloria
Today's interesting hand and ruffed a spade in mentary on the Hawaiian department voted to make a
money donation to CARE. noon.
was played in the charity dummy.
Jenkins on Tuesday.
Islands.
Now dummy's diamonds
Refreshments were served
event and Karen Allison of
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
Rickie Orr visited Mitch
Toronto showed that charity took care of two other
visited their little. grandson, Sykes.on Thursday. They had
spades and a heart was led
can also begin at home
Jeremy Key, in the Murray- dinner with Mrs. R. D. Key.
from dummy. East won and
If
the
bidding
Calloway County Hospital on
'seems
Steve Champine visited
exited
with a club and East
strange,
don't for I that
Sunday.
Mitch Sykes on Friday and
ventually took two trump
this
was
an
individual
event
Miss Martha Malray spent Saturday.
with changing part rships tricks to beat the band one
last weekend with Mr. and
Arlin PaschaU is staying
trick.
after each deal
viouslv.
Mrs. Donald Malray.
with Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
- Karen's charitable gesKaren
had
no
a
eedt
upon
Mr. and Mrs-Coy -Kuyken- Paschall for awhile until the
method of showin her two ture was to her partner
dall and Mrs. Nomie Olive weather gets better. Looks as
instead of to her opponents
suiter and chose t
hearts.
visited Mrs. Lillian Ross while if he will be there for the
saving the spades as haven and the small loss earned a
she was a patient in the Henry winter. On Feb. 9, 1979, it was
had West been able to find a very fine score for her side.
one above zero with lots of
lusty double.
snow.
West led the club ace and
Bid with Cora
continued the suit to East's
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
queen. East led the club South holds 2-26-B
Gallimore and Mr. and Mrs.
king and Karen now made
Gaylon H. Morris, Michelle
•K J 8
her most charitable move -and Mary Grace, were dinner
Italian Spaghetti
VAK
she threw away her ace of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon.
Wed. & Thurs.
•1086
Special
diamonds!
4 K Q8 4
Morris on Sunday. Mrs.
Mites
East
not
did
see
any charGallimore visited Mrs. R. D.
with
94
ity in this excellent play Swath North
Garlic
Key on Sunday afternoon.
Bread
2
40
1
NT
Now
he
was
forced
to.
pled to report that Ralph
2 NT
choose between making an 2•
Gallimore is feeling better. He
unfavorable switch to'
Salad 40 Extra
has been treated for a heart
spades or hearts, leading to • ANSWER: Three no trump.
There.
ONLY
.
cond14i
singe
.the .
MUSliM
oe lead-. North has eight or nine points
'':20,9;3O i
Super Special FolAiris
1101.41110.11111PINSOidideeT - a
hospit/rin December.
ti.i.kftlajOT: Bid the
MONDAY THRU
for a ruff and.a
Ai,
. -Aliti DI
game
#
and
hope
Mrs.
Spaghetti &-Salad
it
makes.
Minnie
Gore visited
IPIDAY
twoy Wow
and discard.
U)CICHHORN
--Mrs. Ovie
Wilson Sunday
Unfortunately for the
Send bridge questions in The Ares
Free Refills On Drinks
VANET.,A lirOPil.
- afternoon.
defense, he chose a spade CO Bell 12363. Dallas Texas
75225
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr
(three rounds of hearts with self-addressed stamped envelope
YANKS
visited Mr. and Mrs. Milford
would have been better) tor reply
OFFER GGOO 01067110 Toll/ CAW(
Declarer finessed successOrr on Sunday afternoon.,
Twenty-one members and
one guest were present for the
Chapter M, P.E.O., luncheon
held in the home of Mrs. L J.
Hortin on Saturday, Feb. 16.
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs.
Gerald Hudder were cohostesses for the Valentine
luncheon where the center
table was graced by a large
floral centerpiece, a gift of
Mrs. Hudder's former chapter
in Salina, Kansas. Red
napkins and other valentine
bouquets were on the smaller
tables.
Reports were given by
committee chairman and
correspondence read from
former Chapter members.
P.E.O. Educational projects
constituted the program of the
day. Mr& N,T. Beal said the
Educational Loan Fund has
loanecLmore Stian.114 minim
dollars to more than 23,000
young women since its inception in the early years of
the century.
The International Peace
SchoIarshih Fund, established
about 40 years ago has made
grants amounting to more
than two million dollars to
young women from foreign
countries to pursue higher
education in this country and
Canada. Mrs. Edward Coff-

Local Shrine Club
Has Social Meet
At Holidas Inn

Wildlife Film Shown
At Geliden Club Meet

Guests Here For Installation Of
Joan Piiise; Persons 111 In Area

THE ACES=

.•-

-q;

time

Hawaiian Parts To
-14e-Un-Wfo4nemla

Inflation
Fighter

by Mildred Hatcher, Mary
Wells, Irene Young, Nancy
Adams and Clovis Jones.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
department member, was
honored at a surprise luncheon held recently at the
Dakota Feed and-Grain. She
has sery$ focluaaLeArs ist_ different capacities, in the
Garden Department. The club
house parking lot area will be
the site of a flowering tree to
be planted by the department
in honor of Mrs. Vaughn. -

MEMPHIS PATIENT
William A. Smith, 1625
Sunset Drive, Murray, is
seriously ill in the Cardiac
Unit of the Baptist Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. He was admitted to the hospital on Feb.
20. Mr. Smith is a retired
teacher of sociology at Murray State University.
NASHVILLE PATIENT
T. C. Built Hill underwent
surgery at the Westside
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., on
Feb. 20, and is expected to be
able to come home this week.
MISS BENNETT ILL
Miss Kathy Bennett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Bennett of Murray,is a
patient at the Morris Hospital,
Morris, Ill. She has been
critically ill, but is now
reported to be improving. She
graduated from Murray High
School last year and is working in Morris.
PADUCAH PATIENT

'r`effrude 1Täuge drIVIiifttr has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Spann of Murray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Barney E. Paschall of
Puryear,Tenn., has been a patient at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

Inflation Fighter Special

99

MOVIE
SALE

cdr4s
. 4.mr,

4 wurp

aa

411-N%
kgritucky\rVi
Fried Chicken.

Wednesday Night
4 T. 11 P.M.

Hamburger &
Chopped Steak
Special!
Y2
Strytinq Al
Free Refills
On Drinks

Pr1(

934
Arid Up

You Can t Eat
This Good Al Home
For This Pr,ce
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Eldridge-Oliver
Wedding Planned

21,1100

Mr151,014.
JONES BOY
Bradley Thomas is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Thomas Jones of Mur-

Magazine Club ..
Plans Luncheon

Coleman - Hicks
Vows To Be Read

ray Route 3for their baby boy,
weighing seven pounds nine
I he Magazine Club will treasurer.
ounces, measuring 21 inches, have a luncheon on
At the Jan., 24th meeting
Thursday,
born on Tuesday, Feb. 12, at Feu 28, in observance
of held at the home of Mrs. R. A.
10:04 a.m. at the Murray- F'•unders
01ga
Day.
Johnston, Olive Street, the
Calloway County Hospital.
,Jfficers for 1980 are Mrs. devotion was given by Mrs. C.
They have another son,
Winter, president; Mrs. C. Lowry who used a series of
Glenn Allen, 12. The father is A C. La
Follette, vice presi- postcards each carrying a
employed at the Tappan Com- dent; Mrs. William
S. Major, thought to live by.
The Olga Hampton WMU of pany, Murray Division, and secretary; Mrs. lass
Hopson,
Following this year's theme
the Sinking Spring Baptist the mother is on leave from
studying the lives of famous
of
Church met Feb. 4 at the Fisher-Price Toys.
people in history', Mrs. La
church with Maxine Nance
Grandmothers are Mrs.
Follettee gave a paper on
presiding.
Bala Jones and Mrs. Carlene
Wolfgang Mozart, the famous
Members voted to set up a Williams, both of Murray
composer
who had prodigious
PARIS
PATIENT '
10
Ridgecrest fund to contribute Route 3. A great grandmother
talent but died a pauper at age
Anna
Walker
of
Buchanan,
to each month.
is Mrs. Minnie Carroll of MurTenn., has been dismissed 36.
Kathryn Starks was in ray.
Refreshments of cake, coffrom the Henry County
charge of the program on
fee
and chocolate-dipped
General
Hospital,
Paris,
"What Did You Say-Mean?"
SHERROD BOY
Crystallized 'grapefruit peel
Tenn.
She was assisted by Mary Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sherwere served by Mrs. Johnston.
Jones. Mrs. Starks led in a rod of Paris, Tenn., are the
question and answer activity.
parents of a baby boy, Colter
The call to prayer was led Pierce, weighing seven
by Larue Turner with the clos- pounds eight ounces, born on
ing prayer led by Lorene Thursday, Feb. 7, at the
Owens.
Murray-Calloway County
Refreshments were served Hospital.
Frances Drake
by Rhonda Cunningham and
The mother is the former
lliss Cheryl Jean Coleman
Maxine Nance. Others present Kathy Anderson. GrandFOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1980
were Mildred Crawford, Mary parents are Mr. and Mrs.
am]Earl Masan
What kind of day will
New business contacts
Turner, Ruth Warren, William Anderson of Paris,
Mr.and Mrs.Gene Coleman announce the engagement and
tomorrow be? To find out what helpful. Financial
Dorothy Brandon and Lynda Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. E. P. the
stars say, read the remuneration from career approaching marriage of their daughter, Cheryl Jean, to
Cooper.
Walters of Manleyville, Tenn.
forecast given for your birth efforts. Don't dissipate Earl Mason Hicks, son of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Hick.t of
Sign.
benefits with risks or long-shot New Concord.
Iliss Tem: 11eriii.e Eldridge
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Farmington High
proposals.
ARIFS
School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Elva Coleman and
and Rodriie I,ee ()liver
SAGITTARIU
S
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)114
1
Mrs. Nettie McKeel.
Miss Tena Denice Eldridge and Rodnie Lee Oliver ane
Investigate the financial (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211)
US Po...qe
Mr. Hicks, a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
nounce their engagement and upcoming marriage. The
Consult with career adpotential of hobbies. The p.m.
School,
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Hicks of
visers,
deal
but
domestic
with
ceremony will be held on Saturday, March 1, at 7 p.m. at the
may bring problems re
issues yourself. Pleasant talks Murray and Mr.and Mrs. Noel Smith of New Concord.
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church.
children.
with children. Complications
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, March 2. at
The couple invites all friends and relatives to attend the
TAURUS
from a distan
2:30 p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Main and Tenth
wedding ceremony, and the reception to follow in the comI Apr. 20 to May
Streets, Murray.
munity room of the Calvert City Bank.
A
get-together
with CAPRICORN
By
Abigail
Van
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Buren
Friends and relatives are invited to attend.
relatives
invitations
should be fun. Don't
No
will be sent.
Business advice is good, but
tarry too late, though, for
The bride-elect,is the' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
family problems could rear sign no papers at present.
Eldridge of Murray Route 6. Her grandparents ar_e Mr. and
their head. Keep p.m. talks Details may not live up to your
Mrs 0. B. Eldridge of Alrno Route 1 and Mrs. Margie McFarrequirements or needs. Listen
private.
ren of Mentone,Ind.
to family.
GEMINI
Miss Eldridge is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
School and is presently self employed.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)w
'Your
enthusiasm
is
com- The groom-elect is the son of.Mr. and Mrs. William Oliver
Save important business for
mendable, but you could
,of Calvert City Route_ 1, His grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
working
hours.
Later
DEAR
quickly
ABBY:
lose
Mr.
friends
interest
if
and
I
haa
coman
argument
the
Marvin Armsfiling ofTãlveit City Route 1, and his any
someone's
judgment
is
off.
other day -about- the word frantidiSeitablis-hinentarianism."
A_
plications
arise,
Don't get
grandmother is Mrs. Maudey Oliver.
We have looked in the dictionaries at school and we can't
discouraged. Keep' plugging. cooperative effort is-befiefiCial —
Mr. Oliver, a 1972 graduate of South Marshall High School,
to a point.
find it. We've also asked all our English teachers, and we
CANCER
is employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company,
still don't have the answer, so we're asking you.
(June 21 to July 22)00 PISCES
Mayfield.
Is a person who practices antidisestablishmentarianism
Your financial- potential is (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
an antidisestabl
It seems you're able to do
ishmentarian, or an antidisestablishmen.
bright, but optimism could
tariamst?
more
for . Others than for
cause
you
tobe careless with
Also, is there any rule in the English language that says
yourself now. Be as nice to
valuables.
Watch
for
loopholes
that if a word ends in "ism," the name of one who practices
yourself as you are to others.
in agreements.
that belief must end in "ist?" Thanks.
Protect
health from worry.
LEO
for the price of one!
CINDY PERKO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)44g
YOU BORN TODAY don't
Your personal touch is an know the meaning of the word
Every Iiiodnesday sight
DEAR CINDY: Will you accept the word of Dr. Bill
The Welcome Wagon Club tertained in their rooms.
asset in financial dealings. "defeat." You have leaderRivers, professor of communications at Stanford Uniheld its monthly meeting on
Nurse on duty foined in
our complete chopped beef
Later, things don't go quite ship ability and would not
versity?
Thuraday,Feb. 14, at 1 p.m. at with this special project of the
He
says
your
you
subordinate
thrive
in
way.
can't
a
Downplay
if
ego
find
"antidisestablishmentsrianism" in
Murray-Calloway County club. Martha Wrablik was
steak dinner is specially priced
the dictionary because it's net one word; it's a combination
necessary.
position. At the same time,
Hospital.
program chairman.
of words. However, you can Fuld "disestablislunent" in
universalist,
VIRGO
you're
a
inThe club members met first
at /Dinners for the price of 1. ..
almost any dicticoary.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)"Pki)ti, terested in the general
Following
the
enwith the long term care
Adding the prefix "anti" means that the person is against
welfare.
You'd
make
Progress
a
good
for those who stay
patients and later that day tertainment, dub members disestablishing the right to deprive the
only ,3.4`.!!
status of being,
behind-the-scenes. Self-co- public servant and may be
held the business meeting in met in the conference room becoming established. (The reason some people are or
politics
nfidence
drawn
and
to
law.
allows
so
take
a
you
to
with the president, Sal Wynn, fascinated with the word is because it is so
a great value worth
the conference room.
complex. The
back seat. You have a right to Your love of art, music, and
Members
of
the presiding. The card party for word establish is understood. Then disestablish is against
be wary later.
theater also attracts you to
going overboard for.
organization met and talked May 2 was discussed, as was establishing. Then adding anti will give you another word
LIBRA
vc-e creative endeavors. You may
opposite
disestablish.
You
the
budget and year book for
see how it becomes complex?)
1L41
with the patients, handed out
marked
ability as a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)—
have
ztle iloatun
You may use either "antidisestablishmentarian" or "antivalentintEwhich were hand the current year.
A private meeting goes well, writer or actor. Hold fast to
disestablishm
entarianist."
They
mean
the
same
thing.
made by-frie daughter of Mrs.
Friends prove distracting and your ideals and find an outlet
Approximately 15 members
Lois Leffler, aped served fruit were-present with Rose
may involve you in their for your sensitivity and you
Young
DEAR ABBY: Greetings from another "I-never-thoughtpunch and homemade cookies. being a new member.
problems.
Keep work con- will . succeed. Lawrence
Loma I'd-be-writing-to-you" Abby fan.
clea flartki
The table was decorated with Willis and Ruth
Durrell, author; John B.
fidences to yourself.
I am a 35-year-old professional woman, happily married
McCown were
Connally, gov't leader; and
valentines and red carnations visitors. The door prize
SCORPIO,US 441 North - Murray, Ky.
was with children, ages 14, 12, and a little one, 3 months old.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Inet41
with the punch being served won by Rose Young.
'
5 Elizabeth Taylor, actress.
I am amazed at the number of people-some I hardly
from a large punch bowl.
The next meeting will be know -who ask me if my last baby was an "accident."
I have given answers that I thought were good-humore
Approximately 30 patients held at the Calloway County
d,
were entertained at the table Public Library with a speaker but evasive.
N E EMS WOMAN NE EIDV.NOMAN N E EDLC WOMAN
(
NEED
How can I tell people that I consider such a question rude,
with 10 others being en- scheduled.
improper, and insulting without being rude, improper, and
insulting. too?
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Of.Interest 1(1
BURNING IN 'BAMA
HIGHWAY 641 & ARCADIA

Hampton
WIVIU Hears
Mrs. Stark

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Welcome agon (Alit) Holds
Party, Long Term Patients

Two...

..

DEAR BURNING: Respond with a question of your
own:
"Why do you want to know?" It stops 'em cold every
time.

,Senior Citizens

Irrri3F from
h.

Golden Age Club To Meet
Murfrom
iltal,

The Golden Age Club will
meet Tliqrsday, Feb. 28, at 12
noon. at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church.

of
a paunty
aris,

A historical program is being planned and all members
and interested persons are invited to attend, a spokesman
said.
Forty persons attended the
Jan. 24th luncheon held at the
Church social hall. Two trips
were planned with a few seats
*ft for the Florida trip.
Alex McLeod, service coordinator for the West Kentucky
Allied Services, was the guest
speaker.
A white elephant sale was

held.
Those present were Alex
McLeod, Paul Kingins,
Mesdames Naoma Schwalm,
Alma
Hastings, Birdie
Parker, Clara Kosal, Mary
Brinkley, Mary Sensing,
Thelma Nanney, Dathal Lax,
Opal Reeves, Thelma Parker,
Lucille Rollins, Nell Rhea,
Tennessee Outland, Ola
Bailey, Helen Peebles, Betty
Bridges, Hildred Sharp, Katie
Overcast, Autry Lange, and
Willie May Bridges; Messrs
and Mesdames Joe Gertzen,
Will Rose, Roger Burgoyne,
Dan Mears, Bill Marose,
Stonewall Lax, Robert
Hopkins, Ted Schlueter and
John Evans.

DEAR ABBY: STUMPED IN CHICAGO just might get
"Wendy" to see a psychiatrist by using the same strategy
I
used to get my husband to a marriage counselor.
Through the years he had always blamed me for our
marital problems.
After one particularly violent quarrel, I simply said,"OK,
our problems are all my fault. How about going with me to a
marriage counselor so that I can get some help?
That was six years ago and our marriage has improved 99
and 44/100th percent since then.
No,our problems were not of my making, but if I had tried
to put the blame on him, we'd still be battling.
Sign me...
STRATEGIST IN MARYLAND
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* * STEAK SALE * *
MONDAY-TUESDAY SPECIAL

•

: SPECIAL w
SIRLOIN
PLATTER Row $3.91 Saes $1.19
:
•

2.79

•
All-Yoe-Can Eat SOUP'a SALAD BAR
•
• •Tender. juicy Sirloin Steak
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e French Fries
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More producers made the call to
lieinold in 1979 than ever before—
and they sold us more hogs than ever
before—nearly 5/
1
2 million.
Producers liked what they heard—Helnold's strong bid
for all weights and types of hogs. If you
haven't heard
Helnold's bid lately, give us a call. It's the best hog call
you
can make.
For Heinoid's Bid,

CALL COLLECT
502.413-6304
- fancy Farm
Steve Cunningham

/
1 2 PRICE SALE
SEWING NOTIONS

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send 81 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Best hog call

Mon., Tues. & Sat. 9:00-6:00
Wad., Than.& Fri. 9:00-11:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00
CA1E ENDS -at MARTT
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NO EXCEPTIONS— ALL NOTIONS 12 PRICE—GET 2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1
HERE ARE A
HOOKS & EYES
FEW EXAMPLES
MACHINE
PARTS
BUTTONS
PRESSING HAMS
ZIPPERS
SEAM RIPPERS
THREAD( LIMIT 10)
BEESWAX
SCISSORS
PIN
CUSHIONS
NEEDLES
TRACING
WHEELS
PINS
TRACING
PAPER
ELASTIC
BUCKLES
RIBBON
SLEEVE
BOARDS
TAPE
BIAS
TAPE
MEASURES
RICK RACK
BRAIDS
SEAM BINDING
GRIPPERS
APPUOUES
KNIT CUFFS
ALL TRIMMINGS
PINKING
SHEARS
SEQUINS
PLUS
DOZENS
SNAPS
OF OTHERS
THIMBLES

PATTERNS
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

- 10 Years Ago

EDITOR

Middle-Man
Exposed
The "middle-man" has always
been blamed for the big difference between farm prices and
the cost of food to consumers. We
• always thought this referred to
brokers, processors and distributors in the food industry, but a
study by the college of business
at Colorado State University indicates the biggest middle-man
of all is our own federal government.
The Colorado researchers
tracked a hamburger patty from
a steer grazing on a western
ranch to its final destination nestled in the bun of a Big Mac.
The study filled three volumes
and showed the hamburger goes
through the grinder of 41,000 federal and State regulations. A calf

going out to - pasture first encounters Big Brother in a set of
grazing regulations. From the
ranch to the feedlot, to the packing house, and on to the supermarket or the fast-food grill,
meat is the subject of regulations
flowing from 200 separate laws
and 111,000 court decisions which
interpret them.
Is it any wonder that the patty
keeps getting thinner as the price
goes up? With enough regulatory
pounding, the meat in the hamburger will disappear altogether.
If the current campaign for deregulation doesn't get anywhere,
all we'll find between the lettuce
and the mayonnaise is a certificate from a federal inspector.

Garrott's Galley

\ Thoughts
n Season
Kea Wolf
It was a perceptive Frenchman,
Alexis de Tocqueville, a visitor to the
United States in 1831, who noted that
social and political equality could also
- produce -uniformity of thought and
opinion:
---Wbeneversochrt-ronditioes are-- equal, public opinion presses
with enormous weight upon the
minds of each -individual; it
surrounds, directs, and oppresses him...As men grow
more alike, each man feels
himself weaker in regard to all
the rest; as he discerns nothing
by which he is considerably
or
them
above
raised
distinguished from them, be
mistrusts himself as soon as
they assail him..11se majority
do not need to force him; they
convince him.
De Tocqueville's great work,
Democracy in America (1835, 1840), is
still read today because he was shrewd
enough to see and wise enough to fear
what he called "the tyranny of the
majority." The power of ill-informed
public opinion was Infintesimal in the
1830's in the United States. Today it can
make or break political leaders, start
and stop wars.

Jim Light, director of the Murray
High School band, started his band's
winter concert off with a personal note
the other night in Lovett Auditorium.
59.
The first of the six numbers on the
Thought For Today: Only the really
program was "Semper Fidelis" by the
plain people know about love. The very
immortal composer and band:sman,
fashionable ones try so hard to create
John Phillip Sousa:
an impression they soon exhaust their
It's a rousing march, something you
by the
talents. — Katharine Hepburn
played
seldom hear
sophisticated bands of today, and I
thoroughly enjoyed it. I appreciate and
understand march music.
IWO
Stepping to, the microphone, Jim
announced the number and its composer, and then said it was being
dedicated to a young man in the
audience who had been named for
_
Sousa.
The young man — a little fellow not
quite two months old, having been born
_on New Year's Day — was in the
balcony, nestled in the arms of his
mother. He was Jonathan Phillip Light,
the infant son of the Murray director
and his wife, Carolyn.
The little fallow kind of looked around
when the dedication was announced,
but he slept through most of the concert.
The band did a great job with its
concert music. I never have been one to
jump with glee when told I had to sit
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Belatedly the circumstances involving the only known instance
of a lynching in Calloway County has been sufficiently ascertained
to embrace in "The Story of Calloway County." A shocking revelation

in which
and Roy
Swenson
research

the writers are indebted to Frank Roberts, Harley Barnett,
Bogard, in addition to Mrs. Thelma Norene (Stubblefield)
of Yuma, Ariz., who has devoted years in genealogical
of her family. Her detailed report makes possible the

-the-most--hideous-imewo.-crimes- over -voiximitterl-lwro
wife and her mother were hanged in the northeast
his
when a man,

section of Callaway County within a period of less than two weeks.
Two sources have indicated only the man was hanged and the two
women were otherwise murdered; three other founts of information
reported all three died at the end of ropes. No longer can the story
be regarded as myth, but must be confessed as facts of our early
history.
In establishing the motives prompting the executions, only two
clues have been revaled, both of which present an incredulous
Ving. (Incidentally, lynching should not be confused with the instance of the legal hanging of Pud Diggs during the Civil War at
the foot of Christian Church Hill in Murray.) Of the two revealed
motives, the instance of a family feud over an inheritance to East
Texas ranchland appears more accytable than the oth`er, which
contends the murders were prompted'hy the cutting of high-bred
cattle tongues while savoring at a salt lick on the farm of George
Washington Barnett. Livestock grazed at large in a period of history
when few fences existed. Those who died were Barnett, his wife,
Mary (Mollie) Collier Barnett, better known as "Raunchy Buck,"
and Mrs. Barnett's mother, Mrs. Owensby Collier.
Mrs. Barnett and her mother, Mrs. Collier, had possession of
certificates of ownership of the East Texas land of Mrs. Collier's
deceased brother, Bill Owensby, who had gained title to land in
Baxter County, Texas, in the Trinity River section, as pay for soldiering in the Mexican War. Another sister of the dead soldier,
Mrs. Polly Minter, who shared in theestate, challenged possession
of the certificates in Mrs. Collier's hands, resulting in a bitter
family feud. According to the great-granddaughter of the Barnetts,
Mrs. Swenson, this explanation of the multiple murders is the more
plausible.
Although Mrs. Swenson does not recall the -exact source of a
newspaper clipping from the Murray Herald, she did forward a
she—had made -from an •old -scrapbook vlipping, omitting in
the copying some of the gory details of the mutilation of Barnett's
body, however inserting notes from other sourtca. The clipping
read:

gtocopy-

To Be Contired

20.Years Ago

Murray High Band's Sfiusa March
Was A Refreshing Change OfPace

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 26; the 57th
day of 1980. There are 309 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight Ui history:
On Feb. 26, 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte
escaped from exile on the island of Elba
to begin his second conquest of France.
On this date:' In .1802, one of the great figures of
French literature— Victor Hugo — was
born.
In 1952, Winston Churchill announced
that Britain had produced her own
atomic bomb.
In 1957, the United Nations General
Assembly called for a peaceful solution
to the Turkish-greek clash in Cyprus.
In 1978, the Israeli cabinet decided to
continue a policy of establishing Israeli
settlements in occupied Arab territory.
Ten years ago, riot police, using tear
. gas, broke up an anti-American
demonstration in front of the U.S. Embassy in the Philippine capital of
Manila.
Five years ago, the British Parliament approved a $900,000 increase in
Queen Elizabeth's budget to run Buckingham Palace and Windsor Castle.
Last year, Defense Secretary Harold
Brown and Energy Secretary James
Schlesinger said the United States was
prepared to use military force to protect flow of oil from Middle East.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian Jackie
CIeasohls 64. Actress- Bettv Hutton is

By M.C. Garrott

•

The home and contents of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford DOwney and children Of
Murray Route 6 were destroyed by fire
yesterday.
The Murray Civitan Club's annual
pancake day will be held March 28 at
Rudy's Restaurant and Maple Leaf
Restaurant.
Dr. Karl Hussung, professor of
chemistry at Murray State University,
has been appointed Murray State
University fund chairman for the
American Red Cross, according to
Harold T. Hurt, Calloway County Campaign fund manager.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Guess on Feb.6,a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Vaughn on Feb.
18, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Weatherford on Feb. 23.
Sarah Kay Peebles, Gay Ann
Phillips, Janet Ratliff, Mary Russell
Shaw and Sharon Venable, all of Murray, have been initiated into Delta
Omega Chapter of Kappa Delta pi
honorary scholastic fraternity at Murray State University.
Among the 28 outstanding scholastic
students at Murray State University to
be initiated into the Alpha Chi national
scholastic society at Murray State
University are Jane Rogers, Marie
Hicks, Mary Farmer, Brenda Nix, and
Wanda Gough,all of Murray.

Patricia King of Murray College High
School, representing the Murray
Woman's Club, and Bill Winstead,
representing the Marion Woman's
Club, were winners of the art and music
contests respectively of the First
District of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs at the district meeting
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. Mrs. Howard Olila, district
music chairman, Murray, was the
moderator.
Deaths reported include Mrs. G. G.
Walton and Mrs. Eugene Seawright,79.
"Dr. McElrath Relates The History
of the West Side of the Court Square; At.
Ohe Time The Entire Block Burned" is
the headline on the special feature story ,
. - _ Ack
written-by Dr.-Hugh
The Murray State College'
Thoroughbreds lost to the Louisville
Cardinals in a basketball game on Feb.
24. Sawyer was high scorer for
Louisville and Jarrell Graham for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crittenden of
Lynnville are pictared at their dairy
barn in the ad for the Ryan Milk Company.
Pepsi-Cola is listed as selling for 49
cents for two cartons in the ad for
Parker's Food Market.

through a band concert, but I enjoyed
learned to play it. I tried for two years
that one. I once took a music apbefore giving it up, much to Mr. Wells'
preciation course in college, not parrelief. I've often thought I might have
ticularly because I was a great music
been the reason he went into comlover, but someone had said it was an
mercial photography.
easy way to pick up.some credit. They
You see„I had mastered only the key
were wrong. It wasn't easy.
of "C" and played everything in that
For some reason, I have never been
key regardless of the declared sharps
able to develop the ability to visualize
and flats indicated at the beginning of
the fantasies written into concert
the music. I had that "Glow Worm"
music, but the music the Murray band
number down pretty food, however. We
played the other night was pleasing to
practiced it enough.
the' ear of an old Lawrence Welker like
+±+
me, and that I- appreciated.
and I were in the Mayfield band
Jack
+++
just about the time they first began to
Sitting up there in the balcony of
let girls play in it. Until then it was the
Lovett Auditorium and listening to the
All-Boys Band." Morris
"Cardinals'
memories
back
Murply band brought
now
director of bands at the
a
Carter,
-- memories of Murray State basketUniversity of Illinois, was our -star
spacious
that
on
played
ball games
trombone player, in fact, the best in the
stage, memories of dances to the music
state.
big-name
biggest
America's
of
of some
Bill Quinn, who later married my
bands and memories of some of the
was the best tuba player in the
sister,
earliest "Campus Lights" productions.
year after year. The band was
—
state
I also remembered playing in a band
it had quality — with exbut
small,
that stage a couple of times, too. Not
clarinet player or two.
a
of
ception
—
clarinet
a
many know it, but I played
at the football games,
marched
We
or rather played at it — in my day. It
Ago
made trips to Morganfield, Princeton
School
High
Mayfield
was with the
and Hopkinsville, and one time spent
The Murray State College
band, and each spring we would come
two days playing all over Graves
beat Morehead State 75
Thoroughbreds
concert
a
play
to
campus
Murray
to the
. County in support of an Alben W.
to 60 in the opening round of the Ohio
number in the big band contest.
Barkley Senate campaign. We went to
Valley Conference Tournament played
It was a big trip for us, and we
the high schools in the south part of
all
at Louisville. Loughary was high scorer
ow
practiced hours and hours on
the county one day, and all of those in
for Murray and Allen for Morehead. In
concert piece. One we played was
the north part the next day.
the other game Western beat Tennessee
occasionally
"Glow Worm." I hear it
+++
Tech.
now, and always try to pick out the
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bettie
Our halftime show at the football
high-pitched clarinet parts.
Phillips.
games included a march down the field,
One concert, particularly, stands out
Ralph Edwards of Hazel drew a top
reverse after the drum major had
for Jack Relate, who played a French
price of $46 per hundred weightfor his
tossed his baton over the goal pod
horn in the same band. It was a concert
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
crossbar, come back to midfield, face
during which H. Clay Shelton, now a
Market here on Feb. 24.
the crowd then form a big "M", or at
prominent cotton broker in Memphis
Paducah
for
"in'
a
also
Thanksgiving
Roberto Dela Rosa, cultural agent of
player,
horn
French
a
also
but then
Tilghman, play a Sousa march and
the Mexican Consulate in St. Louis,
came out with a loud and clear note
march off.
Mo., will speak at Murray State College
right at a point in the number when the
on March 1; and also at the -combined
One of the biggest stunts the band
band was taking a pause. He never
ever pulled was to form that big "M"
meeting of the Murray Rotary and
lived that down.
then scattered popcorn on the ground,
Lions Clubs on Feb. 78 at the Murray
+++
leaving a big, white "M" on the field
Woman's Club House.
Kenneth Wells, now a commercial
when it marched off. The crowd loved
In high school basketball games Lynn
might
I
and,
photographer in Mayfield,
It.
Grove--beat Almo, Calvert City beat
add,one of the best in the country, was
I left the band too soon, because in
Murray Training, and Hazet-beat -FarOur director. I really wanted to play a
our senior year it got to go to St. Louis
mington. High scorers were D. Darnell
trombonei_ but _Mr. Wells needed
Al5016 Naar This was during-the — far-14M
Toir MAILclarinet Oayers and coil-Vizi-CR"Hie
big softball era in Mayfield and both the
Solomon for Calvert City, Outland for
should play one.
Curlee and the Merit Clothing Company
Murray Training, Taylor for Hazel, and
My dad, despite struggling to keep
took the band to tournaments
folks
Barnes for Farmington.
food on the table while selling insurance
where their teams were playing.
during the Depression, miraculously
And, all I got was that trip around
get
came up with the $75 necessary to
Graves County helping Alben Barkley
'me a gleaming, silver instrument.
get to the Senate!
Jesus said:unto him. Thou
I really let dad down, because I never
shalt
love the Lord thy God with
By TOM BAUM

30 Years

Bible Thought

Capitol Ideas

.„ WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Howard
Cannon isn't generally regarded as a
humorist,so it came as a surprise when
the Nevada Democrat opened hearings
on a trucking deregulation bill with a
series of one-liners.
"Welcome to the only place in town
where it's possible to see legislation
languish in front of your eyes," cracked
the chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee.
Cannon was referring to some
unwelcome publicity: news stories suggesting the FBI was investigating
whether he received favors from the
Teamsters Union for withholding support from the trucking bill. Cannon has
denied the allegations.
One newspaPer account, Cannon
noted, said the bill had "languished"
before his committee — even though he
argues he held some 14 hearings on it.
Cannon told a few more jokes and
then called attention to a small bandage
alongside his right eye. The result of
minor surgery, he said.
But he quickly added: "I'm reluctant
to say,that I had minor surgery,for fear
I willsee on television tonight that I had
a lobotomy over the weekend."
Windirar Up his MonologbeiCatmon- said:'If anyone is offended by any of
the jokes I have told. I want you to know
that I am like Ronald Reagan.
"I only told them as examples of the
type ofjoke that I really abhor."

Associated Press Writer

Last summer, members of Congress
complained about heat in the chamber
when Capitol thermostats were raised
to conserve air-conditioning energy.
Now,some think it's getting too cold.
A chilled Sen. Howell Heflin, D-Ala.,
was presiding over the Senate recently
when he interupted floor proceedings to
request that "the sergeant-at-arms bring forth the official Senate thermometer."
No such thermometer exiats and
senators broke into laughter.
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, suggested the temperature was"very comfortable for an Alaskan senator."
And Sen. Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt., not
to be outdone,said what might seem too
chilly for Heflin, a southerner, "would
be considered a heat wave in Vermont."
However, Heflin dryly reminded
Leahy that, "the chair cannot help but
observe that the senator from Vermont's hands have been in his pockets
most of the time."
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd. D-W.Va.,had the last word,as he
"The chill falls alike on.the,just and
unjust,"J3yrd declared. "The itwortent thing is to keep the temperature
down, be well-clothed and conserve
energy."

all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.
It is easier for a man to think
he loves God, than it is to be
kind to your own family and the
people you work with.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oranionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who flo not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
*
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
•
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a-rentier feels that-the issue merit; •
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editorpr
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
•
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A screwdriver is for driving
and removing screws. It's often
used for prying, chiseling,
punching, loosening and half a
dozen other functions for which
it was not designed.
The result of these misuses is
a shortened life or, at the least,
a degree of damage that unpairs its effectiveness and
sometimes mars the work on
which it is being employed. All
of this is completely aside from
the troubles that can occur
Ithen the blade of this simple,
basic hand tool is too large or
too small for a particular screw
dot
Place the blade tip into a slot
which is too small and the slot
will be damaged, often making
it impossible to drive the screw
all the way. Place it into a slot
which is too large and the tip
will scoot away, sometimes
damaging the material and
sometimes causing an injured
hand.
Assuming you are right-handed, you-should hold the screwdriver in the palm of your right
hand, with the thumb and forefinger near the ferrule, the ring
or cap used to strengthen the
handle. Steady the blade with
your left hand and turn with
the right until the screw has
taken hold. When it has — and
you are sure the screw is going
in straight — remove your left
hand and continue the operation.
You can avoid trouble by
making a starting mark in the
. wood with the point of an awl.
Better yet, especially with
hardwood, make what is called
a pilot hole with a drill.
. Because of the foul-ups that
can take place when the right
screwdriver is not used, your
workshop should include, at the
very least, three standard-sized
screwdrivers: one for small
screws, one for medium-sized,
one for large. In selecting
them, make certain the tips are
straight and nearly parallelsided. Also, get screwdrivers
with handles that feel comfort:able to you. If the diameter of
the handle is too small, it won't
feel "right" when you pick it
up It will feel as though you
don't have a firm grip on it.
Avoid such a screvidriver_be,_
cause it will feel even more uncomfortable when driving and
removing screws
You should also have a Phillips screwdriver to use on
screwheads with cross slots.
These are _tht kind you often
find on alopliatices and other
manufactured
products. A
screwdriver of this type should
be of medium size, but it is
JAN MATULKA
NEW YORK (AP) — The
first retrospective of work by •
Jan Matulka 11890-1972) is on
view at the Whitney Museum
of American Art through Feb.
24.
Some 65 paintings,drawings
and prints executed between
1916 and 1938 arebeing shown.
The Museum says they offer
-a -rernar We—overview ritl'
the extraordinary shifts in
styles and artistic attitudes in
American art during that
period."
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rachet offsets, spirals, pushpulls, bits for braces, drivers
for electric drills and those that
hold the tips inside the screw
slots until the screws take hold
For home do-it-yourselfers,
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," provides
valuable directions. You can
get a copy by sending $1.50 to,
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J 07666.)
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DINING

Year-Round Cooling And
Heating From Add-On
Heat Pump System

LIVING ROOM
1%. 14
2

14 FRONT

N4lull..
DESCRIBED AS A MINI-DELUXE family home, this
1,512-square-foot house can serve either as a single, detached
four-bedroom dwelling or as a duplex, where zoning laws permit. For more information on Plan HAI 139R, write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to Jan Reiner, 1000
52nd St. North, St. Petersburg. Fla.. 33710.

Ii Here's the Answer ffifg

General Electric s Zoneline III heat pump installs as easy
as one-two-three in an add-a-room As the outside
wall is
erected (1) secure a wall case into the framed-out opening,
(2) make the electrical hook-up and 13)slide the chassis
into
the sleeve Zoneline Ill heat pumps have cooling capacities
of 9.100, 11.500- and 14,100-871./H to meet the
requirements of most any size add-on room.
II the unie hascome tor you
to ciltisider central air conditioning fiir your home.you
should consider the advantage of the Plus-One heat
pump system.
This apd-on system enables you to use your alreadyexisting furance as the indoor
section which,along with the
heat pump. will provide central cooling.
An additional benefit of
this Plus-One system from
General Electric is alai the
heat pump furnace system
not only can cool in warm
weather, it also can provide
heat during nuldlysool weather. The existing furance takes
care of.
ihe heating during
tow-ternpertiture periods.
The heat pump principle
may be new to many consumers,even though it's not
new in the heating and air
COnditimting -induntry:-Basi- cally. it is a central air conditioning system that can
both heat and cool. In summet
inside a home and pumps it
anktzin—wiimetr 4
extracts heat from, outside
air, raises the temperature
and distributes it inside the

is still heat in the outdoor
air — and the heat pump.
takesadvantage of that heat.
When adding a heat pump
to an existing heating system.'
General Electric recommends operating the heat
punfraSiOng as it can keep
the indoor temperature at
the desired level without the
use of the furnace. It then
automatically switches over
to the fossil-fuel system when
the heat pump can no longer
handle the complete heating requirements. The idea
is to provide economical heat
pump operation and reduce
home use of short-supply
and -or expensive fossil fuels.
The home thermostat can
assure you that the heat
pump 'furnace system will
cool and warm your home
to the desired temperatures.
giving true comfort condiironing aft yearfong.

house.
The heat pump isn't magic.
but it has the capability to
pull enough heat from the
outdoor air-during -much of
the heating season to keep
the indoor air comfortable.
General Electric s WeatherThis is possible because even iron Heat Pump
for summer
at cooler temperatures. there cooling and winter heating

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q.—We had a swimming pool
installed near ow- house a year
ago. We now have decided to
paint the bottom of it in some
artistic fashion. One of our
teenage children is studying to
be an artist and does excellent
work. Do you have any suggestions?
A. — You know, of course,
that it is important to buy a
special type of paint that can
be used on swimming pools. In
buying it, be certain to tell the
dealer of what type of material
the pool is made. Generally,
large designs are more attractive than small ones. Cool colors, such as- blues and greens
with w,hite, look better than hot
colors, but you may find your
children in favor of the latter.
To produce a rippling effect,
make wavy designs. Fish and
flowers are excellent subjects
for pool 'bottoms.
Q. — A couple of years ago,
you advised someone how to
hoist a piano down from an upstairs window. Can you repeat
the information? I have two
Sons who can handle the job.
A. — I didn't tell them how to
do it. I advised them not to do
it. For one thing, most pianos
will not fit through a conventional window. For another,
professionals prefer to take a
piano down a flight of stairs.
When experts do use a window,
even their skill doesn't prevent
it from being a tough and hazardous operation.
Q. — I reeently took the old
finish off a bureau and then
stained it. I didn't have time to
finish the staining in one operation and now I find that half
. the bureau it stained darker
than the other half. I like the
dark color and would like the
entire bureau the same shade,
but I am afraid to do any more
staining until I find out what
caused the problem. I used
stain from the same can. Also,
if I use more stain on the light
area, will I be able to match
the dark half?
A. — Some details are lacking to provide you with a precise answer, but here is information that should enable you
to find your own reply. Generally, the tone of a stain is afTec Vol bST—firrra—thiiiis- lire
amount of thinner used, if any,
and the time that elapses between the application and the
wipe-off. Was any thinner used
and, if so, how was it done? If
you used some thinner the first
time and then added thinner
the second time, the chances
are the second application
came out lighter. When you
stain wood, the intensity of the
color is determined by how
long the stain is left on. If you
wipe it off 30 seconds after ap-

plying it, you should stick to
that 30-second interval throughout the entire project. It may
be that, on the second occasion,
you wiped off the stain residue
sooner or later than the first
time. The longer the stain stays
on, the darker it is likely to be.
To match the two parts of the
bureau, apply more stain to the
light area, then wipe it off very
quickly. Wait and see what
happens. If it still isn't dark
enough, apply and wait a little
longer, being sure to time the
intervals. Once you have °obtained the shade you want,
complete the staining on the
same time schedule.
The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
PLUS a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Industries have learned that- :._
it makes good busoiess sense to
enlighten consumers about how
to buy their products As a result, nowadays a fairly considerable amount of information
on wise buyrnanship exists for
many consumer durables.
For example, a pamphlet
available free from the Furniture Industry. Consumer Advisory Panel I FICAP) in High
Point, N.C., offers basic, nononsense, information abseut
buying wood and upholstered
furniture.
Let's say you are shopping
for upholstered pieces. What
standards should you apply to
that sofa or chair you have just
seen"
Good tailoring, straight
'seams, no puckering, no loose
threads, matched fabric patterns, a well-padded frame and
legs attached securely to the
frame with corner blocks for
bracing, says FICAP's "Furniure Buyer's Guide."
Check also for the content of
the cushion material which, by
law, must be on a label attached to one of the cushions
and for use and care information provided by the manufacturer.
Sit down in a sofa or chair
and get up several times. If
you are serious about buying,
sit for at least 10 minutes. Are
you comfortable? Does the fabric scratch?
If you are considering a sofa
that opens into a bed, try opening and closing it and don't forget to lie down on the mattress
provided to test its comfort, as
well, adds the pamphlet.
Most textile mills do not
guarantee upholstery fabrics,
so consumers should pay particular attention to choosing a
suitable fabric. Its quality and
surface appearance are influenced by fiber, weave and
finish.
Long threads in materials
such as satins and brocades
may snag or break. Nubby
threaded fabrics also may
snag. Cut-pile fabrics such as
velour and velvet will change
slightly in color when their
naps are brushed in different
directions.
If durability is important,
look for a closely woven fabric
that won't pill. Take a pencil
eraser and rub briskly on a
fabric sample. If bits of fabric
come off, the fabric is shedding
fibers or pilling, If there is a
backing, rub samples together,
back to back. If the backing
flakes off, avoid the fabric.
When buying wood furniture,
check for a uniform finish, a
smooth surface, careful gluing
with the excess glue wiped off
and triangular corner blocks:

sereweo and glued to support
and reinforce corners of the
&eine
Joints should fit tightly. In a
case piece, drawers must fit
snugly in the frame, yet open
and cluse effortlessly. Drawer
sides and backs should be at
least orie-half inch thick. Casters on large pieces are a good
feature if you need to move the
piece for cleaning.
Wood furniture may be of solid wood construction, veneered
or engraved and printed. Each
type has its advantages. Solid
wood tops, front and end panels
should be of hardwood that is
free of knots and sap pockets.
It must be carefully glued together in three- or four-inchwide strips to a). oid splitting
and warping
Veneered furniture uses thick
layers of decorative wood bonded to the top and bottom -ply"
or layer of the Plywood base.
Contrary to popular opinion,
ply construction with veneers
actually increases the strength
of the panel and improves resistance to swelling, warping

and cracking Veneering also
makes it possible to have
matched fine-_grain patterns
and decorative inlay *vatments.
Manufacturers now offer
wood furniture that is printed
or engrafred with a wood grair.
having the appearance Of a veneer. These pieces are less es.
pensive than real veneer, but
provide some of the same look
for less money.
Choose your furniture at o
store which offers the service
you seek. Services vary from
store to stpre, with discount operations usually providing few
er options such as free deli% ery, installation, polishing and
touching up furniture after de- .
livery, and interior-designeseryice.
For a free copy of -Furniture
Buyer's Guide" send a self-addressed, stamped business-size
envelope to High Point, N.
27261. The organization is
-sored by the Southern F
lure Manufacturers Associat ‘_
and Southwestern Furniture
Manufacturers Association.

RECESSED CEILING UNIT — Thomas Industries has
redesigned the housing in its line of recessed ceiling units
making it safe to use in direct contact with insulation. The
new housing design, number R1-IC, complies with the
National Electric Code and has the approval of Underwriters Laboratories.

'
ACTION SOLAR HEATERS are very simple in
design, are extremely efficient and are economical to
own.
*ACTION SOLAR HEATERS will pay for themselves
in -fa 5 yearrdep—endiriijiiiiiiri—v-a-ribiit fifiCorIT
*ACTION' SOLAR HEATERS reduce
costs and save you dollars.
'
ACTION SOLAR HEATERS are designed and
engineered to collect the maximum amount of sun
rays, convert those rays to heat and put that heat
directly into your home at a rate of 65 to 100 cubic
feet per minute.
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even better to get a small-sized
one in addition_
Every once in a while, you
will encounter a situation
where the screwdriver cannot
itt into a certain space. In that
eve, you will need either an
offset model orone with'a very
short handle. Perhaps this will
not happen very often — maybe
only once in a year — but when
such a screwdriver is required,
nothing will take its place.
Other screwdrivers include

Here's How To Buy-Furniture

Swede-Salvage
Mr: 112'
414413/
4½mLf..0 Peneetewa ad.

Most people don't begin
dethatcher or an
rake.
thinking about lawn work until
3. Seed with bluegrass or
it's time to cut the grass the fescue, using quality seed.
first time in the season. But a
One herbicide, Topersan,
horticulturist
with
the can be used at the time of
University
of Kentucky seeding for preemergent
College of Agriculture says to control of crabgrass, but it
give your lawn some thought a
must be applied before the
first week of April in the
little earlier.
Mid-February to late March
western part of the state and a
is the time for renovating little later for the eastern
portion.
lawns, according to Win
Dunwell. He explains that
Dunwell notes that grass
renovation started later is an
should be mowed as soon as'
invitation for weeds to comnecessary,at a height of about
pete with grass. Grass also is
three inches for bluegrass or
not strong enough to withstand
fescue. Grass should be cut to
the hotter temperatures later
a height of two to two and onein the year.
,
half inches. "You never want
To renovate, Dunwell
to cut off more than one-third
suggests: •
of the leaf area at any .one
1. Take a soil sample and
time," he cautions..
have It.pnalyzed to deterptine
-proper firtilizers and arneants
For more information on
to add to the lawn.
Lawn renovation, contact your
2. flake the lawn and get out county agricultural Extension
dead material using either a agent.

WARRANTY
We guarantee that if you fail to get a
fuel savings in your first year, we will
refund the complete purchase price and
fake back the unit. There is a one year
guarantee on the motor and the Solar •• • •
Heater is properly warranted.

Located Beside Murray Theatre

753-4124
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Despite Losing To UK, 76-67

Cornell, Chimes Selected
OVC Indoor Track Coach
And Athlete Of Year

Lady Racers Have
Improved 2nd Half
By DAVID HIBBITIS
Sports Editor

Janice McCracken to trim the
final score to 76-67.
"I was real pleased with the
For a half last night, it ap- way we played," Murray
peared the Murray State Lady coach Jean Smith said.
"I
Racers were playing out of thought we
wore them down. I
their league and in a land of don't think
they the Lady
giants-as they trailed the 15th- Kats-t could believe
the
ranked Kentucky Lady Kats score."
47-29 at the break.
In order to understand why
But in the second half, the Smith could have been so
Racers matched UK's height pleased with losing a game by
and depth with a scrappy only nine points, a look at past
defense and the shooting of Kentucky results holds part of
guards Laura Lynn and the answer.

COMBINING FOR 34 REBOUNDS, Murray State's Lisa
Lamar (25), who had 12 rebounds, And Kentucky's Liz
Lukschu (53), who also had 12, watch as Valerie Still, who
finished with 10, claims this one.

Kentucky had whipped
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead, two teams which
had beaten the Lady Racers in
- a total of five games, by no
less than 11 points in any of the
games.
UK had also annihilated
Western Kentucky, a team to
which Murray lost once and
which it struggled to beat at
home, by a score of 99-43
earlier in the year.
For most of the first half.
Kentucky did at will what
everyone expected. Its offense
dumped the ball inside to its
giants, 6-foot-4 center Liz
Lukschu and 6-1 forward
Valerie Still for 11 and 13
points, respectively.
And when those two did not
have to handle the ball, guard
Patty Jo Hedges hit six shots
from 12 feet and beyond in just
over five minutes to finish the
half with 13 points.
These three were mainly instrumental in Kentucky
building a 39-18 lead with five
minutes left in the half.
But UK began to substitute
freely to give its starters a
rest and appeared to lose its
momentum for the rest of the,.
night.
Smith offered a different explanation,. :'We were swit,-dling s_leferiss. lit Abe _second
half. When- I stayed in one
defense, they went 'pop' right
into it. They were very good at
hitting the open person.
were throwing *different defenses at them to
make them adapt. Janice was
the one who was changing our
offenses and defenses."
The loss left Murray with a
12-18 overall record and its second straight loss after the
game at Memphis State Saturday. But Smith was very encouraged with the last two
games.
''After these two games, we
are in far better shape than we
were before them," she said.
"The last two games we have
concentrated on our execu-

Murray State Certain Only To Appear In OVC

Mirrray Ledger & Times

By Dennis PoWtte
The accolades continue to
pour in for the ?array State
men's track team after
winning the recent Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor
Championships at Morehead,
Ky.
Murray State's Bill Cornell
was named yesterday as the
OVC's 1980 Indoor Coach of
the Year by his. contemporaries. In that same
coaches poll, ,Pat Chimes, a
senior middle distance runner
BILL CORNELL
for the Racers, was selected
as the' conference's Indoor
"It took until about now for
me to come down," he said."I
Trackman of the Year.
Cornell, who is in his 13th wasn't sleeping before the
year as cross country and OVC because of nerves. But,
track coach at Murray State, I'm still coming down. I'm
preferred to talk about his still running races in my sleep
team's stunning performance a week after the meet."
in the conference track meet
Cornell won OVC Cross
rather than his own ac- Country Coach of the Year
awards in 1966 and '69, also.
complishments.
"I knew we had a shot (at
Chimes, a native of Midthe OVC), but I had to con- dlesex, England, was named
vince my men," he said. the league's top indoor per"We've had chances in the former • after winning two
past, but we've had a couple of events in the OVC Chainrunners who always blew it. pionships. He captured the
This is the first time I can look 1,500 meters with a time of
•
Im••••1
at my trackmen and say 3:50.9 and won the 800 meters
nobody let us down. Usually with a clocking of 1:55.5.
somebody blows it, but nobody
In addition to those acdid this time.
complishrnents, Chimes also
"We've also been fortunate ran a leg on the Murray State
.M. that we had oar injuries distance medley_ relay_ team
LAURA LYNN (32) gets thrOuil; the tough Kentucky
early.-fon can control a lot-of thiitt-In1he—Cii9i:
defense for two of game-high 25 points.
that, but luck comes into it, ference meet with a time of
9:58. On the day, he rolled up
too."
The Racer coach also said a Wi points for the Racers.
tion. It's made them realize dominated the boards with a good recruithig
"This year I was going after
year helped
what they are capable of do- 23-13 edge, the final .Statistics spur the drive
to the- league points, not times," said
ing."
were almost even.
championship.
When it was over, Lynn had
Murray came back to shoot
"This_ is the best-rounded
had one of her best scoring 45.9 percent fo the Kats' 47.8; team we've
had," said Cornights with 25 points on 10.of 17 the Racers held the rebound nell. "We've got
a good athlete
The Murray-Calloway
shooting from the field and difference at 10, 46-36; and in every
event. This is the first Baseball Association will
five free throws. Forwards they finished the game with time we've
had sorne good meet tomorrow at 5 p.m. at
Jeanette Rowan and Lisa just one more turnover than walk-ons."
Calloway County High School.
Lamar had held their own Kentucky against its clamping,
After piling up an amazing
The meeting will be held for
with UK's height on the defense.
1373-12 points at the OVC-meet anyone interested in serving
backboards, grabbing 11 and
Murray will be playing a — the closest challenger was
as a coach, league president
12, respectively, seven apiece first-round game in the KWIC Western
Kentucky with 109k4 or as a member of the board of
in the second half.
state tournament in Lexington — Cornell said he is just
directors.
After Kentucky had scorch- this Thursday night. The time recovering
froth
the
Also, the introduction of the
ed the nets for a 59.4 shooting and opponent are yet to be excitement
of his first indoor
new
Babe Ruth Leagues will
percentage and
had determined.
championship.
be discussed.

Chimes. "Coach was pretty
sure we'd win the meet, but I
wasn't. We stood a chance, but
It all fell into place."
Chimes has been a dominant
force in the 800 meters in past
conference meets. "I have
won the 800 three times, and
came in second behind Mitch
Jotmson last year," he said. "I
got the indoor record with a
time of 1:52.2 at Morehead as
a freshman."
The Murray State ace said
he was forced to compete in
both the 800 and 1,500 meter
races in less than an hour at
Morehead.
"The thing that made it
difficult was I had to double
up," said Chimes. "I ran a
1,500 about 40 minutes earlier
than the 800."
Cornell said that he expected Chimes or David
Rafferty, who won the OVC
1,000 meters for Murray State,
to win the league's top athlete
award.
"It's just the fact that Pat
won two individual events,"
said the Racer coach. "In my
mind, they. were both top
athletes in the conference.
They both had great meets.
"Pat's been one of the topcaliber OVC athletes since he
got here. He's a very mature
youpc man, who knows what
he warits-in life= All 'of the
English guys we recruit are
the type of guys who will place
in the conference meet.
Otherwise, they wouldn't be.
here."
"

Baseball Associations To Meet
The Kentucky High School
Athletic,Association Baseball
Clinic will be held tomorrow at
7 p.m. at Mayfield High
School.
The clinic will provide information on rule changes, umpire assignments and tournament assigrunents. The clinic
is required for all head
baseball coaches and umpires.

NCAA Tournament Picture Remains Clouded

Begging the patience of
anyone else who is trying to
muddle through the selection
and placement of teams in the
NCAA tournament beginning
March 6 and concluding with
the championship March 24,
the winding process before
that could stand a closer look.
So you say you have made
reservations for _motel rooms
and dinner for the weekend of
--"ChFITtsrirdinid IV T.TCXA—
tournament in Bowling Green
March 7 and 9. Don't bet on it;
at least don't bet that Murray
or another Ohio Valley Conference team will be there.
Although the first round of
the NCAA tournament is just a
little over a week away, the
picture of which teams will be
sent to each site remains practically as hazy as it was before
the season started.
Actually, the procedure of
balancing the strength of the

Copier on
the blink?

S

r.

Better see the new - ye7y
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 Nrs all of the most
wanted" lePtures of machines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make tr x 17" copies,
copy both sides and use
rpost any kind of papar. Including overhead transparencies and labels ,
Call us today

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

teams in the regions has left
contending teams and
ticketholders uncertain about
whether the two interests will
meet. . •
The only certainties now are
that Murray will be playing in
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament this week and that
the OVC tournament champion is guaranteed a berth in
the NCAA tournament.
A-bicrto rsecantttfirtrain
could hinge on Western and
Murray meeting again in the
final game of the tournament
andor one or both teams having 20 wins. Western's history
of 7-'AA appearances and the
relative strength of its nonconference schedule this year
would probably favor its
chances of getting an at-large
berth over Murray's same
chances.
Due to the new approach for
splitting up the teams,
ticketholders hoping to see

Murray play irf the first round
of the NCAA could end up in
Ogden, Utah at Weber State
College or even Denton, Texas
at North Texas State.
If Murray wins the OVC
tournament, there is probably

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times
a 90 percenkchance it will play
its first game in the Mideast
Regional in Bowling Green on
March 7, according to the
estimation of Western Ken-

tucky Sports Information
Director Paul Just. _
But if Western were to
represent the OVC, Just said
its chances would probably be
only about 50 percent due to its
homecourt advantage.
The other Mideast site will
be Purdue University at West
Lafayette, Ind. where the first
two -rounds will be_ played_
March 6 and March 8.
The wirini'ch'öV tour[lament will automatically
qualify as one of 48 teams for
the NCAA championship
because the conference is one
of 23 designated for-automatic
berths.
"An attempt will be made to
balance the brackets," said
David Cawood, Director of
Public Relations for the
NCAA. "That will be the
number one consideration.
Geography will be second.
"The at-large teams will be
selected more by the strength

of their schedules than by
weakness of the field comtheir records."
peting in the East Regional.
Murray State coach Ron
Last year's representative in
Greene, who is on the advisory
the'Final Four, Pennsylvania,
committee to the Mideast was vastly overmatched
Regional, emphasized the against the other three teams.
point that the NCAA is a naSince North Carolina won
tional tournament and that no the national championshi
p in
more than three teams from 1957, the East Regional
has
each conference should be produced only one
other
selected.
NCAA winner — North
"The•biggest concern is how Carolina State in 1974.
-Many Conference teanis go?'
Ironically, One of th-c-neo;Greene said. "There is a lot of blerns of the selection commitsubjectivity to it."
tee this year will be *hat to do
What the NCAA is trying to with the balance of power
avoid is another sore spot like already evident in the East's
the Mideast Regional two Atlantic Coast Conference.
years ago. In that one, number
Naturally, the favoring of
one ranked Kentucky would more teams from that conhave been paired against se- ference could improve the
cond ranked Marquette in only overall quality of the tournatheir second games of the ment field. But that would intournament if Marquette had volve an unevenly weighted
not been upset by Miami distribution, such as that
(Ohio).
which coach Greene
And for many years, critics justifiably disapproves
have pointed at the overall because of the concept of a

Olympic Athletes Gather In White House
By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
The Olympics are over, but
the celebration continues.
From the White House in
Washington to hometown.,
around the country,
America's hockey heroes are
basking in the- afterglow of
their stirring gold medal performance at Lake Placid,
N.Y.
President Carter was host to
some 150 members of the U.S.
Olympic Winter Games team
at the White House yesterday,
including the Cinderella
hockey squad that stunned the
world by winning the gold
medal and beating the
vaunted Soviet Union team
along the way.
"This has been a wonderful
week for our country,"- said
Carter, vfho called the athletes
"modern-day American
heroes. This is one of the pro-

udest moments I have ever ex- Mich., have begun plans
for a Olympic job, I said to him, 'I
perienced."
'"Ken Morrow Day" to honor don't know why, because winThe hockey players felt the the 23-year-old
defenseman, ning the gold medal can't be
same way.
and in nearby St. Clair Shores, done," said Giel."BufHerbie
Goalie Jim Craig called win- Mich., banners
proclaiming just keeps amazing me. First
ning the gold medal "an "Welcome Home,
Mark he wins national championunbelievable thrill. I don't Wells" were strung
to greet ships at Minnesota and now he
think it could ever happen the 22-year-old
forward.
takes a group of college kids
again. It was like going to the
Thousands of flag-waving and turns them into gold
moon or something."
well-wishers, roaring the "U- medal winners. It's just inTeam captain Mike Eru- S-A, U-S-A"•
chant that credible!"
zione added,"What we proved became so familiar
People at the airport waved
during the
Is that 20 guys — despite the XIII Winter
Olympics, waited American flags and carried
odds — when they pull more than three
hours at the dozens of banners. Among the
together, can win a gold Minneapolis airport
last night messages were: "Welcome
medal."
to welcome home the Min- home, heroes," "Pucker up,
Following the White House nesota contingent
— 11 we love you," and "Ramsey
longkeon,:_members of the -players -and . CoachHerb- Alo.1," the4attez honoring
hockey team headed their Brooks.
defensernan,Mike -Ramsey of
ieparate. ways. Craig went to .
TeipA streamed down the .Minneapolis.
New York for a television ap- _face of University of
Min- !‘ThLs is fantastic," said
pearance, but. most or—ow-Affiretic"Nbileck-or Paul Ramsey. "This is better than
other amateurs and collegians Giel, who embraced Brooks as going to Washington, to the
who won the hearts of the na- the coach stepped off
the White House. This tops
tion began the happy journey 'plane.
everything, because this . is
home.
"A year ago, when Herbie home."
Residents of Dagrison, told me he wanted to take
Nevertheless,the homecomthe

ing was not without a tinge of
regret at the conclusion of a
once in a lifetime experience.
"I'm going to ms a lot of.
those guys," reflected
Ramsey. "We played the
whole Olympics on emotion."
That feeling was echoed by
Jack O'Callahan, one of three
Massachusetts members of
the team who returned to
Boston Monday..
"This is all so overwhelming," said O'Callahan, who
scored the go-abead goal
Sunday's 4-2 victory over
Finland that clinched the gold
inettpt. -“The:--trardest thingI've ever done is to leave the
other team melnbers."

O'Callahan said what he
wanted most was to relax
quietly in the living room of
his ,home in Charlestown,
Mass., savor the experience
and then get on with his life.

conference season'.
Others might argue that the
Big Ten and Southeastern
Conferences could present
more than three representative teams. But if that is-the
case, why keep records during
the regular season and then go

through another elimination
process in a conference tournament, which the SEC, ACC,
Big Eight and others hold.
So, Bowling Green will be
the rendezvous point this
week, but in the coming
weeks...

e•
Best time to buy

a '79 Scout!
Make your best deal
NOW—and get
4-wheel-drive traction,
plus:

-FREE
rut
100,000-MILE/
5-YEAR
WARRA;ITYY:

FREE
COMPLETE BODY

RUSTPROORINGI
Heavy-duty conosoon
wolection for all seasons
But act now

Offer Enos Feb 29, 1980
Chock out a now 1-whooktrivo Scout at

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
HWY. U. S. 641
4 MILES:SOUP-I
.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Girls Recover From 10-Point Deficit

Lakers Over Lions Third Quarter Lifts
• By Gary Garth
.
Sports Writer
It took a 24-point third
quarter, but the Calloway
County Lady Lakers came
from a 10-point deficit at
halftime to down the Sedalia
Lady Lions 54-48.
Calloway trailed the Lions
throughout the first half, falling behind by as much as 12
points during the second
quarter.
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Cub Ace Asks For $700,000
CHICAGO 1AP) — Relief
ace Bruce Sutter could have
$700,000 to save next season,
thanks to an arbitrator, but
the Chicago Cubs' Cy Young
Award winner still isn't hap-.
py.
Sutter wanted 6700,000 for
the 1980 season, and the Cubs
offered $350,000. Thomas G.
Christenson, a New York city
attorney and law professor'
- Who - heard the -case Sunday,called it in favor of Sutter.
It was believed to be the
highest single award made by
an arbitrator sines. major
• league owners.agreed-in 1972
to arbttration. There is no inbetween when a salary dispute
reaches arbitration. It has to
be one way or the other, and in
this case Christenson had to
rule on $350,000, which would
have been in favor of the Cubs,
or the $700,000 in favor of Sutter.
"You gulp twice and say
'Okay, this is what the final
result should be,"' said
Christenson in explaining his
decision.
"I'm very happy about the,
award," said Sutter, "but it
still isn't what I want. What I
want is a five-year contract
that will give me long-term
security.
.
"I'll. admit $70,,000 .is an
awful lot of money."But if I go
out there and get hart, my

- family and I can't live the rest
of our lives on it."
Sutter, who turned 27 last
month, won the Cy Young
Award last season as the National League's top pitcher
..,when he compiled a 6-6 record
and posted a league record 37
saves. He had a 2.23 earned
run average with 110
strikeouts and only 32 walks in
101 innings worked.
Chriiterisuif
heard
arguments from attorneys in
behalf of Sutter and from Bob
Kennedy, vice president and.
general manager of the Cubs.
-"-The arguments on both
sides were extremely well
done," Christenson said."it
was a hard decision to,reach."
Christenson said
he
pondered the case all night
and then went over the
material again "when I got up
in-the morning. I had a batch
of „statistics — comparisons,
with other pitchers on other
teams, Sutter's record with
the Cubs and the various components of his record."
Sutter was scheduled to
leave for the Cub training
camp in Mesa, Ariz., yesterday and said he hoped to
resume negotiations with Kennedy during spring training.
He is entitled to the $700,000
for the 1980 season but can
renegotiate.
"Right now negotiations are

Calloway Middle
Schools Split
. On the second night of the said. "ITammie ) Treas had a
Calloway County Middle sprained ankle Saturday that
School lily it:atonal T-ourna- - -really,slavied_usdown. .
there is no excuse --meats- the rf.1q11)vilY b2.11_411d.
girls split their games with they Nit outplayed' us:'no
South Marshall, the boys win- pressed us throughout the
ning a 43-40 decision while the game.
"I was very proud of the
gbis lost 38-31.
The boys were led in scoring way they played all year.
by Darnell Tharpe, who tallied They have nothing to be
14 points, and on the ashamed of."
backboards by Mark-Duncan,
who grabbed 10 rebounds. Calloway Co. .. 10 6 15 12 43
Nine of Tharpe's points came So. Marshall. ...6 8 7 19 40
Calloway County (43) —
in the third quarter.
As a team, Calloway hit 63.3 Darnell Tharpe 14, Todd
percent of its shots and outre- Albritton 13, Mark Duncan 8,
bounded South Marshall by a Billy Collins 4, Chris Sheridan
4, Bruce Lamb 0, Russell
convincing 29-18 margin.
The win lifted the Lakers' Usher 0, Richard Dowdy 0.
South Marshall (40) — J.
record to 10-1 for the year and
sends them against North Millelf21, M.'ache 12,T. CartMarshall in the championship wright 6, D. Loche 1, P. Jarriso 0, M.Brewer 0.
game at8 p.m. tonight.
Meanwhile, the girls saw
their final record slip to 8-2 as Callowayto. ...9 3 11 8 31
they lost to South Marshall for So. Marshall.. 10 7 9 11 38
Calloway County(31) —Cinthe first time in three outings
dy Anderson 12, Rhonda
this year.
Cindy
Anderson led McAlister 5, Beth Hooks 3,
Calloway's attack in a Irring Tanunie Treas 2, Jenny Wineffort, scoring 12 points and chester 2, Lisa Hopper 3, Terri
finishing with seven rebounds. Malcolm 4.
South Marshall (38) — Dap.
"We had (Beth) Hooks and
(Rhonda) McAlister fpul out Lassiter 17, Dea. Lassiter 11,
with the game tied 27-27," Cothran 4, Mathis 3, Madajcgirls coach Peter O'Rourke jyk 3.

ONLY AT
MURRAY
MONDAY MU FRIDAY

TWO PIECES CHICKEM
POTATOES & GRAVY
ROLL
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t
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second quarter points and lead
the game in scoring with 19 for
the game.
The Calloway County
While Lamb was keeping
Lakers lost a heartbreaker to the Lions in the game, Keith
the Sedalia Lions last night, Lovett found the range for the
68-61, as the hosting Lions us- Lakers. Lovett scored six,
ed 10 fourth period free throws Smotherman added four and
in a 24-point quarter to nip the Jeff Garrison had three to
Lakers.
keep the Lakers within one at
Inexperience clearly made 28-27 at the half.
the difference in the final
The third quarter was a
minutes of the game as repeat of the second with the
Calloway suffered several
Lions leading the Lakers by
costly fouls and turnovers that three points for most of the
allowed the Lions to mount a ,stanza. Calloway took over the
12 point streak late in the
lead late in the period, but two
game.
quick baskets by Eddie Page
The game was a seesaw bat- at the buzzer handed the lead
back to Sedalia.
tle thoughout the opening
quarter. Gary Emerson and
Dan Key took over the scorRichard Smotherman sup- ing duties for Calloway in the
plied most of the offensive. third stanza, dropping in five
punch for Calloway, dropping 0 points, and Gary Emerson adin six points each in the ded four to keep the ',alters
period.
within one going into the final
The Lions held a slim 15-14 period.
Calloway trailed py as much
edge after the first eight
--minutes,'- putting
three • as 12-points in the fotirth, but
using some scrappy defensive
points from the free throw
play led by Gary Emerson's
line.
Steve Lamb was the big six period points, the Lakers
_ _ story for the Lions in the se- put the Lions' lead to within
cond period. Lamb came of six late in the game.
Sedilia used a -stall in the
the Sedilia bench to score nine
By GARY GARTH
Sports Writer
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through throughout the second
quarter, outscoring the
Lakers 15-12 and rolling to a
32-22 halftime edge.
We told them to go out and
run their ballgame the second
half," iaid Laker coach David
Elliott, responding to the
halftime score."We thought if
we could get back Jive in the
third, we could get back at
least five in the fourth."
Calloway took its coaches

Sedalia Deals Calloway
Boys Heartbreak Loss

minant
in past
I have
, and
Mitch

he exDavid
e OVC
y State,
athlete

Sedalia opened up a sevenpoint lead at the end of the
first stanza mostly at the free
throw line. The Lions accounted for nine of their 17
points from the charity stripe.
While Sedalia was piunping
in the free throws, the Lakers
were having trouble with their
offense. The Lions scored the
final seven points of the period
to pull away from a 10-10 tie.
Sedalia extended its lead

I VF

kentucky Fried
Chicken

off," said Sutter. "If we don't
resume,I don't know what will
happen. I don't plan to pitch in
spring training unless we can
reopen negotiations. That
doesn't mean I have to get a
contract in spring training,
but it does mean I'm not going
to pitch until negotiations
resume."
Sutter is seeking $400,000 a
year for the next five years
but wants much-of -the money
in deferred payments as a tax
shelter.
"If they defer the money the
way we want it," said Sutter,
."it will really_ be the
equivalent of $700,000 a year."

closing minutes of the contest
combined with its deadly free
throw shooting to seal the win.
The Lions hit 10 of 10 last
quarter shots from the line.
Gary Emerson led the scoring for Calloway with 16
points. Richard Smotherman
and Keith Lovett each hit for
12 and Jeff Garrison added 10
to round out the double figure
soarers.
Steve Lamb paced the Lions
with 19' points and Kenny
Davidson followed with 17.
Calloway's record dropped
to 6-16 with the loss. The
Lakers travel to Wingo tonight
to face the Indians in junior
varsity and varsity games.

halftime advice to heart. Only
instead of making up five
points, it made up 18,
outscoring the hosting Lions
24-6 and held a 46-38 lead at the
end of the quarter.
"We showed a lot of poise
coming back," Elliott said.
"Our offense finally began to
come around."
During the third period scoring outburst, a large portion of
the Laker offense came from
forward Mina Todd. Todd
dropped in 16 points in the
stanza, six corning from the
free throw line.
'Calloway center Kim Willie
added five third quarter points
for the Lakers. Willie and
Todd each played the second
half with three fouls.
Despite the Lakers' scoring
outburst, the Lady Lions
refused to fold. Sedalia cut the
Laker lead to 46-43 early in the
final period on a three-point
play by Susan Darnell.
Calloway increased its lead
to six.... points on two free
throws V.inny- Overbey and
us
used a s I for the final three
minutes of the game to
preserve the victory.

Mina Todd led all scorers
with 32 points. Kim Willie also
scored in double figures,for
Calloway. pumping in 11
points.
Penny Wray topped the
scoring for Sedalia with 18 and
Susan Darnell tossed in 11 in
the losing effort.
Calloway raised its seasen
record to 17-4 with the win
while Sedlia fell to 9-12.
The Lady Lakers' next contest will be Thursday night
when they play host to Ballard
Memorial.
The game was originally
scheduled to 'follow a junior
varsity game which has been
cancelled and has moved the
varsity time up to6 p.m.
Calloway Co... 10 12 24 8 54
Sedalia
17 15 6 10 48
Calloway' Co 154) — Penny
Overbey 24-58; Kim Willie 43...
5 11; Melissa Miller 1 1-3 ;1; 'Mina Todd 9 14-19 32; Rachel
Lamb 00-00..
Sedalia (48) — Susan
Darnell 3 5-7 11; Debbie
Darnell 2 4-6 8; JoJo Harris 1
2-2 4; Penny Wray 8 2-2 18;
Shelia Nance 3 1-2 7; Donna
Rose 00-0 O.

Calloway Co. .. 14 13 16 18 61
Sedalia
15 13 16 24 68
Calloway County (61) —
Gary Emerson 6 4-4 16;
Richard Smotherman 6 0-112;
Dan Key 3 1-2 7; Jeff Garrison
4 2-3; Keith Lovett 6 0-2 12;
Brian Tibbetts0 1-1 1; Tommy
WorTthiaril 1-r'3.
Sedalia (68) — Keith Mason
4 3-4; Richard Rose 3 0-0 6;
Kenny Davidson 2 3-4 7; Joe
Pritchard 57-8 17; Eddie Page
40-08;Steve Lamb 7 5-5 19.

Carter Still Plans Boycott
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sport Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter still wants
Americans to boycott the
Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow, a feeling not shared
by the athletes who participated in the Winter Games.
Carter was host at the White
House Monday to the some 150
members of the U.S. Olympic
Winter Games team, a
ceremony which featured the
Marine . Band playing the
Olympic theme.and the crowd
waving small American flags.

Carter shook the hands of all
the athletes and gave several
a hug, including Eric Heiden,
the speed skater who won a
record-breaking five gold
medals.
"This has been a wonderful
week for our country," said
Carter, who called the athletes
"modern-day American
heroes."
However, the president also
used the occasion to renew his
call for Americans to boycott
the Summer Games because
of the Soviet intervention,in
Afghanistan.

Carter said the Soviet invasion "violated peace and the
principlesof the Olympics."
Afterwards, Heiden said he
was opposed to the boycott. He
said many of the athletes also
were opposed to the president's position.
Heiden said "just about all"
of the athletes had signed a
petition "expressing our feelings about the boycott."
Later, Jody Powell, the
White House press-secretary,
said he didn't know if Carter
had seen the petition but added, "there was no opportunity

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores
By The Aatocisted Press
EAST
Amherst le, Worcester State 79
l'idtS 91,BrandeL974
Ccrriecticut 70, Westfield Si 63
McNeese St 96,-1.arnar 45
N.C.-Wilmington 82,Georgia Southern 67
SE Louisiana 52, NW I
ana 50
Tulane 79,S. Mississippi 78
Xavier N.O.65, NichollsSL 64
MIDWEST
Central Missouri 85,SE Masao 81
Kentucky Wesleyan 101, N. Kenna);78
Oral Roberts 119, Oklahoma(38116
SW Oldahorna 95 NW Oldshorna 94.2 Cfr
USK/87, Langston 75
SOUTHWEST
Centenary 94, HarderSiznmors64
Houston 92, Rice 80
Southern Methodist 16, Baylor 83
Texas Tech 71,Texas Christian 52
FAR MEW
Denver U. 71, Western State 62
Oregon St es Caldortia Si
S. Coirrado82, E. New Mexico 75

NBA Standings
By The Aasociotal Press
Eastern Cooferasce
Allantic Dalian
W L
Pet
Baetori'
46 15
.754
Philadelphia
45 17
.721
New York
31 33
.484
Washingtm
36 X
.452
New Jersey
V 37
.C/2
Co
MU=
Atlanta
X 25
.603
San Antonio
33 31
516
Hasten
31 32
442
Indiana
31 33
.444
Cleveland
•
31 41
3811
Detroit
14 46
.232
Western Conference
Moral Dahlia
Kansas City
7937
591
Milwaukee
38 M
364
Dower
34 41
.369
Chimp
72 43
338
1llah
"TO 45
.313
Pacer Wise
Seattle
46 18
.719
Lae Angeles
46 111
.729
Phoenix
0133
.656
Portland
X 34
.4119
Son Diego
X X
.aa
6etast-State- -*-•a---. -LEL
146mday's Ganes
No games scheduled
Thesday's Games
Manta vs./halm at Hertford
San Diego at Milwaukee
Golden State at Kamm Ctty
Utah * Chicago
Indians it Houston
Monts at Denver
Seattle at las Angeles
Phasciellphia 46 Portland

GB
11
/
2
16/
1
2

isua

2044
5/
1
2
7
7/
1
2
14
34

-2/
1
2
141
/
2
16/
1
2
11144
4
18
161
/
2
2-
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TOURNAHENIS
End Cow Caulerare Playoffs
First Round
Fader1M Lehigh 77
LaSalle V,Drexel 76
DelawarelakeettkbestailL-25.
TOURNAMENTS
CUNV Tourney
Qamploeship
CCM'73,Queens 59
GLAC Toornameot
First Round
Georgia College 61, North Ga.66
Southern Tech 74 LaGrange 67
Oglethorpe 06, Peidmont 45
Berry 79,Ga.Southwestern 72

Prep Scores
By The Associated Press
Mooday's Games
Boys
Riverside Chris 82 U Breck 96
Johnson Cent 79 Greenup Co 78
Crittenden Co 67 Webster Co 53
Elliott Co 78 Morgan Co 60
Girls
Berea 50 Lax Sayre 35
Boyle Co 47 Jessamine Co 35
Bracken Co60 Maysville 40
Clerk Co 51 Scott Co 48
East Carter 68 Greenup Co 50
Johnson Cent 87 Feds Creek 61
Laurel Co67 Cawood 44
Leslie CoSO Oneida 43
Lewis Co61 Raceland 43
Marion Co RI Danville 41
Mason Co 44 PendletonGe42
Pulaski Co66 Russell Co 55
Rowan Co 74 Lax Lafayette 48
Monticello 70 Lincoln Co X
Whitley Co 56 Rockcastle Co 24
Taylor Co63 Washington Co 55
Para62 Mt Olivet Denting 46
Knox Cent n Lynn Camp 30
He
Co 78Gallatin Co 44
Pikeville 75 Jenkins 37
Estill Co59 Powell Co 44
Lex Henry Clay 511 Mercer Co 38
Clay Co 56 Knott Cent 46

for an extended discussion"
between the athletes and the
president on the issue.
However: 'Fowell said
Carter told a meeting of
newspaper editors that when
he .telephoned hockey coach
Herb Brook.; on Sunday, after
the team won a gold medal,
"Brooks strongly supported
the president's position."
In his formal remarks to the
athletes; Carter said he would
meet soon with a representative group of athletes to
discuss an 'alternative world
class competition for them
this summer."
Powell -said the president
hoped the meeting would be
held in the next several weeks.
"It would be an opportunity
for him to hear from them and
them from him," said Powell.

Lone Star Coltrane,Tourney
Championship
SW Texas SL 70, Texas A/k1 61
NIL Athletic Conference Tourney
Sangho*

Valley City 87, Mayville 61

_

Sun Belt Canferenee Tourney
Championship
Va, Commonwealth 105, Ala.-Birmingham
11
&whine State Tourney
Champlanthip
Florida Southern 100, Rollins 74

Top Twenty
By 11w Assodated Press
The Top Twenty tears in the Associated PfeS3 college basketball poll, with
firaplace votes in parentheses, records
and total pcints. Points based on 2049-16
17-16-15-14-13-13-11-10 44-744444.1:
250
1,100
1.DePaul 56
1,070
264
2Xentucky
24-2
ipis
3Syracuie
604
4.Louisvi1le
364
833
214
&Louisiana StSS
6.0negon SC
34-3
005
7Macyland
71-6
748
BSt. Jotn's, N.Y.
213
62
9.0hi0 St.
194
560
31:46
10.61arth Carolina
334
521
11.64issourt .
436
234
12-Brigharn Ycung
3171
1147
13.1ndlana
374
306
14.Notre Dana
330
15Artiona St
305
276
362
16.Weber St
115
19-7
17.0ernson
171
174
111.Pirlue
3343
le
19.No. Car,St
le
20.Georgetown, DC 214

Transactions

By The Aarclided Peen
BASEBALL
MOW Leave
NEW YORK METS-Aaaired Tarn Mon, pitcher, fran the Homan Ashes and
intilmiz, Ky. (AP) - Hem
amIgned him to Tidewater 4631w
the top 10 tows in the Kasha* Ole
SonalLogtir.
hIgh school baitelbe pol, whh Ont.
F001/1111.1.
NolisniFasibill Leave
-alace_hriesja_DBAHONWIA,!Towil gni
Walachia
----------CD6CINNATTBENOPS2=44amed tindr .
1.Allen
24-2 In
Co. (5)
bur*receiver conch
Week Ca Q,)
214 O.
CLEVELAND BROWNS-NaVned Len
3.1marel Oa
-114 111-Ponlesdelusive hookflidawft •
trIseville (2)
# SO Of
ST.Lotss'cutomus---Ased
&Oldham Co,
116 54
Jamieson offenive backadd conch and
Si 47
11.0wwwboro
Chuck Bunker spacial taws mach.
7.Paris
363 41
COLLEGE
((he) Fraradin Co. (11
214 M
SOUTHERN OREGON STATE-Named
196 X
IdarehiS Ca
Out WI'Med WWIout and ifietic
10.Boyd Ca
234 14
dream

Girl's Top Ten

JEFF GARRISON (33)goes up underneath the basket in his
team's 68-61 loss.

Row Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of thi Month
Expect them and have your
$3.04 ready. If --thit is impossible tell them when to
come and collect:

•1
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Gacy's Mother Testifies
About Husband's Habit
Of Drinking To Excess
By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO ( AP) - John W.
Gacy Jr. had an unaffectionate
and mean father who drank so
much at Wiles that he took on a
different personality, Gacy's
mother has testified.
MariariGacy wept as she told
jurors in her son's trial on
charges of 33 sex-related slayings about her husband's habit of
coming home from work,
heading to the basement and
drinking excessively.
When he went to the basement, the 72-year-old woman
testified Monday, it was like
"Jekyll and Hyde.. There would
be two voices ...He'd be talking
to himself."
Mrs. Gacy testified her husband, John Gacy Sr., who died in
1969, was always on John for
something."
'The father never showed affection for the children," Mrs.
Gacy, who also had two
daughters, testified. -But all the
children loved him anyway and I
lOved him.
"He was the best person in the
world," she said. But when he
drank, he was very mean."
Mrs. Gacy was called as a
witness for the defense, which is
trying to prove that the 37-yearold remodeling contractor is in-

Crofton Police
Chief Protests
Council's Decision
CktOFTON, Ky. 1AP) Police Chief L.D.. Robertson
says he's "taking a vacation"
for the next 30 days to protest
the city council's decision to
_ rolrict his use of Crofton's oply police cruiser.
"I couldn't see giving them
an inch when they wouldn't
give me a quarter inch,"
Robertson said of his decision
to_take vatation time he's accumulated over - the past
several months..
Robertson said he originally
had no plans to take the time,
which totals about 37 days. His
decision followed a 3-2 vote by
the city council last week to
restrict his use of the cruiser.
Until now, Robertson, who
lives about three miles outside
the city limits, has been allowed to drive the car to and from
work. The chief has argued
that keeping the car at home
-enables him to respond more
quickly tO emergencies.
„Critics claimed Robertson
was using the car outside the
city too much, and council
members voted to keep the
car parked within the city
limits during his off-duty
hours. "We just asked that he
patrol in the city and not the
county," council member
Danny Lacy said. -We're trying to cut down on expenses."
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nocent by reason of insanity. The
prosecution has asked the death
penalty.
Mrs. Gacy also testified her
son struck has head several
times as a youth. One time, she
said, he Slipped and fell three
flights of stairs. He was also hit
in the head with a peanut-butter
jar and a swing and, when he
was 15, he passed out and had to
be taken to a hospital.
She said be was fighting and
kicking "like a madman" and
had to be put in a straitjacket at
the hospital where he remained
for one month.
Once when her son was
hospitalized, an attendant suggested he be treated by a
psychiatrist, but John told me,
'I'll be good' and I didn't Sign
him over - I probably should
have," she said.
Mrs. Gacy told the jury that
one day her son went out to put
air in tires of his car and failed to
come home. About three months
later, she said, she discovered
that he was working with an ambulance service in Las Vegas,
Nev., trying to pay off hospital
bills he had accumulated. She
said he previously suffered from
blackouts.
Before she left the stand, she
said "I still don't believe any of
it, I cant believe it, I can't
believe he could do it, not my

Tombstone Intended For
Sick Sister-In-Law Is Up
For Sale In New Jersey

COMMUNICATION - Margaret Warren of Des Moines, Iowa, can neither hear nor see; yet, her life is filled with
communication. Margaret is thanked with a touch and a handshake by one of the youngsters after she gave a
weekly reading at the First Methodist Church Day Care Center in Des Moines.
(AP Laserphoto)

Townsend Says Brown Makes
No Apologies For DC Reception

WASHINGTON ( AP ) Larry Townsend says the administration of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. makes no apologies
As Mrs. Gacy wept in the for a reception in Washington
witness box, the judge called a Sunday. night for which Kenrecess and told her to remain tucky taxpayers will pick up
there while her son passed by on the tab.
his way from the courtroom. As
Brown and his wife, Phyllis,
Gacy approached the witness
their entry into the
made
box, he put his arms around his
world of official Washington
mother,and they wept together.
Karen Gacy Kuzma, Gacy's partygiving - complete with
bourbon balls lin_35_-year-pk1 si,stAtsaid her father_ cheese grits;
trays, Ude
silver
on
e/runuseda razor strait° whip the
pots of purple crocuses and a
citildren on occasions.
Defense attorney Robert Mat- baby grand piano.
A Louisville Tithes account
ta asked Mrs. Kimma if she
thought her trother was evil. of the party indicated the
She replied that they were close guest list was a potpourri of
-to each other as brother and governors and state officials
sister and "no way was he an from the National Governors'
evil man - the brother that I Conference., officials from the
administration,
know is sweet, understanding Carter
business people, transplanted
and generous."
None of the family members Kentuckians and old friends.
"It's the first party I've
said they had any reason to
believe that Gacy was a been to in months where I
didn't have to make a
homosexual.

'Nervous' Gunman Loses
$500 In Haste To Leave
An Evansville Bank

speech," Brown quipped.
Reporters found it difficult
to get firm estimates of the
total cost of the party, held at
the Fairfax Hotel.
"What difference does it
make?" said John Coleman,
owner of the Fairfax and a
friend of the Browns. "That
man ( Brown) has done more
for that state than anything
since the Kentucky Derby."
Townsend, economic
--development—seeretary-- in
Brown's cabinet, estimated
the tab would run Would run
between $2,000 and $2,500. He
said he saw the party as an opportunity to court people who
_
can help Kentucky.
"We not only make no
said,"but
apologies for
we intend to take,advantage of
these kinds of situations. We
intend to be aggressive about
'
it.'
The party didn't escape official notice in Washington.'It
made the front page of The
Washington Post's Style section. There were numerous
photographers and reporters
present.
Slices of smoked turkey lugged along with tlie crocuses
and the bourbon balls, all the
way from Kentucky by
Brown's staff - cascaded
from one platter on the long Lshaped buffet.
_Beaten biscuits _ _and ham
were one dish down, with
pecan pie to the left. And an
assortment of other hors

EVANSVILLE,Ind. AP)- Branch of Citizens National
A gunman described as "very Bank on Evansville's West
nervous" held up an Side.
Evansville bank and made off ' Stroud said the bandit, armwith $1,571, but dropped $500 ed with a blue steel revolver,
of his take in his haste to get entered the bank, vaulted over
the counter and took the
away,police said.
Detective Jim Stroud said money from one of about eight
no one was injured in the rob- teller's cages.
"There were approximately
bery, which took place Monday morning at the Larnasco eight cages, but he only hit
one," Stroud Said."He told the
teller not to push any buttons,
then he took the money and
left. It was real quick."
The detective said the robber "didn't seem as though he
wanted to take the entire bank
--lie 4ust_waritasi.vaa-pacisetfull."
Shortly after the robbery,
police found a blue ski cap,
believed to be the one worn by
the gunman, and a packet of
$20 bills totaling $500. The cap
and money were found near.
the bank.
Footprints left in the snow
by the bandit led police on a
search in the area surrounding the bank.
During the search, police
picked up one man who was
brought to the bank. But they
said the man was released
when bank officials were
unable to identify him.
One 'bank official said
employees at I.amasco
Branch reported that the gunman appeared very nervous.
Customers and bank officials described* him as a
white male, about 5-feet-7inches tall and weighing about
130 pounds. They said he was
dressed in blue jeans and a
denim jacket.
Police sealed off the interior
of the bank while officers took
fingerprints and questioned
Save
bank officials. But business
$1.00
continued ag usual through the
bank's drive-in window. .

You get:
• plenty of deep fried clams
•french fries
• cole slaw
• cocktail sauce
•2 Southern style
hush puppies

the two women joined in song
after song.
Virginia Lt. Gov. and Mrs.
Charles Robb were among the
singers. She is the daughter of
former President Lyndon B.
Johnson.
ell the governors attending
the National Governors' Conference were invited, and four
of them - besides Brown attended. Linda Breathitt,
Br'own's representative in
Washington,- said-one reason
more of them did not attend
was that there were several
other social events scheduled
Sunday night.

find somebody who will put it to
good use," he said.
1250 is rock bottom ff we
don't get that, we'll put it in
storage. After all, everyone
needs one eventually," he said.
Meanwhile, the memorial is
giving Cram the creeps - and
an unexpected problem.
"It's right next to the
it's hard to ignore," he said.
"The toughest part is keeping
the dog away. He thinks it's a
fire hydrant or something."

iv, sc

Funeral Services
Set For Brooking,
Former County Judge
GEORGETOWN, Ky. AP)
- Funeral services were
schetuled today for Charles
M. Brooking, former Scott
County judge and civic leader
who died Saturday of an apparent heart attack. He was
68.
Brooking was county judge
from 1962 to 1974.
He was a Scott County
school board member, past
president of the Central Kentucky Chapter of the Kentucky
Council on Crime and Delinquency and past president of
the Georgetown Kiwanis Club.
Other offices included directorships of the Scott County
Association for Retarded
Citizens and the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Citizens, presidency of the.
Scott County Farm Bureau
and chairmanship of the State
Social Security Advisory Committee and the Community
Development Committee.
It is_aaid that the traditiatiof
the Christmas creche or
manger originated,with Saint
Francis of Assisi in the 13th
century.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) - Three Scottish
soldiers who were recently
Fort Campbell have 'gotten
their money back - but not
from the men who robbed
them.
The soldiers were repaid
Friday by members of the
Military Affairs Committee of
the
op nsville-Christian
County Chamber of Commerce, who said they paid
them the money as a gesture
of good will.
The victims are members of'
the 1st Battalion, King's Own
Scottish Borderers. They
traveled to Fort Campbell for
a month-long training exercise.
The soldiers said they were
abducted and robbed by two
men who befriended them at a
bar. Pvt. David Hughes, 21,
lost 75 cents, a watch and a
lighter; Lance Cpl. Bryin
Fecks, 22, lost $22, and Pvt.
John Henderson,25, lost $20.
The soldiers said they were
picked up last week by two
men hi a Clarksville, Tenn.,
bar, brought to a rural Christian County site and robbed.
With the exception of the robbery, one of the soldiers said
his visit to Kentucky this
month has been "fantastic."

Trooper Receives Pellet Wounds
.
.
.
_
_
_
.
.
..
9
only
19 --in D's.
q0 Capta
seafo3d

J.W. Moran were attempting
CLINTON, Ky. (AP) - A
serve a warra
or rto
minor
received
trooper
state
sho up pellet wounds and a - coristic threatening and
-Min' itat - -arrested assault on Ja'mes Ear! Looten
Monday following 'a distur- at the residence about dawn
bance at a Clinton residence, when a shotgun was fired from
the house, police said.
state police said.
Jones was struck in the side
Trooper Frederick Jones and back, and he and the
and Hickman County peril( sheriff took refige in a ditch.
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'Scottish Soldiers
Get Money Back
After Robbery

Reg.
$2.99

ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

d'oeuvres were in between.
Bourbon flowed from two
open bars.
Taking the spotlight around
the piano during the evening
were Frank Moore, a top aide
to President Carter, who led
the crowd in a rendition of
My Old Kentucky Home.",
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper,
wife of Kentucky's former
Republican senator and ' a
famous Washington hostess,
sat._ down bede_ the _
player as the evening got
started. And in. a few
moments, Phyllis George
Brown stood beside her, and

MAYS LANDING, N.J. (AP)
- A 5609ound tomato:sit sits in
Art Cranz's living room, right
next to the television set. It's a
conversation piece he would just
as soon stop talking about.
The tombstone was intaided
for Cranz's sister-in-law,
Marion, who recovered from an
undisclosed serious ilinela two
weeks ago and doesn't expect to
need it for many years.
So he's offering the pink
granite and marble monument
for sale in classified ads:
"Grave Monument Tombstone
- didn't die, don't need it" So
far, he's had few serious takers.
"One guy 'called and said his
mother-in-law annoys him.
We've gotten a lot of those types
- wishful thinkers," Cram said
Monday.
He tries to be philosophical
"Everybody dies," he said.
"Here's a chance to land a real
bargain on something a person
knows they'll use eventually: It's
an $865 value and we're all but
giving it away at 1275. How car'
you lose?"
The tombstone became a morbid curiosity after his sister-inlaw's recovery. She declined to
discuss her recent illness,
however.
"She made complete preparations. The tombstone,the casket,
the cemetery plot," said Cram.
"But then, thankfully, she got
better.So we got stuck with all of
this stuff.
"Now she's starting a new life
- new house, new boyfriend,
new everything. So she asked
me to take the tantstone."
Cranz easily sold the
cemetery plot. A magician
bought the casket-"We didn't
—
askfordetails."
The moninnent has a cross,
some scrollwork and a blank
space for the name. It's not for
pranksters_ "Basically,I want to

If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem inexpensively. Try newspaper advertising!

Milerray Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St.

Ph. 753-1919.
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Government Issues
Regulations To Insure
Safe Waste Disposal

Proposal To End Milk
Price Controls May Have
Suffered Fatal Defeat
By SY RAMSEY

Easterly again contended
the current law is unfair and
unenforceable while advocates said it keeps the milk
price situation in Kentucky
stable and in the final analysis
helps everyone from the
farmer(Ole Consumer.
Typical o the views of those
'supporting repeal of the law
was-that of Dora Throckrnorton, a school nutritionist from
Paducah,. who said that Kentuckians ...pay the highest
milk prices in the country."
On the other hand, Duncan
LeCompte,a Shelbyville dairy
farmer, said that his colleagues have not kept pace
with earnings of other farmers
and repeal of the law would
hurt them.
And Jim Broadus, a Lexington food chain official,
cited what he called a
disastrous incident in Florida,
which has no milk price
regulation, when his store
decided to keep up with a milk
price war.
He said that in the end,such
competition harms customers
because stores are forced to
raise prices on other goods to
offset the loss from the
highlypromoted cheaper' milk.
Sen. Danny Meyer, DI hear
Louisville, said
from the old folks in rity
district are complaints about
the high price of milk."

Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)The proposal to end price controls on milk in Kentucky may
have suffered a fatal defeat in
the Senate.
A legislative subcommittee
on Monday recommended rejection of a proposed bill to
allow retailers to sell milk
below cost.
The action was taken after a
second round of testimony on
the measure sponsored by
Sen. Tom Easterly, DFrankfort.
The recomrriendation lent
to the Senate Agriculture and
Resources Committee, which
met today and could decide
the issue for this session.
Easterly's bill would repeal
the milk price law and also
would add a consumer
member to the Kentucky Milk
Marketing and Antimonopoly
Commission which administers the 1960 statute.
Attempts by Easterly in the
previous session to repeal fair
trade laws have failed.
Monday's hearing featured
mainly a repetition of
arguments by both sides.

Tito's Doctors
Say He's Suffering
Heart Weakness
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
(AP)- President Josip Broz
Tito's doctors said today he was
suffering increased heart
weakness and they had not been
able to alleviate his pneumonia.
"Disturbances ef heart
rhythms appear nkreasingly
frequently and signs of heart
weakness unntinue," the midday
medical buuetin said.
'In Spite otintensive therapy,
the pneumonia has not been
reuuced," the 87-yea r-o1d
Yugoslav leader's doctors said
in one of their most pessimistic
reports in the course of his seven
weeks of hospitalisation. Tito's left leg was amputated
Jan. 20 because a circulation
blockage threatened fatal
gangrene.
Over the weekend, his doctors
said he was suffering from
pneumonia in addition to kidney
weakness, which was being
treated by a dialysis machine.
Pneumonia is a frequent form
of 'death among older patients
who have suffered heart, kidney
or liver failure.
One form of the diseseo-,
bypostatc pneumonia, can set in
when weak circulation allows
fkads to build in the lungs and
bacterial infection builds in the
fluids.

Meyer said it ranges up to
$2.44 a gallon in Paducah and,
although it currently seems to
be holding at $1.99 at
Louisville, that situation may
last only "until we (the
legislators) get out of
(Frankfort)."
The current drive to repeal
the milk law received impetus
recontly-whert the state milk
marketing commission acted
against A&P eood Stores,
charging they sold milk below
cost. AS.P eventually Was fined $4,000 without admitting
any law violations,.
.
A question by Sen. Doug
Moseley, R-Columbia,implied
that the chain store
deliberately brought the issue to a head at the beginning of
the session to dramatize
Easterly's repeal bill, but the
matter was not developee.
ther.
Dr. Robert Jacobson of Ohio
State University, declaring he
is neither a strong critic of
milk pricing nor an advocate
or repeal, said he does not
believe individual farmers
would be hurt by repeal and
that business competition is
keener in the absence of
regulations.
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By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer

ICE DRAGON - Scotland has the Loch Ness monster, and now Rochester, N.Y., has its own sea monster - sculpted in ice. Local snow sculptors created the monster on lrondequoit Bay in Rochester, where it was spotted by
snowmobile enthusiasts.
(AP Laserpholo)

Administration Proposes To Arm
Egypt With Tanks, Jet Fighters
department spokesman,said.
By BARRY SCHWEID
The planes cost about $18
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- The million apiece and were not inCarter administration, in a cluded in the current package
move that could make Egypt a because Egypt decided to
U.S. military surrogate in the "devote resources" to less exMiddle East, proposes to arm pensive items, spokesman
the Arab nation with 40 top- Carter said. These include 40
notch jet fighters and 250 F-16 jets and 250 M-60 tanks.
tanks - with a promise of An F-16 costs about $11
more to come in the years million.
The F-15 is probably the best
ahead.
The arms decision, an- airplane in the world. Israel's
nounced Monday at the State supporters in Congress, who
Department, appeared to are likely to question the arms
represent a policy shift. Only a
year ago, Secretary of
Defense Harold Brown and
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance assured Congress there
was no intention of converting
By MARIA BRA DEN
Egypt into a regional colossus
Associated Press Writer
along Iranian lines..
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Preliminary estimates, are
Wanted: 78 managemeot exthat Egypt will receive
private industry to
sales--credits.of -at- perts fiorn
ciit-goverrunent
least $4 billion over five years. find way-s- fó
streamline state
and
spending
•
This could be boosted if Presioperations.
government
dent Anwar Sadat decides to
the Govermessage
the
That's
accept President Carter's ofnor's Executive Management
fer of F-15 jet fighters.
Commission is sending to the
."The Egyptian government
state's largercorporations.
hopes in due course to order
State Personnel Commissuch F-15'aircraft as may be
Dick Robinson, comsioner
necessary for its defense
chairman, said Monmission
needs," Hodding Carter, the
day that a recruitment drive
has been launched to find
technical and management
SAVE TIME
To save time, energy and experts in a variety of fields
money, plan menus for willing to evaluate governseveral days or a week ahead; ment agencies.
They will be paid by their
include economical meals that
can be prepared quickly or employers for the four weeks
with little effort. Here are they spend in Frankfort, he
some tits- Certain dishes, said at a press conference
such as soups, stews, meat- Monday, and will study such
balls, chili, spaghetti sauce, areas as personnel, budget
can be made up in double control, purchasing, data proquantity, with half to be frozen cessing, printing and duplication, travel, legal services,
for future use.
revenue and federal programs.
The manage....at teams will
be asked to come up with
recommendations by July 1.
Robinson said he expects
anywhere from 100 to 1,000
recommendations and that
they could range from simple
mere,
to extremely detailed.
They will be incorporated
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others concerned about
Israel's security among Arab
countries armed by the United
States and the Soviet Union
could try to block the sales.
Israeli officials, on recent
visits here, have expressed
deep reservations about supwith
Egypt
plying
sophisticated arms. They do
not question Sadat's commitment to the peace treaty
Egypt and Israel signed last
year; but they worry about the
post-Sadat era.

Management Experts Needed

Stumbo Discloses
Human Resources'
Two-Year Budget

111

deal, would be more critical if
F-15s were included.
Officials at the Pentagon
hinted privately that the U.S.
negotiating team, headed by
Assistant Secretary
of
Defense David McGiffert,
talked the Egyptians out of the
F-15s.
Once the arms package is
submitted, Congress will have
60 days to either veto the deal
or let it go through by inaction.
The outlook is uncertain.
Arms control proponents and

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Saying that appropriations for
the Department for Human
Resources should be considered differently than
money for roads and recrea
tion, Secretary Grady Stumbo
has disclosed the - agency's
proposed two-year budget to
legislators.
Stumbo said Monday in
testimony before.the joint Appropriations and Revenue
Committee that the budget
reflects his view that state
government has less money to
meet increasing demands for
services.
"State government just
can't be totally responsible for
people's lives," he said.
"We're going to have to make
hard decisions-about what
needs we do meet."
The department is asking
for $142 million more in the
next biennium. The budget
calls for a $1.2 billion outlay in
fiscal 1981 and $1.3 billion in
1982.
Stumbo said two-thirds of
the money will come from the
federal government. And he
said the request reflects
"severe"cutbacks.
Human Resources seeks
$12.6 million in the next biennium -for -new Lpeograffin;
Stumbo said.

into a final report and a decision made on implementation
by September.
Robinson said agency heads
_ will not be, under'any Obligation to do what the reports suggest, but that Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. has stressed the importance of such recommendations at recent cabinet
meetings.
David Bland, the conuniasion's executive director, said
the recommendations must be
practical.
"It is essential that the
recommendations make
sense," he said. "It is not our
intention to come on with a
machete approach to any
agency to to state government."
The evaluation effort is to be
financed by a $201,000 appropriation, representing a
portion of funds remaining
after abolition of several of the
previous administration's
task forces and study groups,
Robinson said.

The state hopes to save
"millions" through implementing the management recommendations, but Robinson
said he _ could not estimate
potential saiings tuitll heSea
the suggestions for reducing
expenditures.
On.another subject, Robinson said state personnel
records show that all agencies
are making procesS toward
achieving a five percent
reduction in state employment
by June 30.
He said the state Human
Department
Resources
reported a net reduction of 227
the
employees, and
Transportation Department
178 through Feb. 15. They are
the largest state agencies.
Robinson said 90 percent of
the reductions are the result of
attrition, and that he has
authorized no more than 60
layoffs.
Robinson also said his agency has gotten back nearly
4,000 of the 6,000 questionaires
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medical care and Stumbo said
the dollar would go a lot farther if it is used for support
services to keep people hi
their hornet!.

distributed at a meeting the
governor held earlier this
month with state employees,
- and that primary concerns
_wertaboitt salaries apillririge
Robinson said he plans to
meet with Brown later this
week to discuss implementation of some of the employees'
suggestions, such as creation
of a kitchen cabinet-a group
of state employees to serve as
unofficial advisors to the
governor.
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FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

SHAM CARLISLE, Itilasager Ankle Wortberford, bservatioirlst
Outside Sales Castaltents: Mien S. Maier, Marled, M. Motor
753-00G0(4646)
711 Main St., Murray
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON.THIN FRI.
We Writs Air Tickets For All Aitinel While You Woit,oto
•

NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!

494.1.A
We Honor The Sens Credit Cords
The Airlines Doi Sock As...
Wabasion
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
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EXPLORE
THE GREAT INDOORS.

AND DISCOVER A NEW WORLD OF MOVIE RITERTAINMENT.
Sometimes high gas prices and bad weather make staying home a pretty sensible thing to
enjoyment. With
do.But it doesn't have to be dull. Not when Cablevision delivers continuous
Commercialadults.
discriminating
for
movies
R-rated
more movie variety than regular TV.
and today's
hits
Hollywood
Classic
children.
for
especially
Films,
films.
Foreign
movies.
free
you'll want
movie
a
showing
is
Cablevision
night,
or
day
of
anytime
box-office greats. Almost
and
-to-see.Anclyou'll watchitiram_your favorite easy chair without the high cost of tickets
missing.
been
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what
see
And
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Antennas,
goodbye!
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WTBS
MATILANTO

CHANNELS

From Atlanta,the station that
never signs off.Sports fans will
cheer the Flames. Hawks and
Braves. And for the family, there's
round-the-clock enjoyment, with
up to 44 movies o week - more
than any other TV station in the
country. WTBS is truly super
entertainment!

Cablevision expands your viewing pleasure. You get more to
choose from, more to enjoy than
on regular TV. Movies,sports,
variety shows, glamorous
specials, instant news and
weather and much more- right
at your fingertips

Cablevision does away with ugly
rabbit ears and expensive rooftop antennas.So it saves you the
cost of repairing, replacing or
adjusting contraptions on top of
your -hoose.It eletes-the risk
of crawling around your roof.
And while ordinary antennas rust
and deteriorate. Cable is never

affected by weather.

GET CABLEYISION FOR AS LITTLE AS 27' A DAY.SAVE 90.001

CALL CABLEVISION 753-5005 TODAY!
or clip and mall coupon to the address below.
"

YES! I want to.explore The Great Indoors with Cablevision!
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Governor's Commission Sends Message

0
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WASHINGTON ( AP)-The
government, vowing to prevent the occurence of another
Love Canal disaster, today
issued regulations aimed at insuring the safe disposal of 57
million tons of hazardous
wastes generated by
American companies each
year.
Douglas Costle, head of the
Environmental Protection
Agency, said in announcing
the new rules that 90 percent
of chemical wastes are now
disposed of improperly.
"The size of the problem is
staggering," Costle said.-The
eventual solution.. will require a transformation in the
way that American industry
handles its wastes."
The new rules require all
firms that produce hazardous
wastes, transport them or
operate dump sites to notify
the EPA of their existence by
July. Officials estimate there
are 750,000 firms generating
wastes, and 10,000 trucking
companies hauling it to 30,000
active dump sites.
Costle said the inventory
would give the agency a "national roadmap of where
waste is and where it is going."

Beguming in October U.:.
firms producing the wastes
will have to keep inventories
of all hazardous chemicals
leaving their plants. A
manifest for each shipment
will have to be signed by tht
dump operator and returned
to the chemical plant, whic!,
will be required to notify th
EPA if the completed form
not received within 35 days.
EPA officials said O., .
manifests were designed to
eliminate the problem
'midnight dumpers" w h.
.
"
haul chemicals from plants
and then dump the wastes ii
streams or sewers.
"The system prevents illicit
disposal because responsibility is fixed and evasion requires extensive- collusion,''
Costle said.
The regulations announced
today by Costle were the firs;
issued to implement a lav,
passed by Congress in 1976 to
police hazardous wastes. The
EPA has come under heavy
congressional criticism for it
three-year delay in implementing the law.
Hazardous wastes became a
national issue in 1978, when
more than 200 families were
forced to abandon their homes
in the Love Canal area of New
York because of chemicals
leaking from a dump site.
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Tobacco Growers To Have
Warning System This Year
The cool, damp weather
didn't improve, however, and
the blue mold continued its
march from She South, where
it normally is mosfprevalent.
The resulting losses totaled
about $56 million in Kentucky
and $252.3 million in all
tobacco-producing states and
Canada.
The value of the eight-state
burley belt crop was reduced
by 12 percent.
Smiley and about 125 other
tobacco plant pathologists
from the United States and
Canada met last December in
Raleigh, N.C., and came up
with a plan for the blue molt
warning system.
Under the system, growers
who detect blue mold in their
plant beds or fields will contact their county agent, who

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP Caught off guard by a costly
blue mold epidemic last year,
Kentucky tobacco growers
will have a warning system at
their disposal if the disease
reappears during the coming
growing season.
We were not expecting it at
all," said Dr. Joe Smiley, a
tobacco specialist with the
University of Kentucky's college of agriculture.
"We were; of course, in contact with other states and
knew it was moving in this
direction," he said. "But we
kept thinking the weather
would change and we would
have some hot, dry weather.
And this organism is very seri-sitive to hot, dry weather."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
6 Teutonic deity
7 Armed conflict
8 Quarrel
9 Panted
10 One opposed
11 Electric catfish
16 Sounded a
horn
20 Cuddled
22 Spanish article
23 Nevada city
24 Mild
expletive
25 Credit (abbr.)
26 State Abbr
30 Fragile
32 Above
33 Spreacts for
drying
36 Scottish cap
37 Seasoners

ACROSS
1 Afternoon
parties
5 Stitches
9 Needlefish
12 Seed coating
13 Snare
14 Collection of
facts
15 Tell
17 Sun gob
18 As written
Mus
19 Grain
21 Warm
23 Calculated
27 French article
28 Heron
29 Deposit
31 Speck
34 Continent:
Abbr.
35 Irritates
'
38 Odin's
brother
39 Unusual
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will then notify the plant
disease diagnostic laboratory.
UK specialists will summarize the state reports,
check the blue-mold situation
in other states and issue a
weekly "Blue Forecast."
The warning system was
devised primarily as a precautionary measure,Smiley said.
The disease is spread by
wind-borne spores, and tobacco trash in fields and barns
may contain some of them,according to UK plant
pathologists. But it isn't
known whether the spores will
survive a Kentucky winter.
"It probably does not overtriter here," Smiley said.
"However, we're not sure of
that."
Experts believe that, if the
disease recurs, it will spread
from the South as in 1979. 'At
this time, it is in Cuba andJamaica and so forth, but
we're not having any difficulty
with it in the tobacco-growing
states in.the South," Smiley
said.
If it shows up in plant beds
this spring, farmers will
notice a bluish mold on the
leaves, followed in a few days
by what appears to be plants
which have been scalded with
hot water,Smiley said:
The symptoms are similar
in the field, but plants will
begin to yellow and will shortly be covered with large.
brown spots.

As of February 23, 1980, I
Charles Colson will no longer
responsible for any debts other
than my own
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Kathryn
Outland, Executrix of the
estate of Robert Brent Outland.
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before March 5 1980 the date
of hearing .
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Callowly
District Court by Steve Durbin.
Administrator, of the estate of
Glenna Mae Arant, deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
March 5. 1980 the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk

LIGHTWEIGHT IDEA - Plastic grille components for cars
of the '80s roll down this paint assembly line at Buckeye
International's Hamilton Plastics Disision in Mason, Ohio,
at the rate of 260,000 annually. Technicians are shown
here preparing the vinyl urethane parts for painting.

Public Assistance Not
Meeting Basic Needs

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API ment
40 Lead
Public assistance programs
50 Blemish
43 Pronoun
are not providing for Ken54 The self
45 Tellurium
tuckians' basic needs, accor56 Toll
symbol
Subscribers who have not receiv- .ding to a report by the Gover57 Greek letter
47 Tricked
ed their home-delivered copy of nor's Task Force on Welfare
58 Soak
48 Lids
49 Tu kosh regi- 61 State Abbr
The Murray Ledger & Times by Reform.
530 p m Monday-Friday or by "The basic concern of the
-tt."2itilfetezitt8
klarte
- *todays are-iirgeo-lo--3-36-fror4
14
13
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. funds to provide basic needs
18
17
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri- have not kept pace with infla16•
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. tion," the panel said in a
Saturdays.
report submitted Monday to
A circulation department the Joint Health and Welfare
emp4oyee4s On duty during these Committbe.
time periods to insure delivery of • "Basic support has eroded
your newspaper Calls must be from a level of minimum
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 necessary support to less than
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee minimally necessary supdelivery.
port," the report said.
The regular business office hours
By not providing for the
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
basic needs of children,, the
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through state is handicapping them,
Friday and 8 a.m. to neon, Satur- the task force said. "Those
65
days
children will never be able to
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64 Peeper
65'Chair
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I CALLED THE\
kUMANE 50CiEN
AND YOU WERE
LIMON&

THEY SAID THEY'RE
NOT GIVING OUT
FREE UMBRELLAS TO
DOGS AND BIRDS...

4NANCY
MAYBE

WANT TO
HAVE
LUNCH
AT frlY
HOUSE?

NO ---I HATE
LEFTOVERS

I SHOULD
HAVE
TOLD HIM --

rise above their misfortunes
and will be in continual need of
public assistance."
Lyman Ginger, task force
executive director, told the
committee that employment
and vocational training are
the key .to reducing Kentucky's welfare rolls.
„ force is
.
Czin4er,saisilketask
p p
ng Pee
for the 1980 General
Assembly, but wants
legislators to be aware of its
concerns.
"Employment becomes the
:so. 1 issue in reducing Welfare
" ringer sam,
ng
that if jobs are not available or
people not • prepared for
available jobs, then they will
find themselves repeatedly in
need of public assistance.
Ginger said a coordinated'
effort should be made to improve employment opportunities in Kentucky, using
federal jobs programs such as
CETA, and training resources
such as the state's vocational
schools.
In another area, the task
force found that welfare fraud
*does not exist to the extent
that the public thinks it does,
Ginger said.
In fact, he said, in more
-than not, the so-calTed
cases
'fraud' could be attributed to
the person selling the service"
- the grocer, the doctor, dentist, pharmacist or other provider.
Ginger said fraud is an area
that requires further study to
determine where the fault
really lies.
A persistent issue facing the
task_ force was:that.of paperwork, he said, adding that

for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. in Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus 'Opportunity
ILingtuotions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
• 17. Vacuum Cleaners
lt. Sewing Machines
19. farm Equipment
ZO. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26, Tv Radio
27. Mobile Monte Sales

MY SCIENTOLOGY
MEETING

I THOUGHT
YOU WERE
INTO EST

THAT
WAS
LAST
WEEK

M TRYING TO
'
I
FIND MYSELF

BEFORE THAT

IT WAS
ESALEN

HAS f4E
LOOKED UNDER
A ROCK?

pients alike believe they are
owevunder.
owed
snH
However, he said since
much paperwork comes from
the federal level, it is hard to
determine how much could be
eliminated.
The task force was named
by former Gov. Julian Carroll
In January, 1977, and split into
study groups to review such
Welfare-related issues as
employment, home and family services and health services.
a nderstanding""gross
Citing
mismisunderstanding"misu
of the
welfare system by the public,
the task force said the state
should mount a
massive
public relations campaign to
cut through myths about the
welfare system and welfare
workers.

Jehovah's Witnesses
To Attend Assembly

iprfv- "Ix- 40
WELCOME BACK,
DIANA f WE'RE
-ALL WAITING
TO 5EE YOU
414a‘v

..A

THE GOLDEN ElEACH,,
THE JADf HUT., THE
ANrmAL5 AT EDEN,,
DO THEY REALLY
Exi5te,OR DID I
, DREAM IT ALL

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)About 3,500 Jehovah's Christian Witnesses- and other interested persons from the
Louisville and Lexington
areas are expected to attend
an assembly March 1-2 at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center, said- Russell Dunn, city overseer for the Jehovah's
Intnases in Louisville.
Lester L •Roper, district
• overseer, will open the Satnrtalk,
day session with
"Please God by our Obe(fiance, and will speak Sunday
on "To Whom Does the Obedience of the People Belong?"

Zi. Healing Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
3-7-Avvestac-4-4upples-33. Pets-Supplies
35. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
43. Momes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
Si. Free Column
57. Wanted

Will
Haul.
Call 492-8515
Ask For
Richard
anytime
of day.
Free sample of PcMdired Sunshine when you- dry -your
clothes at Wishy-Washy Laundry
and Dry Cleaners, Bel-Air Shopping Center. Offer good only
when attendant on duty. 7594132

type exerciser Call
753-0368 after 4 pm
Buying U.S silver coins, sterling Sliver, gold rings, etc Call
527-9139 for prices.
Brcycle exerciser. Call 4892118
Bicycle

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

reached

on

753-

7976 and 753-1917

sl
a

Buying Silver Coins,
above market
prices.
Coll

vertising 753-1919.
Display,
Classified

Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office

4

fr

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display ad-

a

1

753-6837
7

Cash for your used furniture
Will purchase by piece or
houseful'. 753-4109.
Want to buy: sunk cars. Call

2

.474-8838- after.5 pm

•

FOR SOLE
COLT rfTIMMIS
$355.00
$340.00
Nye
Below Discount
Call Rogers
753-3305 after 5

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
Bible Facts Free Store for the
appointments have been made
needy 759 4600
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
See our beautiful fronts 1
fiduciary within six months of
selection on display.
date of qualification
Clay Darnell. Rt 1. Kirl(Sey, KY.
CARTER STUDIO
Administrator. Otis Darnell,
753 8298
300 Man
Rt.1, Kirksey, KY. Deceased
Mary V Hodges, 631 SW 31.,
Fort Lauderdale. FL, 33312. Ad4. In Memory
ministratrix, B.1. Hoffman.
In memory of our beloved hus1641 Miller Ave Murray. KY
band father, and grandfather,
42071. Deceased
Truman H.-Anderson, Sr who
Sue Costello, 1120 Circarama,
passed away one year ago toMurray, KY 42071, Executrix,
day. February 26. 1979
Charlie Costello. 1120 Cir!was a year ago today
carama. Murray. KY 42071.
When God called him away
Deceased
He left with us a memory
Edward Phillip Crawford, 395
Of a man so dear and lovingly
Redding Rd., No 34. LexWhen we needed him he was
ington. KY 405037 Executor,
always there
Margaret Gaughan Crawford.
To show how much he really
1402 W Main St Murray, KY
=42044Diveased,
He gave to us his sweet love
David Edward Smith, 1A-3 'emAnd taught us about the one
bassy Apts . Murray. KY Co- above
Administrator. Paula lean Sills.
Only God alone does know
Rt.6, Box 184B. Murray, KY.
How much we really miss him
Co-Administrator. Lavelle
so.
Rt3......M.urra.k...
With us his memory will always
Deceased
stay
Martha Stone, L16853 Hans
Until God calls each of us
.Ct . Fraser, MI, Executrix. Robaway
bie Harrison. 215 S 13th St..
He's gone from us but for
Murray. KY 42071. Deceased.
awhile
Frances W..Shea, Curt Court
Someday again well see his
Clerk.
smile '
2. Notice
When over on that beautiful
WANT AD
shore
CLASSIFICATIONS
We'll be together forevermore
His loving family. Ruby AnderListed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
son. Children and Grandthe classification you are looking
children.

wscluaxis.--and

BEETLE BAILEY
I'm GOING TO

14. Want To Buy

2. Notice

Clearance sale' ,Fireplace
enclosures with glass doors and
wire mesh draw screens, all
sizes and finishes, while they
last. $34 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
1967 Mustang. Gold Kenmore
electric dryer and Kenmore
dishwasher, built in model
753-7861
1965 Scout. $1000: Zenith
home stereo w -stand, $75, Iverson 10-speed bike, $50. Call
759-1207

01

ti

rI
Ir
8
ti
V

16. Home Furnishings
Bassett dining room suite, 6
chairs, table with leaf, and hutch. Call 759-4939 after 5 pm
For sale Couch and chair, dark
green, like new condition, must
sell Call 435-4593.
Sacrifice. $600 Whirlpool
range. $325 New almond 01or, self-cleaning oven, and all
extras, used only 10 hours. Call
436-2224
Stainless steel waterless
cookware Home `Jernostration
kind New Originally $506.

7
r

a
8

a

sefirng- Si49
324-3213

solid maple
with springs, $60, one with
mattress and box springs. $50.
Call 753-9458.

Two half beds, one

19. FIBM Equipment
For sale Clover and Timothy
hay, square bales. one
Kenland, red clover seed. one
row Holland tobacco setter;
John Deere three blade disc
plow; 10 ft. Easy Flow fertilizer
spreader: No. 16 International
silage chopper grass and corn
head, new Holland power take
'off. manure spreader. Barney
Herndon. 382-2489 •
BINUMMOSII Savo $S.
All Steel Clear span
buildings. 30')(413"x12'
$3,1161.11.0*for
for
110's48'x1 4'
$4,1191.011•40'x72'x14'
for
$5,965.009 for
48's96's14'
$11.3811.1111•Alse
40.x66'x14" straight

5. Lost and Found
Lost Pearl bracelet with jewel
clasp If found call lochie Landolt 753-4707 Sentimental
value

6. Help Wanted
I full tinie.if you
Part I
teach or sell or if yo-u have a
sincere desire to do something
truely exceptional with your
life call(901)642-6742

wall "open one side"
equipment building for
$5,233.1111. . .only 2
left at this price. All
buildings F.O.B. Factory. Call 614 294-

ATTENTION: LEARN
PROFESSIONAL SALES
Sell imp ticket item and

2675 collect 9 a.m. to
5:30

moke money. 1.000 to 1.500
doNors coarission from 1
sale Multiply this by 2 or 3
soles a week
Recent corporate change
put vs in 0- moss rripnvisvrin
program. Must be available
now. Extensive travel by
plane and car Must be able
to travel Must have late
model ca ond desire extremely high income. Opportunity is now. Coll Ate
Stein CoNect Monday through
Friday, • 9.00 a.m. to 5,00
p.m. at 13141781-2224 Centrd standard time

For sale 110 gallon, 8 row,
- boom - spray -t-tke-nevy
5498.

-

1756- IfitelliitiOnal fraCtal,-14
ft. 8 International disc, 5-16
bottom John Deere places. Call
753-8729 or 435-4460
1975 Massey Furgerson 235.
Like new. Phone 492-8429
after 4.30 pm.
1974 Massey Furgerson tractor .
with 5 foot bushhog. Call 753-

2418.
54' Transport Auger, one year
old, Hutchinson 8-, $1800. - Call 435-4265

Person needed to clean cottages every Saturday from
March through October at
small lakeside resort, 15 hides
east of Murray on route 732
Good pay, pleasant working
conditions. 436-5414

22. Musical
HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent
condition. Worth $600, will
take best offer. Need to sell'
Call 753-0243
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN

Part time car hostess, nights
Apply in person before-5 pm at
K & N Rootbeer.

9. Situation Wanted
my home,
Babysttting in
daytime only. Have experience
and references. 753-4632.

23. Exterminating

Experienced mother would like
to keep children in her home.
753-0553.
Part time work desired. Have
25 years experience in all
phases, of accounting, including NCR machine and Burroughs computer bookkesping.
Mrs. Dorothy Anderson, 4365457.
Would like to do housecleaning. Call 753-1160.

24-.1iiicellanepus

Will do housecleaning. Phone
437:47ii

firewood for safe_ 125 rick:
dePtvered, 18 or Z4 incik. Oak
and Hickory. 489-2377. .

10. Bus. Opportunity
MVketing business, part-time,
full-time, products new to area.
Call 753-5906 after 5 pm,
Monday through Friday.

2

15. Articles For Sale

e building with
'
P-ortibl
black shingle roof, plywood
•

floor, an&masonite sides. Call
474-8800 after 4 pm.
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32. Apb. For Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

40 Pound stand of lard_ $15.
Call 436-2433.
Surplus uniform sale. Ladies
red pantsuit uniforms, new,
still in packages, name brands.
all sizes, priced from 113415.
Some slightly used $3-$8 See
at Boston Tea Party

Duplex, large two bedroom,
central gas heat and air No
pets Westwood. Call 753-4478
after 5 pm 759-4478

A.A A. dog grooming. 12 years
experience. $10 Call Goldie
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579
Basic and Advanced dog- obedience classes and private instructions. Also tracking and
protection training. All breeds
and ages from 2 months up
Professional instructor, 4362858_
Irish Setter pup. $50. only one
left. 753-6497.
Sherri's Soap & Shape. 104 N
13th. phone 753-0556. Tuesday through Friday. 9 til 5.
Saturday 9 til 12 noon. All
breed dog grooming, professionally trained groomer. After
hours phone 437-4311.
"Soft

USED TRAILERS
FOR SALE

wide trailer (presently
being used as Clinic Pharmacy). One
double wide trailer presently being
used as Doctor's Office). Cart be seen
at 5th and Walnut or call 753-9621 for
mare information. -

row.
436- -

or.-14
5-16
s Call
235.
!-8429

le:. 'no t

tractor .
11753e year ;1800. -

""-71/
,
1111
ye
;6
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t
••%‘11 b. /,
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C01616101311 FAIN NACHINEItY AUCTION
Ito
ol

This is an open sale la lacksin Patti* area farmers We are noes
making fret appraisals and accepting consignments Consign your
madmen early by contacting Mrs loan We will maw equipment
all day Thursday and Friday Ono. to sale No equipment Trill be ac
ailed after 5 p m Friday February 29th
We end haw adequate unloachng facilities and ground assistance
iyailable Also hauling instable

RIMS: Col dayd soh, gringo lows inn kere cask. Winn
diodes Misr of midi Si.HO bet

LIAI

e (v.

,i4iicriorvt Skeiton.
1,OUPA \

C.W. !MELTON - INICTIONEER
247-1388
111 Paris Reed

49. Used Cars

51. Campers

1976 Grand Prix, lots of ext-ras,
$2500. Call 753-6246 or 753/889
1973 Nova. 4-door, 6 cylinder,
good condition. 759-1894
1969 Olds Vista Cruiser stationwagon. $450. 753-1449 after
4.30 pm,1972 98 Olds, loaded, exceltent mechanically. Bought
new in Murray. Call 753-3672.
1969 Pontiac wagon, extra
good condition. See 509 S
11th.
Porttac Sunbird Sport Coupe
18 months old. excellent condition, dark green with tan Lana7iterdau top and interior, AM-FM
pedal Camelot before someone radio 8-track. Reduced from
remembers you had to Cross a bridge to original price will take best offer. Call 753-8847 after 5 pm.

-furnished 2 bedroom apartment downtown, water and
heat furnished 753-1569
Furnished one bedroom apartment Zimmerman Apartments,
26. TV-Radio"
South 16th 753-6609
recorder,
video
hour
RCA four
excellent condition Call 153- For rent Newry decorated one
bedroom apartment, furnished
/370.
or unfurnished, partial utilties
27. Mobile Home Sales furnished 1414 Vine St.
Double wide on two acres land. New 2 bedroom duplex for
$18.000 Owner will finance rent, located in Westwood SubSmall down payment. Calf 489- division 753-0915
2248 after 5 pm
Nice unfurnished 2 bedroom
For sale 1971 12x55 two duplex, close to MSU Call 753bedroom bath and half mobile 4126 after 4 30 pm.
41. Public Sale
home Can be left on one acre
lot rent free Owner might One bedroom. adjoining UniverHaving a yard sale?
finance. $4000 Call 753-7882 sity, water furnished $130
Then pickup your free
1303 Chestnut Phone 753or (812)283-6764
yard sale signs from
3134
the Gallery of Homes
mobile
12x60
Must sell 1971
office on Highway 641
home. 2 bedroom, large living Three bedroom duplex with kitN. in The Village Shoproom with fireplace Recently chen appliances furnished,
ping Center just
remodeled Partially furnished central heat and air with heat
across from the
including washer and dryer. pump Located in CO limits,
Reduced to $4995 Call 354- Call 753-7947
Boston Tea Party.
Two bedroom apartment for
8021.
JOHN SMITH
1976 Ranch house. 12x64. 3 rent Also a three bedroom
153rent.
for
tall
ton duotherm central air. elec- apartment
tric heat, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. -- 9240 between 8. and 5 Pm,
underpinned. D5•Fox Meadows. Monday through Friday.
33. Rooms for Rent
759-1926 after 7 pm.
1979 Victorian 14x70, double' Room for rent, one block from
insulated, all electric, central University Call 759-4909 or
753-7411
AROUND THE CLOCK
air Phone 354-8669 or 354- 753-1812
8173
Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in
hall. private entrance, Zimmer- 43. Real Estate
28. Mob. Home Rents
man Apartments, South 16th, Brand new 2 bedroom home
mobile
bedroom
For rent Two
753-6609.
with cedar siding, baseboard
home, all electric, central air
- heat, kitchen with all apand heat, couples only. no 34. Houses For Rent
pets $50 depostt. • $1-50 per Two bedroom house in Hardin, pliances, concrete driveway.
outside storoe. Call Purdom
'month. Phone 753-2377.
Central gas heat, air condition- & Thurman Real Estate. 753Small older model 2 bedroom ed Also furnished or u.nfur- 4451 or Sosy Wells /53-1585.
with _garden space for one or nished rtiobile home. Call 527peOPle 170-Per-mobfft-'7576,----=%
••?••••
p
Lall 489-2595
Three bedroom brick place •
furnishChestnut
705
•
bedroom,
shop,
beauty
12x60 Two
•
ed, electric heat, one fourth Call after 5 pm, 753-4920.
•
•
mile west of Almo Heights, Two bedroom house for rent in
•
•
$135 per month, plus deposit. Hardin.- Extra nice. _Gab 43/BOYD-MAJORS
•
Call 753-4661.
•
4462.
REAL ESTATE
•
Trailer for rent to Hardin Call
753-8080
Or Lease
Rent
For
36.
437-4462
Professtonal Services
29. Heating-Cooling
.With Thi Friendl% Touctif
Space For
Office
Four stack 4,000 watt portible
COUNTRY
Rent. Call 753electric heaters,($36.99. Wallin
WITH CLASS
Hardware. Pans]
5:00
after
7618
Lovely 3 bedroom, 1b2
Two 4000 watt coil heat portibath home, located on
ble heaters Call 436-2372
5 acres of level land
10. Business Rental
Athol
just 6 miles from Murray, on 641 N. central
Office space Suite of office
Woroitooso
elec. heat and air. A
space available for rent , or
Steel's' Spec*
real buy at reduced
lease. Includes both single and
price of $56,900.
double offices and conference
For Root
room Close to court square
RAILROAD AVE.
753-475$
753-4109
Commercial building
and lot, chain-link
32. Apts. For Rent
es
2 offices, bath,
fence.
311
Livestoci-Suppli
Furnished apar4ment, near
electric
downtown Murray. Call 753- One bred Yorkshire sow. 753- 'panelled,
:heat
loading
Covered
1681-.
ttol
dock. Excellent location and priced right at
$16,500.00.
•

One single

3

V119%NS()

24. Miscellaneous

FOISALE
36" topper for short
wheel base pickep.
$125, cieN 753-5322
after 4 p.o.

52. Boats and Motors
Reward! for information
leading to recovery of Jon boat.
motor and trailer stolen
February 19th. Boat, 14' Polar
Kraft. Serial number CF 1444,
KY. Reg. 6815 Z. Motor: 1969
Mercury, serial number
1573321, 35 hp Trailer.
Moody, 14'. 1976. Call Bob
Anderson at 436-5457_

5-3.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Guttering by Sears. Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Haring trouble getting those
odd jobs done around the
house? For all your odd job
needs call 753-8056
Home remodeling Md-repairs
quality work at lowest rate in
Nichols & Penny,
town
General Contractors. 759-4132
or 753-4109 .
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 1532310. for free estimates
Licensed electrician, prompt.
efficient service. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation. heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203_
Mobile home anchors, roofs
sealed, and underpinning
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
patio awnings and carports.
single or double. Jack Glover.
753-1873 after 6 pm.
N & M painting and wall papering. 753-7337 or 431-4617.
Need work On your trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete removal: and rrittire. Cali
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
more professional tree care.
753-8536.
Painting - Paper hanging. Commercial or residential. 25 years
experience. Free estimates.
759-1987

Snow removal from driveways
parlung lots etc Also tractor
disking
breaking
work
bushhogging, blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 tI5. after 5
pm 753-2632
Save time and money by leat
ray your work with us We take
in Dry Cleaning and 1.3undry at
the lowest rates in town Wishy.
BelAii Shooping
Wasti
Center 759-4132
Tree trimming and removing
Free
Also light hauling
estimates 753 5476
1,.!ating
Will do plumbing and .
repairs and remodeling around
the home Call /532211 or
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, wort completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construct Lin Co
Route 2 Box 409A. Paducah
KY 42001, or call day ur night
1-442-7026
Will do hauling of any kind
492-8100.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
55. Feed And Seed
Kobe lap seed. 99% purity,
94% germination. 498-8725

Services Offered
1977 Thunderbird, automatic AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel41-Real Estate
43. Real Estate
maintenance
and
with console, lipstick red, ing
white vinyl top, white interior References. Guaranteed work.
Look us over before you look Nice! All offers considered. Call Free estimates. Call 753-8948
around...When you're ready to 753-0265 days. 759-1857 or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
buy a home, you need a lot of nights.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
questions answered Like what 1976 Trans Am, fully loaded.
rates, prompt and efficient seris
financing
best?
kind of
condition, Call 753- vice. Custom Carpet Care 489excellent
Where are the schools' Shopp/853.
2774.
ing Centers? What about the
Rabbit,
excellent
VW
1975
usually
involvthat's
paperwork
Carpentery. Quality workmanJUST WHAT YOU'VE
ed? Get the jump on these and mechanical condition. Approx- ship. New or repair. Hawley
BEEN LOOKING
other questions by calling Cen- imately 35 mpg. Call 436- Bucy, 492-8120.
FOR
tury 21 toretta Jobs Reeltors. 2862.
free
cleaning,
Carpet
Small farm just
at 753-1492. We have lust this 50. Used TrUcks
estimates, satisfied references.
minutes from Murray
kind of information that makes
1979.C15 Renegade, 753-3938. Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanin Southwest School
your house hunting easier
4x4. ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
District. 3 Bedroom, 2
56. Free Column
Owner being transferred from 1979 Chevy pickup,
753-5827.
condition.
Excellent
with
bath brick home
Murray. Has nice 3 bedroom $5600.
Free puppy! 9 weeks.old, light
Concrete and block work. Block
fireplace, located on
home in Westwood Subdivision Call 753-9678 after 5 pm.
brown. Needs a good home and
driveways.
basements,
garages,
Ford Rd. Can sell
for sale. For more information 1974 Chevrolet pickup, air and
of love. Call 759-1910.
lots
house and 531ri acres
call Purdom & Thurmen Real power. AM-FM, tilt wheel, dual walks, patios, steps,,, free
Monday through Friday, 9 til 3.
Barnett,
Charles
PAINTING
estimates.
or house and 10 acres!
Estate. 753-4451.
tanks, sliding rear glass,
anytime on weekends.
Residential, Farm
753-5476.
Financing available to
$1495. Call-489-2595.
and Commercial
57. Wanted
brush Ai roller
qualified buyer or will
short Carpentry service. Whatever 'Spray,
15•Yrs. Experience
Pardee' At Thurman 1965 ch§00,1 ackup.
consider trade for
new,
or
quality
old
needs,
your
Set of house trailer axles,
wheel ba4j1gli paint, Call
RALPH WORLEY
house in city. Phone
work. Call 753-0565.
wheels and springs Call 753laesarask• &
753-7314.
_
436-2353
Kopperud Realty, 7538428 after 5 pm
Itsal Estate
1973 Dodge Adventure '4 ton Call Bob's Home Improvement.
1222, for all your Real
_
ng,_conHomelepairme_modeli
5ournsi4v cow *Luor.r. ----ptclitsp.--Posser--and-a* equipHORNBUCKLIEBARBEIUSHOP
Murray, Kontacky
ped to pull camper, very clean. crete wcai. 75345-0- f.205 Weise,Um,
489-2595,
and
7334431
white
rocked
Call
Driveways
$1295.
HOME
CENTSABLE
Closed All Day Wed.
HOURS:
OfFICE
NEW
or
rock
size
white
Any
graded.
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck
Economic, roomy
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
pea gravel, one ton and up.
between
753-4652
Call
$600.
home with beige col45. FilifTls For Sale
Clifford Garrison, 753,5422.
Price if
8 and 4:30.
orfd vinyl siding
PRICE SHAVE 75'
or sale: Approximately 32.
f
HAIRCUT 51.25
repairs,
OtEMEllg
Of
EleefftC81
aluminum eaves; and
To safe: 1974 Chevrolet diesel
in
farmland
acres-of
Well
hour.
by
the
by
job,
the
new roof. You can
Silverado, low mileage,
Backusburg area. Call 489- pickup,
really be an energy
Call 753-8681 or 753- pumps repaired. 474-2257.
loaded.
pm..
5
2195 after
fighter because the
4699.
46. Homes For Sale
central gas heat has a
For sale: 1970 model Chevrolet.
Camera won't advance?
Home window 'Cleaning, no job too large or small,
new wood furnace as
_4 753-1631.
Nearing completion
We can fix.
an, auxiliary to the
bedroom house in Canterbury.
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
main system. Price
Custom home with all extras 1977 Jeep Honcho, tilt, cruise.
Will
STUDIO
CARTER
inside.
levi
AM-FM
stereo,
day or night.
only $31,900. Kopperud
Price negotiable Call 753753-3134
Call
or'
753-8298
sell
trade.
304 Main
Realty, 711 Main.
3903.
anytime
47. Motorcycles
,
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1975 Honda MR 175, also 78
Realtors about our VIP Referral Yamaha, 650 sp. Both exService...because changing cellent condition. 753-6863.
homes is enough trauma.by
itself. In a word it's called ad- 48. Auto. Services
justment. Moving from home to Truckload tire sale! Truck tires
home and neighborhood to highway tread 700x15", 6 ply,
1. How can you make money?
meghborhood.
$31.84 plus $2.96 FET;.
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
After we sell your home, we H78x15", 6 ply. $36.54 plus
dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
pride ourselves on knowing the $3.49 FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
neighborhood _that awaits you $43:68 plus4388 FET.
2. How can you save money?
elsewhere., The schools, parks. Hardware Paris.
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
shopping facilities. Now for the
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
ingenious part...VIP Referral Transmission fits diesel: 5have gathered together.
may also find a buyer for your speed. also 2-speed electric
rear
end.
Spoke
hubs.
Other
3. How good a business person are you?
present home from another ci753.8080
Classified
4 ty, then help that family adjust parts. 759-1739.
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
ad will
classified
your
day
fourth
Every
February.
to your neighborhood. Sound
of
month
the
Pages of The Ledger & Times during
MKNEIRIMKNEUN
Retirement home with income familiar? It's the same thing
that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
means
This
size.
of
regardless
FREE
run
CARROLL
at Cherry Corner. This cozy 2 we do for you someplace else.
customer
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
bedroom home with fireplace Call 753-1492 for helpful inforTIRE
advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
your
and
section
classified
the
of
lays on 1'4 acres with fruit mation on this service.
SERVICE
receive the benefits from this sale.
trees., berries, and _good Larder)
YOUR CAR AND
spot. Includes rented mobile
4. What are the details of this sale?
LIGHT TRUCK
home and extra mobile home
-ANS The sale is°peat° everyone:. "
DEALER
TIRE
spieeTitkikeecT -to 121000.
1105 POGUE
Spann Realty Associates. 753753-1489
7724.
MKNEUN MKNEUN
This is it! Nice 2 bedroom
home on 15 acres of extra good
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
farmland, good out buildings,•
EXCELLENT
snow tires with studs, mounted
and lots of highway frontage.
LOCATION
on wheels. Will - fit Chevrolet
a •
RealtyTs what we have ifilMs
Camaro, 1968r-Pr COevro
Associates, 753-7724.
4-bay shop located
. 78x14, $90. Call 753iz9e6G
S7
2
North in Stadium View
We're sold on your house
Subdivision. Approxbefore we sell it...Our theory is
Two pair GR18x14 radial snow
imately 1600 sq. ft.
simple. We take the time to
tires on Chevrolet rims. $30 a
know your house, price it corwith equipped office,
pair. Call 753-7242.
rectly, and discover it's distinctwo restrooms, paint
Used Cars
49.
tive features. Because we're
room, and lots of
sold on it, it's much easier to
1972 4-door, ps, pb, air, Buick
equipment to remain
find'the right buyers and close
LeSabra, $700. Call 753-7509.
with sale, Located on
the sale. Then we even save you
large lot. Call today
1970 Buick LeSabre, new tires.
timi after the sale by helping
and put in your offer at
air, good condition, $500. 15
with trme-consuming paperKopperud Realty, 753ft. camper trailer with toitet,
work, It's all a matter of spen1222. We are Members
ea1u. $1000! Chain saw. 437h0
c8
4
ding our time wisely so it
of Multiple Listing
doesn't waste yours. This is just
Service.
1972 model Chevrolet Caprice,
another reason you should call
350 cu. in., 70,000 actual
Century 21 Loretta lobs
ENERGY
11. Call after 5 pm, 75344
1
Realtors today at 753-1492.
EFFICIEW HOME
We're the, Neighborhood ProInspect this 3
fessionals.
1971 Corvette, automatic with
bedroom, 2 bath brick
this
in
new tires.-Sharp! Call days
air,
Easy living is offered
home with central gas
753-0265, nights 759-1857.
deluxe brick home in Canterheat. Insulation 4 R2 baths,
/
bury. 3 bedrooms, 21
1976 CB 750 Honda, New
19, total utility bills
large
has family room with
Harley wheel,. tires, custom
month.
$70
average
brick fireplace and many exseat, chain, and battery. ImSliding glass doors
tras, such as, compactors, inmaculate condition. $1300
open
from
family
doutercom, central vacuum,
395-7857.
firm.
room with South side
ble garage. A truely distinctive
For sale: 1969 Camaro' SS.
into a patio. Large eathome. Call for an appointment.
S. What do you gain from this sale?
$650 or best offer. 753-2670
in kitchen and attracSpann Realty Associates, 753YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
ANS:
after 4 pm
tive.decor throu7hout
7724.
money'on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
Home located at 1709
J71tincolfl Continental Mark
-of the...newspaper- The amount of money you can save is determiqed only by the amount of hdvertislila
Metruse. - Immediate
III. Loaded with equipment,
you decide to do.
Aloiley Auction &
possession at $57,900.
runtimes,. in good congition.
ossify Solo
Phone Kopperud RealCall 1-354--6217 afteft
Nor mu,
ty, 753-1212, or stop by
,
AuOtonw 9•90o
1974 LT-0,' power, air, power
our conveniently
90proeser
AM-TM stereo, under
windows,
PA (9010 409 799A rt. It 1 1 11
located office at 711
Nice car, priced to
, Tenn
63,000.
So4.000 Folio.
Main.
sell. 492-8596.

enter."

Make Money By Saving!

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Colt'7S3-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Conducted
For Mr. Phelps

Services Today At
Cairo Chapel For
Leon Allbritten

•

The funeral for Leon Allbrit_ten is being held today at 1:30
p.m. at the chapel of the
Barkett Funeral Home, Cairo,
Ill., with the Rev. James
Shearouse officiating. Burial
will follow in the lieechwood
Cemetery there.
Mr. Allbritten, 69, formerly
of Calloway County, died
• Saturday at the Southern
Medical Center, Cairo. Ill. Be
w was a veteran of World War H,
member and past exalted
ruler of Cairo Elks Lodge No.
651, a member of Cairo VFW
'Post No. 2649. and attended
the First United Methodist
Church at Cairo.
He was the son of the late
Bluff and Nola Marr Allbritten
of Calloway County, and was
preceded in death by one
sister, Miss Opal Allbritten,
and one brother, William B.
Allbritten on Sept. 6, 1979.
Survivors include his wife,
Virginia, and one • stepson,
Ronald T. Simmons, Cairo,
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. John
Bucy, Murray; three
brothers, Wendell, Murray, I.
B., Cairo, Ill., and James
Max, Warren, Mich.; three
step grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Funeral Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Rogers
The funeral services for
Carmon Rogers of 209 North
12th Street, Murray, will be
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev.. Truman Sanders of
Mayfield and the Rev. Bill
Arnett of Jackson, Tenn., officiating, and Mrs. bneicia
White as organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Carroll
Martin Rogers, J. C. Lamb,
JimrnY Ford, Isaac Ford, H.
L. Ford and Edward Glisson.
Burial will follow in the Salem
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today Tuesday).
Mr. Rogers, 82, was pronounced dead on arrival at
9:05 p.m. Saturday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after having been
stricken ill at his home. He
was a retired carpenter and a
member of the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lola Ford Rogers, to
whom- he was married on Aug.
30, 1918; one daughter, Mrs.
Paul (Mildred) Mahan,
Sheridan, Mich.; two sons,
Howard of Clinton and Barber
of New Symrna Beach, Fla.;
one sister, - Mrs_ Mary
Chambers, Murray Route 7;
six grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.

Final rites for Raymond
Phelps of 410 South Eighth
Street, Murray, were held
Monday at 3 p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with L. C. Lawson and
Lake Riley officiating and
Wayne Clark leading the singing.
Pallbearers were Martin
Wells, Ewing Stubblefield,
John Wyatt, Edward McClure,
Jimmy Ragsdale, and Rafe
Brooks. Burial was in the
Friendship Cemetery.
Mr. Phelps, 80, died Saturday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Rovene
Walker, two sons, Elwood and
Dolphus Phelps, two sisters,
Mrs. Gracie Terry and Mrs.
Opal McClure, one brother,
Clyde Phelps, eight grandchildren, 12 great grandchildren, and three great
great grandchildren.

HONOR AWARDS - The Calloway County Conservation District gave several honor awards during its
dinner Monday night. The recipients and awards included.
(from left, top photo) Res Chadwick, Honor Award;
James Stahler "Master Conservationist" Award; and Joe
Pat and Max Hughes,"Outstanding Cooperator" Award.
(Bottom photo) Steve Alcott (right), district conservationist, presents an award to Patricia Lassiter,
Calloway County Middle School teacher, representing
the school. The award recognizes the school as having
the highest percentage of participation in the contest.
Out of 525 students, 300 wrote essays.

Dale Charlton's
Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday
Funeral services for Dale
Charlton of Murray Route 3
will be held Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Joe Walker, Sr., of
Friendship, Tenn., and the
Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr.,. officiating. Burial will follow in
the Fossett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Charlton, 46, died Sunday at 11:10 p.m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Memphis,
Term.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Wilkinson
Charlton, one daughter, Lori
Charlton, and one son, Mark
Charlton, Murray Route 3;
mother, Mrs. Hettie F.
,Charlton, Murray; five
sisters-Mrs. Mary B. Wilson,
Hazel, Mrs. Hugh Outland,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Alfred
Duncan, Murray, Mrs. Faye
Barrow, Lynn Grove, and
Mrs. Charles Tucker,Kirlcsey.

Judge Dismisses Suit
Against CBS For 1975
'The Guns Of Autumn'

fly BRIAN TT.:CKEFI
Associated Press Writer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(API - A federal judge has
dismissed a $300 million suit
against CBS for its controversial 1975 hunting documentary
film,"The Guns of Autumn."
U.S. District Judge Noel
Fox late Monday granted a
motion by CBS attorneys for
summary judgment, dismiss"
ing a libel and slander suit by
the Michigan United ConWillard Pace of 1107 servation Clubs, its executive
Mulberry, Murray, died this director and several Michigan
morning at 6:54 a.m. in the In- hunters.
tensive Care Unit of the
Fox said the plaintiffs had
Murray-Calloway County claimed that the documentary
Hospital. He waS*3 years of placed the Michigan sport
age.
hunter "in a bad light." But
The Murray man, a retired Fox said there were too many
employee a The-Murray- NEChigan hunters to Claim
at the film "can be
Sanitation Department, was a
member of the Trinity Chris- reasonably understood as
tian Center and a veteran of referrthg,to the plaintiffs."
World War H.
The judge also ruled that the
He is survived by his wife, plaintiffs did -not prove they
were referred tomn the film.
Manetta, one daughter, Miss
The film, televised-,Sept. 5,
Barbara Pace, and one son,
Wendell Pace, 1107 Mulberry, 1975, showed a Michigan
Murray; his mother, Mrs. hunter shooting a bear at-.a
dump and followed hunters
Ophelia Pace, 501 Chestnut
Street, Murray: one sister, through . -expensive hunting
refuges where exotic animals
Mrs. Joe (Beatrice) Miller,
two-----eowleit felled for a priee--- So much controversy was
brothers, Leon and J. D. Pace,
raised that CBS showed
New Douglas,
another program, "Echoes of
Funeral and burial arrangements are incomplete, the Guns of Autumn" on Sept.
but will he handled by the Max
28, 1975.
Churchill Funeral Home
The second program
where friends may call after 5
reported the flood of protest
calls to the network, pressure
p.m. Wednesday.
_

Willard Pace Dies
This Morning At
Local Hospital

on advertisers to drop their
commercials before the first
film was shown and the irate
reaction of some hunters in a
small Maine community.
The plaintiffs filed suit in
October 1975, asking
$300,600,000 in total damages.

Students Die In
Fall From Window
BUFFALO, N.Y. AP) -Two students crashed through
a university dormitory window during a struggle early today and fell eight stories to
their deaths, authorities said.
A spokesman at the Stage
University of Auffalo - said
Michael A. McClendon, 22, of
Niagara-Fall& and- My
Ford, 21, of Buffalo were dead
on arrival at Millard-Fillmore
Suburban Hospital.
Spokesman John Tborston
said the young men fell
through a large window at the
end of a - corridor near an
elevator.
He said police on the suburban Amherst campus were
still trying to piece_ together
exactly what happened. But
"_'accorckg,to early _reports,.
shortly after t a.m., McClendon, who is a resident assistant in the Ellicott Complex,
was attempting to break up an
argument between Ford and a
woman resident in the Fargo
Quadrangle of Ellicott,"
Tburston-satct

Awards....

I Continued from Page I)

taken care of today, it will be gone
tomorrow.
To qualify for the award,the landuser
must have completed over 90 percent of
needed_ practices according to his conservation plan.
The "Outstanding Cooperator"
award was given to Joe Pat and Max
Hughes. The award, sponsored by the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. and the
conservation district, is presented to
the landowner or operator who has applied several conservation practices,
been cooperative with the district and

aWare of conserving soil and water.
Rex Chadwick was presented an
honor award for his support toward soil
and water conservation. Calloway Middle also received a special award for
having the highest percentage of participation in the contest. Out of 525
students,300 wrote essays.
Guest speaker for the evening was
Kenneth Imes, head of the Bureau of
Natural Resources in Frankfort. Imes
discussed the necessity conserving all
natural resources.
Albert Wilson, chairman of the
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...THE NEWSanksitvlath BRIEF
NATIONAL
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) New Hampshire voters
rendered their verdict today
in a presidential primary that
determined whether there
really is a Republican frontrunner, and tested the shaken
challenge of Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy to President Carter's
renomination. Ronald
Reagan, the preseason
favorite, and George Bush,
twice a winner, Were- the
leading contestants in a sevenway Republican contest.
LAKE PLACID, N.Y. ( AP)
- The.,giant Olympic media
center will soon be Lake
Placid High again, and prices
are coming down in
restaurants. This tiny Adirondack village, host to the XIII
Winter Games,is getting back
to its quiet routine after the 13day gold-rush.
'This will be a real estate
office again in a couple .of
hours," Jeff Kahn of
Woodstock, Vt., said as he
cleared out his temporary
business in woolen items.

WASHING PON
WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter still wants
Americans to boycott the
Summer Olympic Games in
Moscow, a feeling not shared
by many of the athletes who
participated in the Winter
Games. Carter was host at the
White House Monday to the
some 150 members of the U.S.
Olympic Winter Games team.
Carter shook the hands of all
the athetes and hugged
several, including Eric
Heiden, the speed skater who
won a record-breaking five
gold medals. Carter, who called the athletes "modern-day
American heroes," used the
occasion to renew his call for
Americans to boycott the
Summer Games because of
the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan.
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- The
Carter administration, in a
move that could make Egypt a
U.S. military surrogate in the
Middle East, proposes to arm
the Arab nation with 40 topnotch jet , fighters and 250

a promise of
more to come in the years
ahead. Preliminary estimates
are that Egypt will receive
military sales credits of at
least $4 billion over five years.
INTERNATIONAL
By The Associated Press
The U.N. investigating
panel lard testimony from
Iranian jurists about the
shah's alleged misdeeds as
President Abolhassan BarnSadr appeared atop the U.S.
Embassy wall to demonstrate
solidarity with the young
the
holding
militants
American hostages.
The five-man U.N. commis-
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Corrections & Ampl

It was incorrectly reported in Mond
Murray Ledger and Times that Terry
in connection with several recent brc
had been arrested on charges of burgle

The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct
fact or clarify any misleading information appi
That is the purpose of this column. To repos
clarification please call 751-1918.

Store
The Decor
Shopping Cnt.

We Accept Viso
& Master Charge
Layaway

Bel-Air
Phone 753-3642

Open Ti
Mondo

NEW SHIPMENT WICKER
UNFINISHED FURNITURE
SWINGING

BASKETS

FAN BACK CHAIRS

$6.00
$8.00
$10.00
$129.95

3
Sizes

$99•95

TRUNKS

$129.95 $149.95

Stock Market

ONLY AT

Clinical Testing To Be
Topic Of UCM Luncheon

MuRtOlv
MONDAY iii fRiDAr

"Clinical Testing - Its Value
and Validity" will be the
MOW

1.
M all"1140
'
MEW airbM "IS

-- 1977 LTD 11
Approximately 30,000 miles, two door, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioning, AMIFM, rally
wheels, dark brown and camel.

$2850.00
Keep That Greco GM Feeling With Genuine GM Ports -

Continuous
Protection
_ P

Dwain Tayjo
641 South
mem 1uI.-i.

OTTO

nt.

oil

753-2617

Prices of stocks of local interest at ii
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp ,of Murray,
Industrial Average
-1.22
Air Products .
4 unc
,
37'
American Motors
ris unc
Ashland
311.%
American Telephone
Chrysler ..
0%-k.
Ford Motor
11,1+k.
G.A.F.
10-us
-General Cars ..
$7,"trade
General Dynamics
General Motors
SONii+
General Tire
16fi-k4
Goodrich
20 unc
Goodyear
12ks unc
Harriet's .
1344-411
Heublein
Z74
.unc
IBM
64%-11.
Jerico
21b.W.sa
K -Mart .
194-ks
Pennwalt
31k4+‘4
Quaker Oats
2044-kt
Texaco
39's+ Ks
Wal-Mart
3246-%
Wendy's
10k.b , 10%.

subject of the discussion by
Dr. Thomas Muehleman at the
United Campus Ministry
luncheon on Wednesday, Feb.
27, at 12:30 p.m. in the
Counseling and Testing Center
Conference Room, Ordway
Hall.
Dr. Muehleman is presently
the Director of the Murray
State
University
Psychological Center. He
earned an B.A. an M.A. and a
Ph.D from Southern Illinois
University.
This luncheon program Is
the third in a series focusing
on the theme "Perspectives on Federal-State Market
New, Service
Testing." The UCM luncheons February 26, 1960
Kentucky
Purchase
Area
riiik market
are held each Wednesday at Report
Includes6 Buying Stations
12:30 p.m. in the Counseling Receipts Act 721 Est 760 Fiatrows &
and Testing . Center Con- Gilts .25 higher Sows death to $1 50
higher most advance on wt, ”ver 500
ference Room. Students, lbs.
-US
300430lbs -t.M 22t36.311-'•
faculty, und Other intOrrtect US 14
2200-240 lbs
tie, 00-36 25
persons are encouraged to US 2-3 4O'260 lb
63, 00-36.00
s.-4
in
7041131br.
participate. Cost for the in- Sows
formal meal is $1.25.
US 1-2 V0-350 lbs
131 00-34,00
Po 00-33.00
For more information about US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3 45040011m . . .
00-311411-the luncheon, call the UCM 08 1-3 500400 lbs
11047.110
US 3-3 300-600 lb.
MO.%
office at 753-3531.
in
Boars
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Hog Market

ever 300 lbs 31.00 mostly 25 an

CHEST
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$34.95

$189.50
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Special
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StockPaper $12.50 per double roll
$9.00 per double roll
$8.00 per double roll
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iALUABLE
COUPON
l

Cvanii

ALUABLE

ALUABLE

COUPON

COUPON

strict board of supervisors, served as
e master of ceremonies. The other
ipervisors; Clifford White, Oveta
agard, C.H. Guthrie, Thomas Armrang, Milton Walston and 'Jamie
pits; were recognized.
The supervisors serve four-year
rms on a staggered-basis.
The Rev. Dr. 13111Whittaker, pastor of
le First Baptist Church, gave the in)cation. The meal was provided by the
ank of Murray, Dees Bar* of Hazel,
roduction Credit and Peoples Bank.
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sicin began hearing testimony
Monday. A source close to the
panel said examination of the
allegations will continue "for
the next couple of days." He
said the commission's program is open, and the investigations will be. planned
from day to day. No othe,
details were given.

41
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84-0Z.
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CAN
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CANDY BARS

7 100

LIMIT 1
WITHOUT COUPON
2.37

4 PACKS ALSO AVAILABLE
25° EA.
WITHOUT COUPON

5.49

WITHOUT COUPON

PAM ERS
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LIGHT BULBS
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SOFT WHITE
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By The Associated Press
The strike by Kabul's
shopkeepers against the
Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan went into the
sixth day today, but most
government workers were
reported bark at work.

ns & Amplifications

e reported in Monday's edition of The
I Times that Terry Allen was arrested
several recent break-ins. Perry Allen
n charges of burglary.

KING OF VALUI

Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
ading information appearing in news articles.
this column. To report an error or need for

751-1918.

Open Till 8:00 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

PRICES GOOD FROM
FEB. 27th TO MARCH 2nd
S ADVERTISED glERCHANDISE POLICY Big tr 5 intention is to always have every advertised item in stock in adequate ,uppiy li an
advertised item is not available due to any untorseen reason. Big K either will issue a RAINCHECK so the item can be purcba.i,ia I ne sale
price when it becomes available or trill sell you a comparable quality item at a comparable reduction in price Our policy is r,atistaebon
Always but unusually heavy demands may require our setting reasonable quantity lirons on some items in fairness to all custor,ier, Certain
items however may be marked No Rainchecks if merchandise can not be replaced Regular prices may vary market by r, t•Ket, but the
sale price will always be as advertised None sold to Dealers
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PRICES 0000 THARP MAR but

JUNIOR TERRY
Casual tops have short
sleeves. V-neckline, contrast front pocket with
novelty inserts Fashion
Lo1o, 5rte5 5,,,o11, Mtdium. Large

JR. PAINTERS
JEANS
The fashion cion
scious lady will enjoy
comfort arid ease in
these basic painter
jeans Natural and
,
afashion co4o4-4—Ei+1.e.
5 to 15

UNIFORM
PANT
SUITS

LADIES
PRINT
DUSTER

Short
sleeve
with
uniforms
quality and corn
tort in the latest
styles to fit your
needs White only
Sizes 3-13, 8-18
16'2.24%

Easy care
printed duster
with reinforced
gripper snap
front at a fantastic price. In
assorted prints.
Sizes Small.
Medium, Large,
42 to 48

t

60

k
• "'T.

MISSY CASUAL
TEE SHIRTS
Short sleeve, crew neck tee shirts
complemented lay. _VALI011 neAL 5.91
glitter sayings 100°0 cotton Sizes
Small, Medium and Large

00
9 REG.

11.66

REL. 5 88

VALUES TO
13.33

REG 4 88

POM-POM
SPORT SOCKS

PAP

3-PR. PER PACK
knit—in color fashion top with
matching porn-porn Cushioned corn
fort of cotton and Orion' One size
9-11
Low

GIRLS TEE SHIRTS
MENS NOVELTY,
TEE SHIRTS
Soho color lee'sliirt with a variety of trans'•
• a casual ,00k SI,ghtly iregular Si:.
Sr-r,
La'ae and X-Larc.. •

REG 2.6
SIZES 7 to 14

. ited
otst,
2i, novelty
17r- .77:rfOlt4rer""tti,
L;$:e", 4 6.0(

2,00, Reg. 2.88

GIRLS JEANS
IVar15

LADIES & TEENS

LADIES PUFFED

CLASSIC LOAFER

STITCHED WEDGE

wit'

,tteitet &i-y4-1441j-d1

terrific savings Sizes 4
to 6X Regular arid Slim

REG 1 66

4.75, Reg. 5.97

REG. 9.99

Casual
loafer
has
simulated leather uppers
with contrast stitch moc
toe and nylon tricot in
ing Sizes to 10

300_
REG. 3.99

Sl,t1

V•Py{

l44,`fS

sett cov,ered wedgo
decOrative, rain6o.•.
stitched vamp. cushion
innersole, waffle sok.
Full sizes to 10

YOUR VALUE LikDER

OUI
LEE
REE
vol
NE1
CO!

C

OPEN WEAVE
NO IRON

SHEETS AND
PILLOWCASES
A select group of quality sheets
and pillowcases—muslin or percale—to add to your collection
An array of colors and patterns

TWIN FLAT OR FITTED

"YUCATAN"
DRAPES
Polyester lined, pinch
pleated casement drapes
of 80% cotton, 20%
polyester, to accent any
room. COLORS. Brown,
Rust, Gold.

5
FULL FLAT OR FITTED

2

700
FOR

STANDARD PILLOWCASES
PRS
FOR

BATH
TOWELS
Large floral print fully
quilted
throw
style
bedspread with bonded
polyester fill. Pinch pleated,
'polyester lined drapes. COLORS: Brown, Pink.

Soft and absorbent
towels in various prints,
solids --and jacquards.
22" X 441' and larger.
Some slightly irregular.

TWIN
SPREAD
REG. 19.33

FULL
SPREAD
REG 22.66

63"
DRAPES
REG. 12.88

84"
DRAPES
REG 14 88
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60
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POLYESTER INTERLOCK

60" DOUBLE KNITS

BRIGHT YARN FABRICS

ouality

„„_„,,_.,L,u, „prolg iodr L:
robe with these brigli,
pring prints and solid',
Not available in sCigr

44
1 REG. 1.97

100',. polyester
material in various solids.
fancies and warps for
super fashion
Bright
Spring
colorb.
Not
available in some stores.

t
- REG.
1.50

.

ARKLA
GAS GRILL

WITH AUTOMATIC IGNITOR
L:ast aluminum grin nat.
272 5g .l' cookrng Su'
88 face. sing.e burner
post. cart 20-lb lank
REG.
100.96 and gas gauge Moor
GSB20,160•RI

fabrics for
The "IR .
, Spring-Chenille. Boucle,
97
Faille. Sculptured and
.. looped Terrys. 54 ' to 60.
widths. Not available in
REG. 4.00
some stores

..dieiti_,..i...,;••••••
••••

011
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_ _00
•

•
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PANASONIC THRUSTERS SPEAKERS

6

radiator.

PAIR
REG 99 00

REG. 9.96

.-

25-PIECE
FLATWARE SET

PARSONS TABLE

60.0

Sturdy
14'.
square. plast,,
tables in fashion
colors to accent
decor.
any
Model T1414.

FOR
REG. 3.96

:Art

or

- • 1 , .,

IM PERIAL
INTERNATIONAL

Easy . care-wipe clean
stand is fantastic for many
uses in any room. Quick
snap-in assembly. Fashion
colors. Model CC315.

77

de
8:••

..,
,,
.......•

3-TIER CORNER STAND

two ._5x With
woofers.
ass 1 ve
/
2'8- p 21
tweeterfe
powerwoo
watts,Maximum
input 30
impedance ,8 ohms.
Model SB-350R

0
0

it ••••
-,..1,,--

-

0

6.
....,.,
• -

96

4,

-carefree
Exquisite
stainless steel will not,
peel
or
rust,
tarnish. Serta
or Fleuretle patterns.

REG. 9.88

1

(.01

-.4154......

...-.
,
r
/
•

•

------

_ .
-
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- .,------

TAPE RECORDER
26.97 Features pushbut•-ton operation;
3.0n built-in condenser

OUR PRICE
LESS G.E.
REBATE
• YOUR •

/
6 TOASTER
OUR PRICE
14.99

LESS G.E.
- 4,44-€4-400“,e_. . bat- REBATE . .
-- -"YOUR
.
- lery or eleCtrical

NET

2397

COST.

. 2.00

0
3
operation
i o n . • Nf.
oder- cNoETsi:.

1299

•

MURRAY
......----

Two,slice toaster
automatic
POP-Up and toastcolor selector.
Model T17.

with

automatic
.-, nA drip filter cof'
,
•Uki feemaker with
Brew - --Miserildn
features. Model
HB5140.

LESS NORELCO

REBATE
.,
_ ,
.

NET
COST ......

22°8

i
.

:

...

,

REG. 11.77

....._,

i

HYDRAULIC

_NkohisiO

5-GALLON GAS CAN

Features rider ccitnfort with easy-on.
easy-off golf cart design for plenty of
leg room.4-Inch cut, recoil start and
3-speed transmission. Model 2513.

R44

_. • 3 •
FLOOR-JAGK-----------;----Frame jack with
swivel lifting saddle.
3000-lb. capacity. Lift88 - g range 5' to 15' . •
Quick action release
REG. 59.88 valve

A sate and convenient way
of transpGrting gas for
outings, farming and etc.
Model 75-5203.

REG. 7.88

- ..i.LI\
,v-i

MAXIM

_

5 H.P. CHAIN DRIVE
TILLER

24

•

88

‘
9
.,(INC
-

. y,,iiil
'

REG. 266.88
..,-

slasher. self-sharpening

...

88

_ .

.

REG. 22.97

Easy to use! No in•
Itarllat5ionnn.inhecemstax7

INK PENS

10-CT.

fl $

Fantastic savings or
these quality medium
r ts e only
porn pen

flEG
1.44

ramp.

'

.

.....,
(
ft

"416
'St

41,

AUTO RAMPS-PAIR

V44

1
1

,...4., T--

.13-.._

.

Ile on handle; clutch and all,steel, welded and braced frame. Model GM5OB

1
1

-

)

------,_

.

Features 14

Features safety heel° rest;
thumb tip heat control and
slearnmen sdesigned1ratI.
over steam coverage. NI -oriel '
11-19.

77

is.. , „ _

55588

• ,

-

7 H.P.

/k

-, ,

SUNBEAM® IRON

•

illifeon.
-------.........--f---

.

,,

"kw

•
• ..,

libl'

1,........

51-PC. SOCKET SET

2

1-13 on BASKETBALL

SWINGAWAY CAN OPENER

Quality i.4" and 3/8"
-SAE and -. metric
socket
.sfor u sth:
REG. 29.88 handyman's
Model SW51

00

ts
Open cans quickly arid easily
with
openergear
h
turitnhgs exclusive
ive
driven cutting wheel.

96

97

,

REG. 2.96

REG. 7.97

,

.P11.01 01.1
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FRAMED PICTURES
_Quarifilanters In a
imide selection of
sizes, colors' and
styles to fit your
,needs,'
"" '

.

3 OFF

One-. -iroup-- only- . consisting of a wide Variety.
of scenes Sizes 5" X 7".°
16'' X 20" and larger. V'
to 3." wide wood frames

_

V2** goal. 12 no-ties
vvearnelproof net.
X 36' X 48" backboard. Hardware in.
REG. 21.97 cluded.
Model
.
40-0113. "
_a

ej0
0
0

.

Youth size glove has
'deep well' pocket.
triple X-laced web
rawhide lacing. AutO
graphed by Tom
Seaver. Model PG38.

.,

DP
...._4„

,
C1(136ARD-ANCI-GOAL-----

,

AND UP

REG. 17.88

•

.
1

_

97

-

, .
f5U

GLOVE

Orange rubber cover.
Official size and
weight. Autographed
by David Thompson.
Model B1360.

.

_
.

C

OUR PRICE

RIDING
LAWN MOWER

-........,,-

a-;'Arir-

OW LOW PRICES

HOME OF
•

Note/co '- COFFEEMAKER
...25.88 10-cup

••_•- •.-- Aiekt

-

t. vifo
POWDER PUFF R
- - SUPER HOT-G-Y,-GLES-- nd a
rl,
Sleek styling tarrae
.. -gad. to these- decoratiVe
REG. 16.97 'Cycles for boys and
girls

0
0

a

VALUABLE
OUPON

ALUABLE

COUPON

ALUABLE

COUPON

COUPON

Ago
LUCITE
ise

k

ivuss
RE

ALUABLE

'4P4RIDCA4
./

tlAIR scgA)
_ To.

BIG K
4-ROLL PACK
9-0Z. BRECK HAIR SPRAY

LUCITE

HOUSE PAINT
13.97
REG.PRICE
11.88
WITH COUPON

BATHROOM
TISSUE

15-0Z. SUAVE
SHAMPOO OR

CONDITIONER

5

YOUR
CHOICE:

1.17

WITHOUT COUPON

88'

WITHOUT COUPON

WITHOUT COUPON

93'

TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

TEAR ALONG PEW ORATION

VALUABLE

ALUABLE

COUPON

COUPON

ANY TIMEX WATCH
IN STOCK
MUCCI MOO THOU MAO

AlICIES 0000 TAM NM 1•4
TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

OFF
WITH COUPON

VALUABLE
COUPON
GSM.,

HAI

t•

M

Ft;;
SWitHS
ata•

IN ii;171roVia.Y cIDIR

PAY-0-VAC•
"AA" ALKALINE

BATTERIES

10-LB. HARTZ'

CAT LITTER

PACK OF
TWO
WITHOUT COUPON

1.44

2 100
FOR

WITHOUT COUPON

88' EA

IIIKOS 0000 OHM MA.OW

FRAM

AIR FILTERS

:BIG K 25-LB.
POTTING SOIL

1.88

WITHOUT COUPON

LUABLE

COUPON

UMBRELLAS

1 00

1.77

pacts 0.000 MU

MCP 00011 MO IMO. OM

TEM. *LOW;PZRFORAT.0i4

VALUABLE

COUPON

CRICKE1
DISPOSABLE

SCENT-SATION

AIR FRESHENER

3 100
FOR

444 EA.

LIGHTERS

20%

2 100
FOR

OFF

WITHOUT COUPON

AWES 0.000 MO OM. Sod

CWITITIEN

TWIN-PACK

FLASHBAR
20 FLASHES

VALUABLE
COUPON

15-0Z.

PINE POWER

Cvarla

8" X 10"
ENLARGEMENT
FROM

88' EA.

AOCIES 0.000 1101O IMO bed
YE AR Al UN(

TI AR ALONG P F RI UP A TION

I AR ALONG PE RF ORATION

1.44

WITHOUT COUPON

cvega

WITHOUT COUPON

-UP•

TOOTHPASTE

• 300-COUNT
WITHOUT COUPON

•

8.2-0 .

37
I EAR ALONG REAFORATAIN

TEAR ALONG PERFORATION

clISSEN

JOHNSONS'
COTTON SWABS

HE ORATION

Cvagail

16-0Z.

SPRAY 'N WASH

COLOR NEGATIVE
WITHOUT COUPON

3.88

WITHOUT COUPON

1.07

WITHOUT COUPON

1.44

0000 IMO NM Aed

STOR

KING OF VALUES
,

is RMSS?
What
Money Saving Sale
..Roses

Only The Biggest Sale
Event You'll Ever Experience
In The History of Roses!
nth For More Than Just a Sale, RMSS
Stands For Savings Values, Quality, Selection
and Much, Much, More!

Sale
tnds
Roses Money Savings Sale sat,

Unbelievable Special
boughtjust for our
RMSS Sale...

1
1
't&
1V4
far
,

ib 'VW

.100
4

‘
IP

...Western Whitewood
Outdoor Furniture with
Rich Redwood Stain..
FOUR-PIECE LOUNGE GROUP
4-piece lounge group of western whitewood
with rich redwood stain. Set consist of plush
lounger, 2 matching chairs and table.
EWE-PIECE PICNIC GROUP
5-Piece picnic - group also of western
whitewood with rich redwood stain. Set includes table, 3 crescent benches and umbrella.

YOUR $HOICE9
C

MOTOR Olt

SET

Breck®
Spray

Mobile
Oil
SPECIAL

SAVE 25c

5910T

we"

LIMIT
2

LIMIT
2

REG 88C
113

Quality Mobile
Oil for all engines. Quart
size cans.
LIMIT 6 OTS.

9 oz. (net wt.)
Miss Breck hair
spray in reg..
super or super
unscented.

0•
111°
r
--- LIMIT 2

Sylvania®
Bulbs

Irish
Spring

SAVE 73'

SAVE 53.ON 3

REG.
1413
.

C
O.

Pack of 2 soft
white bulb in 60,
75 or 100 watts.
LIMIT 2 PKS.

•

Hi-Dri Bath Tissue
Pack of four toilet tIssue

Hi-Oni Paper Towels

1115:
2
s
RAB

100-2 ply towels per roll.

Irish Spring
deodorant soap
in 5 ounces(net
wt.) size bars.

Package of 120-1 ply napkins

Delta Family Napkins

664
288
2i88e

FASHIONWEAR

Purchased Specially
for our RMSS Sale...

...Unpadded Lace
Bras with pre-shaped
laminated cups...

.A/Picv
ort

N

SAVE $1
REG.
3.48
it•

••ht
:
let

EACH

• 4
i
t
Y.

Ladies lace bras with unpadded
pre-shaped laminated tricot
lace cups and comfortable adjustable straps. Sizes 34 to 40B,
34 to 42C or 36 to 44D in white
only.

.

Ladies Panties
SPECIAL
BUY

50

NO RAINCHECKS

/KO
Packages of three panties in
white or pastels Sizes 5 to 10

Canvas Handbags
SPECIAL
BUY

3EACH

Panty Hose

Popular canvas handbags in 4
styles Spring colors

'
•'
,

•
•

•

2

je

Renee Jewelry

Ladies 1st Quality panty hose
suntan or beige shades

Dress Sandals

OPAIR

.

VALUES
TO
$2EACH
12.50
T,emenclOuS selection of gold
tone jewelry in many designs

SPE
BU
CY
IAL

97

kt

••••

.

-

4

Casual Sandal

Junior Sized Jacket
Dresses in eyecatching styles
. SAVE 4.09

Polyurethane uppers in black or
wine. Ladies sizes 5/
1
2 to 10.

88

T-stra
Cougar

EACH
REG.27.97
Chic and dazzling . . Jacket dresses
of care-free acetate and nylon in sundress, U-neck, V-neck or sleeveless
styles, all with co-ordinating jackets.
Select from red, blue, navy, jade or
sugar colors in junior sizes 3 to 13.

REG.
7.99
EACH

TERRY
TOPS

I

,

Great combination ... Terry tops with slacks or jeans.
Polyester or poly/cotton blended terry tops in solids or
prints. Sizes.§Lto L; Poplin slacks in pink, blue,aqua or
green in sizes 5 to 13. Navy denim jeans in sizes 5/6 to
15/16.

0

6

' 11111IP

1111111 ‘".

SLACKS
OR
JEANS

Tops or Slacks in ,
Girls Sizes 7 to.14...
YOUR $6
'CHOICE
REG.
7.97
EACH

REG.
9.88
EACH

Girl's poplin sleeks in solid colors,
poly/cotton tops with terry trim.

Sizes 7 tp 14.
e▪ l

Denim Jeans
for Girls...

'lops or Jeans in
Girls Sizes 4 to 6X
YOUR $
CHOICE

Wide range of denim jeans in
popular styles. Denim blue in sizes
4 to 6x or 7 14.
.

tp

REG.
TO
6.96
BELT NOT INCLUDED EACH
Tops of Monsanto terry. Solid
colored jeans of poly/ cotton
blencl. Girls sizes 4 to 6x.

3.

5

oho
tton

aa;
ao en

;SUPER BUYS••

in our Men's & Boy's
Fash.•h Departments

Your Choice...Tops or Jeans for Inliwilliwalw
fants, Toddlers, or Junior Size Boys.
INFANTS $2
REG.TO
2.96

•

,

TODDLER $3
EACH

REG.
3.96 •

JUNIOR
EACH

REG.TO
6.97

$5
EACH

Choose from terry shirts in solid colors or stripes or denim boxer
jeans in infant's sizes 9 to 18 months; cotton zip front denim jeans or
terry shirts in 2styles for toddler sizes 2to 4, orV-neck terry shirt's and
poly cotton denim jeans for junior boys sizes 4 to 7.

ONE-TIME
SPECIAL BUY
JUST FOR
THIS SALE

Today's Most Popular Combination...Denim
Jeans or Terry Shirts for Boy's or Men...

$7
.

BOYS SHIRTS$
OR JEANS
REG. TO 8.88

•

Genuine
Leather
Upper

?OWNS SHIRTS
OR JEANS
REG. TO 10.88

•

•

EACH-

Casual combinations that look great anytime. Popular terry knit shirts in a wide
range of styles and colors. Boys sizes 8 to 18, Men's S to XL. Fashionable Rump
Jeans for boys or men. Both 1000/o cotton in blue denim. Boys sizes8to 18; Men's 29
to 38.

.::;,k13;r7rnriltr
.7•

•

•

7".!"~sairsompimireo•mita9P.."1:!.;;
".":

4:4-ntlavis,
.44.4
Nvip

port Shoes for Men
in ig op or Regular Styles...
Timex Watches Regularly
Priced from 17.95 to 21.95
SALE PRICED /
NOW

88
EACH

SelectedSelected group of,Timex Watches for your
entire family.Yellow or White Tones.

Special Buy! Men's or
Boy's Athletic Sockb
88
YOUR CHOICE
MEN'S OR BOYS
PKG.
Packages ot six. White with colored trim
Boys sizes 8 to 11; Men's sizes 9 to 14.

Unbelievable price for such quality . ..
Genuine leather 'uppers with suede
toe, padded collar, cushioned arch for
extra support, grip soles for extra traction when needed. White with black
trim in sizes 6 to VI. No RAINCHECA

YOUR CHOICE

88
PAIR

Us for
Buy!on
.4,100 Name Brand
Extra Towels in solids
Special Buy or prints.
.wrmithot
beautiful
oral Sachet
Linens...

88

No iron sheets of 70% Celanese Polyester and
30% Avril Rayon. Multi-floral deeign in twin, tun or
queen flat or "Bed sizes. Package of two standard
size pillowcases. NO RAINCHECKS

Pillow Caw

2i3"

Close Out Special... Famous
Brand sheared and terry cottonipolyesterlowetainaaldpy_
novelty designs. Slightly irregular but does not affect the
wear or beauty
NO RAINCHECKS

Tremendous Buysthroughout our
Domestic Department...Bought
Specially for our RMSS Sale at
Savings Too Good To Miss...
GetTo Know Us...And Save

NO RAINCHECKS

Decor Pillow
First quality highly fashionable decorative pillows in a
wide .range of styles and
colors. No

Bed Pillows
Standard, Queen and King
size bed pillows. Covering of
Evolution fabric*.
14AINCHECrIGI----

Chair Pads
33

Fiber King
100

tACH
Urethane foam filleWwith
corded trim. Assorted prints
-measuring 14x16xr.
— -

I BAG
Perfect for filling toys, pil-

NO WAIRCIINCICS

lows arid cushions. 1000,o
Polyester in 12 oz net wt
Geos.-440-^A,CHICIce

Carpet RAN°

Kitchen Ensemble
DISH CLOTH OR
POT HOLDER

TOWEL OR
OVEN MITT

68EACH 99EACH

Multi-colored vegetable print
Choose dishcloth, pot holder
kitchen.towel. oven mitt.

Vinyl translucent window
shades measuring 371/4
wide. White only.
NO-RAINCHICAS •

Weather Ressistant Carpets
for indoor or
outdoor use...

All-purpose carpet of 100% Polypropylene Olefin Pile tufted -on
polypropylene with dual-purpose
rubber waffle back, all of which
will not be effected by weather.
Can be used anywhere. Stripe design-fneasufirvg-81/2-k 11½--

Kitchen Rug
77
g EACK
Utility scatter rug in nostalgic
country kitchen print. 24x45".
NO sAiNcilaCks

m.riore mressu,n9 les545
COodes fro.,, three different decors',"
fa/net

NO RAINCHECKS

5-Pc. Tailored Curtain Set
ONE TIME
BOY...
EACH
Close out special on single panels in solids or prints. 83 or 81"
lengths. 57 Red 60" viodthsi Patterns showsi may wiry in each
store NO RAINCHECKS

Vade of permanent press 1000/0 Fortrel* Polyester Open weave
deur, includes one pair curtains, valanco. pair of tiebacks.
White, gold ot green NO RAINCHECKI

Tier, Valance, or Swag
VALANCE
2 296
SWAG
TIER 396
Permanent press of no-iron polyester and .cotton
blend. 60x38" tiers. 48x10' valance or 8048"swags in
gold or green. NO RANcHECKS

Door Mirror
_647
Pull Mengel door

Brass Table Umps
WE

97

REG. •
24.97

EACH
Antiqued brass plated base and column White molded
candle, 15" tall drum shale with gold edged trim. Cornplements any decor

N
•
e
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ew
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d
an
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e
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us...for

Get To Know

Save $6 on ...

Silverstone
7Piece
Cookware

97
REG.
25.97
Heavy gauge polished aluminum cookware set includes 1
qt. covered saucepan, 2 qt.
covered saucepan,5 qt. dutch
oven arid 10" fry pan. LIMIT 1

#4

—r-

'N Serve Dishes

Corning Ware

Choose 3 qt. covered casserole, PETITE PANS
21/2 qt. 10" covered casserole or
214.6.tip-ptite.pgri set__Wildflower,_
SET
patterrt.

3 OT DISH

2½ OT. DISH

88

Time Savers...Name brand
Appliances Save You Time & Money
Proctor-Silex® two slice toaster,
Rival® 31/2 quart crock pot, General Electric® portable hand
mixer or Steam/Dry iron.

E!
00
1
1

if EACH

1200
Hair Dryer.
Turbo dryer has 3 heat settings, 2 airflow settings
and dual flow air design.
_Liahtwe!ght_.for uts_y
•
ha7idling.

REG.
9.97

Easy to uqe
Styling Brushes
CRAZY BRUSH

HOT CURLING BRUSH

88

488 1288
RIG.
5.9?

/0EACH

Styling brushes that give
versatility for today's hair

REG. TO 12.97

SAVE TO 2.09

Q88

styles.

use in
r steps

r

TWELVE

Iroratinowls

20

SAVE 1.3-4
REG. 1.17

F$

Decorative 7 ironstone
bowls in several patterns

Ironing Table
SAVE 2.10
777
REG. 9.87
Adjustable ironing table

folds for easy storage.

121/211F Tumblers

20 PrIfUhstone

1488

SAVE 5.09 .
REG. 19.97

SAVE 45,
REG. 3.44

SET

32 Ounce Wisk
27

Pad and Cover
SAVE .1
88
REG. 2.88

Heavy duty VVisk Detergent
in 32 fl.-oz. bottle.

Fits 81154"ironing tables. TefIon coated.

Galvanized 20 gal trash can
with fitted lid LIMIT 2

Galvanized 16 qt all purpose
tub. LIMIT 2

40 Oz. Clorox ll
37.
27
SAVE,
REG. 1.64

Brillo Soap Pads

32 Oz. Dove

SAVE 69.
REG. 3.57

2

For all type washable fabrics. 40 oz. (net wt.)

LIMIT 2

SRAEVEG. 848e* 2
S88

Clothesline
Post Set

TALL
KITCHEN
CAN BAGS

REG.
14.98
Galvanized steel T-post
stand 88" high and are 2"In
diameter. 36" crossarms
with holes for 5 lines.
•
LIMIT 2

88

-

288

SAVE .1
REG. 2.88

/88

Leak proof, galvanized 10 qt
- handled bait LIMIT 2

Furnace Filters

2

97c

SAVE 12,
REG.21.00

Gentle to your hands. 32 fl.

Steel wool soap pads. Ten
pads per box.

oz. Dove.

F

Kordite

Easy to install furnace filters
in many sizes

22

REG.
1.88

TRASH &
BAGS
!1 GRASS

EACH
grass
and
Box of 20 trash
bags or box of 30 kitchen can
bags. Twist ties included.
LIMIT 2

Save 51c on ...
Decorative and
Durable Liner
kka.
-

-1L-.11tr:--.v17H-7141,ri

I
EG.

L97
I Molded
.Cornrtrn!

•

_

Clotheiline
Vit8
at
lirsd
L'il
Lan ..0

Pack of 40
Clothespins
Pack of 408434
olothampfos Long
REG
137
LIMIT I

iseting

•

•.
•
'

(t

088

Save 66c on ...
Sturdy Plastic
Trash Bags

7 ordite -

Save $4 on...

•

Choose bath bush, scrub
brush or bowl brush LIMIT 2

filLIMIT

/

LIMIT 2

/SET

711eTrash Can
SAVE 83, 444
-REG. 5.27--

I/EACH

Set of 12 clear heavy base
tumblers.

4 place setting of practical
and durable ironstone.

4

299

all

Bathroom brushes
SAVE 20.
27
REG.1.47

•

he).•01

5'x22" shelf and drawer liner
or 10x12" shelf liner. Tough,
long lasting and easy to clean. •
•
•

4-Inch
Paint Brush
4 onsne
cius,
use wiln all paims

2 Inch
Paint Brus

Save sl on ...
Roses House Paint

Even spreading
2' paint brush
Nylon bristles
NO RAINCHECKS

Pan and
Roller Kit
includes 9 tray. trim
roller roller frame. pile
cover and trim brush

Roses brand latex house
paint in gallon cans. Dries
quickly. spreads evenly and
requires only one,coat. White
only.

6 Ounce
Dap Caulk
14
1 REG.
IAN
Seals around tubs
showers. sinks, windows and more

11 Oz. Dap:
Latex Caulk

99t.

1.54
use with later
paints- for intenor orFor

sVE slri-

exterior

Multi-purpose masking tape Roll mea
a 60 yards
sures

Save- on
Roses Flat
Wall Paint

16-Ft. Extension Ladder

66

Sturdy aluminum 16 extension ladder
has 200 pound duty rating. Has two 8'
extensions with sure locks.

GAL.
REG.4.66
Interior wall paint is dripless,
spreads evenly, dries quickly and
cleans up in a flash. Gallon cans
White, oyster white beige or
green

Save to 1.78
on Rust
Resistant
Rural Mail
Box...

Scroll Post
Quick penetrating Redwood
stain-in -WW1 cans. Latex exterior stain protects and
beautifies.

Foldabte 6 step tackier has
metal shelf for extra convenience. Lightweight yet
sturdy. Has 225 lb. duty
rating.

/1/

eluxe
Lawn Rake

Caulking Gun
SAVE 147REG
52,

1 99
•
Easy to use caulking gun appliei
caulk evenly 6,,

Sturdy mailbox post
with scroll design- and

cement block base.

13 Qt. Drain Pan

58
EACH
Rust resistant drain
quart capacity.

One piece constructed car ramps supports up to 2V2
tons in pairs. Gives 9" clearance.

Adjustable
Jackt Support
3,-0011LbS:

2g500
- Installs easily on building or pole. Operates
on house current.
11111111 .

Ideal fo'r light-du
hauling. Perfect to
outdoor yard work
or garden use Easy
grip handles.31/2 cu.

Fits standard and
intermediate cars.
Made of easy clean I
vinyrClear only.

Adjust from 12"to 16W
and supports 3.000
lbs. Sturdy construc-!
tion

/

MOOR ACTOW FOR

SAVINGS ON
THE FAMILY

ft

SAVE
TO
11.09

Terrific Savings
Plus Superb
Craftsmanship
for years of
dependable use
Bikesfrom...
In
HUFFY
"Pro Thunder" m Pro 2
20" BMX
Bike

88

78

Boy's or Girl's
20-in Hi-Rise Bikes

REG.
89.97

Boy's BMX bike with advanced
design frame, tubular fork, astro
blue V-line handlebar, yellow BMX
2" hi-torque crank,
1
style grips, 6/
astro blue wheels, and racing
saddle;

REG.
64.97
Boy's bike has hot fudge fenders with custom graphics
and custom designed polo saddle. Girl's bike has firefrost fenders with custom graphics and custom designed
polo saddle

CARTON PRICES
ON ALL BIKES

Steel
Foot
Pump

R4E61
288
Spin-casting Olympic Rod
and Reel Combo...

Steel foot pump with
twenty inch air hose
and thumbfock
chuck.

1688

Spin cast reel has right/left convertible handle and
selective on/otf anti-reverse system 2 piece solid
glass rod with ceramic guides. No RAINCHECKS

Men's
26-inch
10-Speed
Bike
I Mi

xXX

SAVE
11.09

HUFFY

Get To Know Us...for
the best in quality at
pricesto-fityour budget..

A

Titleist)0(X'D Out Golf Balls
gee
REQ.
7.88

IMF DOZ

788q.
Men's 26-inch, 10-speed bike
with 10-speed derailleur gearing system with convenient
stem mounted Shift levers,
_dual caliper handbrake.R.rac- _
ing style saddle, and maes
bend handlebars.

Box of twelve Titleist XXX D out golf balls.
.11.111111

35-Ouart Thermo
88

/0

e Chest

RE0.13.97

Lightweight, rustproof with hinged lid and rugged
end handles 35 quart capacity

947

REG.11.97

12-qt. capacity with unique lid and latch
construction for easy one hand carry.

Eveready® Lantern
& 6-Volt Battery

96
REG.4.86
• ,•
Commander lantern flashlight has powerful ,beam; oil
and grease resistant case. Includes 6-volt battery.

6-Volt
flashlight
Battery

47
REG. 2.17

"Magic Johnson" Basketball
"Megie JOhnson" basketball by
Spaldin . Nylon wound, raised
ign for excellent ball •
control.

REG 9.96

Fiberglass Backboard & Goal Set
Vs goal, twelve no-ties hourglass
"
shaped weatherproof net, 44x
36'x54" flbeNiass beckboprd

AA/88
REG. 49.811

Assembly
Required,

RMSS...
ROSES MONE
SAVING SALE

Getto Know Us
The More You Know About Us...
The More You Can SAVE...

P

AM/FM-FM
Stereo Receiver
With 8-Track
Tape Recorder
Player With Record
Changer and Speakers

$14988
AI

411.11.1kI t

MODEL
5762680

This AM/FM stereo receiver
withAS-tfape-recordef has
,--everythIng you could want.
Automatic record changer
with Duocone Speakers all
add up to fantastic lists
Hours of fun recordirv youreight track tapes.

10 Gallon
Aquarium Kit
REG. TO
16.116

1397

'0 gallon aquar urn starter set for an:
exciting and fascinating nobbv

Multi-Purpose
Cedar Shavings

. REG

25 lb. Bag
Cat Litter

Rfe2.01

148

TO
zee

3pound bag(net Ai 1 cedar shavings
for pets of all sizes Makes a corn
fortable bedding _

197

Economical 25 pound bag cat litter
absorbs mo.sture deodorizes and is
disposable
•

PR-10 FILM

FLASH ATTACHMENT

77
FtEG.
5.97

2124.61REG.

4.

41
000/11PeraliWaiv•

-I

C4
411%
.

maw
/xv..11/ • ":
will v

--

Chocolate Cups

Caramel Figurines Liver & Onions
ROSES
PRICE 6ZAG NO RAINCHECKS /37 ROSES STORES 169
NOLOWRAINCNECKS
AVAILABLE
AT MOST

ROSES
LOW PRICE

Ch0030 from smoothie or milk
chocolate peanut butter or Marto
Cups 6 oz (net WII

705 ounces of delicious caramel nut
flavor figurines for the weight conaC.OuS penlion LIMIT 2

CAMERA

Tender beef liver smotherNd In Onion
gravy and served with two vegetables of your chbIce nut bread and
margarine

88
33.00

Kodak,the name to trust for dependable cameras and
accessories. PR-10 color film has 10 prints per pack.
Flash attachment gives 100 flashes from 4 AA batteries. Colorburst 50 camera has fixed focus and extended shutter speed to provide beautiful pictures.

Ipcbcal
- ip

sv
,

Si

16 Oz. Roses Baby k 12 Oz. Agree
Shampoo or Oil
Shampoo or Condition
LOW
LOV/
27
PRICE
pRicr

ROSES

giki
ct4.

‘11,1bit,

71/2 Oz. Vaseline
Petroleum Jelly

ROSES
77Ef NO RAINCHECKS gMPH
E

Shampoo or baby oil of 16 fluid
ounces Roses own brand

The Youn
Community
its first spit
scenes and
and works I 7
Auditions
Shakespeare'
March 4, at
roan of the p
the product°
guild is open
interested in
said. No pre •
necessary an
costumes,
technical an
attend.
Scenes will
Taming of
summer's N

Coun
Offic
Ope

SAV
1

<5
,
„

Yo

1111#

••••11•••••

NO RAINCHECKS

Cash In On Real Savings With
Kodak Products... Colorburst
Camera, Flash Attachments or
PR10 Film All At Savings For You!

NEVVCO
Rapier, D.
formalion
legislators
ments, as
and Small

•
•

12 fluid ounces of Agree shampoo or
conditioner Regular or 0,Iy

73,

114 ounce of Vaseline petroleum lolly
S•othes minor scrapes and cuts

The -upper
Clerk in the
House will be
1,from 9a.m
of 1980 lice •
to Marvin Ha
Harris said
ing in Feb
therefore wit
Saturday ththe =VW Pe
their license
The office
a.m.to 5 p.m
Harris said
year's ce'rtifi
this will sa
check throug
--year—The •
added.

today

-T

summer's

Sinutabil.
FCwfehelc"Inusheedethe
C""fic'n Mout
and
30tabiets
•

-46.1AVICIIMId"."—

t

extra

strength

Sinutab
elkw
toOssogr
_
Wows

,
Box of 170
0-Tips

REGULAR
1.07 73c

n
- --nirriard-rn "race

pentN chewy

/
1
2 Fluid Ounce
Visine Drops

.RIGULAR
1.47 97C

10 Fluid Ounces
Nyquil

ROSES
REGULAR
3 23 197
4,,

Y2 Ituer_GPACell _Aleut Eye _Ce9Pk 491
4
:0
441r
4
red-otst-

RMSS... ROSES MONEY
SAVING SALE

4/
1
2 Fl. Oz. Twin
Summer's Eve
LOW eir
PRICES

,/e 10 ounc_• Ott
- le of
4.°A9

fluid ouni.es'nisch '
pec
Login

Box of 125
Kleenex Boutique

REGULAR
63.

ready to

1

F$

g
Kleenex Boutique 125a in prints and
tors in ant-n/11.6_130mm LIMIT

1/2 Fl. Oz. Dristan
Nasal Mist

REGULAR 123
1.31

fluirt ounce of relift1 for sinus con
gestron
peel colds

Sinutab II 30s
Extra Strength 24s
ROSES
LOW PRICES .157
NO RAINCHECKS I EA
S'Inutab II 30s or Sinutab (Writ
strength 24, lovilus relief

Two
Aces ...
Classifi •
Comics.
Crosswo
Dear Abt
Deaths
Dr. Lam
Horosco •
Local
Opinion !
Sports..

Pa
Partl
lows in
Thu rsd
cloudy
light ra
mid 40s.
Cold
Cloudy
rain
, •r..7
to near
Kentu
Lake

